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This dissertation involves two studies investigating the disclosure of life
experiences in the context of real relationships in real time. Study 1 included 126
university students and community members. Pairs of participants who had known each
other for at least three months were eligible. After participants completed a set of selfreport measures, one member of the pair was randomly selected to disclose an experience
he/she had not previously disclosed to the other member of the pair. A final set of selfreport measures was then completed by each participant. The interaction was videotaped
for coding and analyses. Using the coders' and disclosers' ratings of listeners' behaviors,
we examined the impact of both verbal and nonverbal responses to disclosure and
identified two modifiable behaviors (interruptions and posture) that contributed to
conveying support. Results indicated that leaning backward was associated with more
negative responses to disclosure and moderate levels of interruption were associated with

more supportive responses to disclosure. Study 2 involved similar recruitment procedures
to Study 1 and included 220 university students and community members. Pairs of
participants were randomly assigned to an experimental or control condition and
researchers were blind to condition. After completing a series of self-report questionnaires,
the person randomly assigned to the discloser role was asked to describe an experience of
mistreatment not previously disclosed to the other participant. This interaction was
videotaped. Following this, participants completed post-disclosure questionnaires. Then,
psychoeducational materials regarding either healthy lifestyle improvements (control
condition) or supportive listening techniques (experimental condition) were distributed,
followed by a quiz on these materials. A second experience of mistreatment was disclosed
and a fmal set of post-disclosure questionnaires was completed. Results indicated that the
psychoeducational materials were effective in enhancing supportive responses to disclosure
such that listeners in the experimental condition demonstrated significantly fewer
unsupportive behaviors than listeners in the control condition. Listeners who started with
high levels of unsupportive behaviors benefitted the most from the psychoeducational
materials. Although there are several limitations of these studies and additional research
with more diverse samples is needed, the fmdings represent an important preliminary step
in research.
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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Recovery from negative or stressful life experiences frequently involves telling
others what happened. While disclosure can serve a variety of purposes (e,g., selfexpression, self-clarification, social control, social validation, emotional support,
catharsis, tangible aid (Ahrens, Campbell, Ternier-Thames, Wasco, Sefl, 2007; Parker &
Parrott, 1995), the impetus is often solicitation of social support. Without disclosure, it is
difficult for support to be provided. However, it is thought that responses to disclosure,
rather than the act of disclosure in and of itself, are strong predictors of outcomes
following disclosure. In fact, positive social support in response to disclosure is
frequently associated with a multitude of mental health benefits (e.g., Coker, Smith,
Thompson, McKeown, Bethea, & Davis, 2002). Although this relationship has been well
established empirically, less is known about what constitutes a supportive response and
how supportive and unsupportive behaviors can be distinguished from one another. In
addition, it is uncertain how best to educate the general public in responding supportively
to disclosures of negative life experiences. Accordingly, some of these areas have been
acknowledged as important directions for future research (Ahrens et aI., 2007; Ryan &
Solky, 1996), and represent main objectives of the present set of studies.
While traumatic events (e.g., physical, emotional, and sexual abuse) constitute
one type of negative life experience, there are a variety of negative life experiences that
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are not only common in the general population (see Lantz, House, Mero, & Williams,
2005), but also are often distressing (e.g., bereavement, betrayal of trust, loss of an
important relationship). Thus, in the present set of studies we aimed to examine a variety
of negative life events that are perceived and/or experienced as distressing by the
individuals reporting them. Although traumatic disclosure is a focus of the literature
review that follows, for the purposes of the present studies, disclosure of negative life
experience was conceptualized broadly and included, but was not limited to, the
disclosure of traumatic events.
The Disclosure of Trauma
Modes o.fTraumatic Disclosure
The term "disclosure" is rather broad, and thus researchers in the trauma field vary
in their interpretations and usage of it. In order to refine the way in which traumatic
disclosure is defined, Alaggia (2004) explored ways of conceptualizing traumatic
disclosure and associated patterns and processes. Through a qualitative investigation
comprised of intensive interviews with sexual assault survivors, Alaggia (2004) identified
several disclosure categories that have been defined in prior research, including
purposeful, accidental, and prompted/elicited. Additional "types" of disclosure that were
identified via her research included "rapid, delayed, spontaneous, withheld, intentional,
explicit and vague" (Alaggia, 2004, p. 1214).
The intensive interviews revealed that the most commonly reported disclosure type
was purposeful (42%) (Alaggia, 2004). Elicited/prompted disclosures (e.g., through
therapy, investigations) followed, and frequently occurred in adulthood rather than
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childhood. Accidental disclosures (e.g., discovered by another person through witnessing
or medical examinations) occurred least often (8%). The following categories were
developed in order to account for the remaining disclosure patterns: behavioral (62.5%;
deliberate use of nonverbal cues such as anger outbursts, running away, tantrums or
indirect verbal cues such as "Can you come home early?" or "Do you have to go to
work?" as a means of disclosure), intentionally withheld (approximately 25%; unrelated
to recall of abuse, often abuse was denied when directly questions were asked), and
triggered disclosure (29%).
Based on these results, a model of types of disclosure with four categories was
developed: purposeful (including verbal disclosure, indirect verbal hints, and deliberate
behavioral cues), behavioral (including both intentional and unintentional non-verbal
cues and symptoms), intentional withholding (including deliberate denial, accidental
third-party discovery, and elicited/prompted), and triggered disclosure of delayed
memories. Although we do not distinguish between these types of disclosures in the
present studies, we do examine both verbal and behavioral (e.g., tone of voice, facial
expressions) aspects of disclosure.
The Benefits ofDisclosure

Benefits of both verbal (e.g., Lepore, Ragan, & Jones, 2000) and written (e.g.,
Hemenover. 2003) disclosure of a variety of experiences have been indicated in prior
research; more specifically, traumatic disclosure has been associated with a variety of
positive psychological benefits. Ruggiero et al. (2004), for instance, found that
prevalence of PTSD symptoms and major depressive episodes were significantly higher
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in long-delay disclosers compared to non-disclosers and short-delay disclosers, even after
controlling for demographic and abuse-related variables. Thus, waiting a longer time to
disclose was associated with worse outcomes than waiting a shorter time to disclose and
not disclosing.
Several theories have been advanced to explain reasons underlying the benefits of
disclosure (Bradley & Follingstad, 2001; Pennebaker & Chung, 2007). While many of
these theories were not specifically developed to explain the benefits of traumatic
disclosure, several have been applied both to the disclosure of trauma and the disclosure
of negative or stressful life experiences more generally. Most often, disclosure is viewed
as a therapeutic way of describing and processing experiences. One theory, for instance,
suggests that disclosure is beneficial in that it allows for emotional expression and
acknowledgement of emotional experiences (Pennebaker & Chung, 2007).
Other researchers posit that the inhibition required for non-disclosure taxes
physiological resources and, in turn, causes stress (Bradley & Follingstad, 2001;
Pennebaker & Chung, 2007). Following from this logic, once disclosure occurs the need
for inhibition may decrease, thereby reducing physiological arousal.
A third model used to conceptualize the benefits of disclosure is Leonard's (1996)
"social exchange theory" (in Paine & Hansen, 2002). In a sense, this theory can be
thought of as a "cost-benefit" analysis of disclosure processes. For instance, a child that
is being abused might reduce his or her distress by perceiving oneself as deserving of this
treatment. In addition, the perpetrator may promise the child safety, presents, and
protection of siblings and/or the family unit, in return for silence. Taken together, these
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promises and the perception that the abuse is deserved, result in a seemingly "fair"
relationship or exchange. Thus, the "cost" of disclosure may outweigh the "benefit,"
likely resulting in nondisclosure. According to this theory, the "benefits" of disclosure
are very individualized and are often considered prior to the disclosure, thereby exerting
an influence on the decision to disclose. In addition, the individual's perception of
whether the disclosure was beneficial may be considered in the context of the "costs" of
the disclosure.
A fourth theory posits that the specific form of disclosure used in many exposure
therapies for trauma survivors is a way of re-conditioning the anxiety often associated
with traumatic memories (Bradley & Follingstad, 200 I; Pennebaker & Chung, 2007). In
other words, through disclosure, a person can habituate himself/herself to anxietyprovoking stimuli. This often requires repeated detailed description of emotions and
sensations related to the trauma, either verbally andlor in writing, such that a coherent
trauma narrative that integrates previously fragmented memories and emotions, can be
created. It is thought that through the creation of this narrative certain PTSD symptoms
are ameliorated (Riggs, Cahill, & Foa, 2006, Shipherd, Street, & Resick, 2006). Freyd
(1996) has similarly hypothesized that transforming "sensory" memories into a more
sharable form (e.g., the language of a coherent and sharable narrative) might also
alleviate symptoms of posttraumatic distress. Relatedly, it has been theorized that when
disclosure occurs in a coherent way, a person may develop greater insight, which may
allow shifting of perspective and reframing of harmful cognitions (Pennebaker & Chung,
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2007). In these theories, construction of a coherent narrative is key in producing positive
outcomes of disclosure.
Lastly, it has been suggested that the benefits related to disclosures that occur in
the context of relationships may be attributable to social support factors, rather than the
act of disclosure itself; for instance, if a person's disclosure is accepted by members of
the social support network, this may facilitate the development of a positive view of
oneself (Bradley & Follingstad, 2001). This is consistent with prior research
demonstrating that responses to disclosure are important in predicting outcomes
following disclosure (e.g, Ahrens et aI., 2007; Coker et aI., 2002; Figueiredo et aI., 2004;
Lepore et aI. 1996). Although these theories implicate different mechanisms underlying
the therapeutic nature of disclosure and offer different conceptualizations of the
important components of disclosure, all support the notion that disclosure can have
beneficial outcomes.
Delayed Disclosure
Although prior research suggests that disclosure can be beneficial (e.g., Ruggiero
et aI., 2004), between 30 and 80% of survivors purposefully do not disclose childhood
sexual abuse (CSA) before adulthood (in Alaggia, 2004). In fact, average disclosure
latencies of 3 to 18 years from abuse onset have been reported (in Alaggia, 2004). Other
research suggests that anywhere from 26% (Kogan et aI., 2004) to 31 % (Coker et al.,
2002) of survivors have not disclosed their trauma(s) outside of the research context.
While it appears that our responses to traumatic disclosure are extremely
important regardless of the amount of time it may take a person to disclose, it may be
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especially important for survivors who wait a long time. It is possible, for instance, that
there is greater stigma associated with disclosing abuse that occurred a long time ago
compared to abuse that occurred more recently, as people may be less likely to believe
the disclosure (e.g., because of assumed memory errors over time, lack of evidence, etc.).
The fact that longer disclosure delays are associated with closer relationships to
perpetrators (Foynes, Freyd, & Deprince, 2009), reflects another characteristic of abuse
that may make the disclosure less likely to be believed or more likely to be stigmatized
by others. At the same time, waiting a long time to disclose may serve as a protective
coping mechanism that may allow survivors to continue depending on perpetrators,
and/or to remain relatively emotionally and/or physically safe; it also prevents the receipt
of negative reactions to disclosure (Ahrens, 2006). Negative reactions to disclosure may
range from unsupportive verbal or nonverbal responses to violence (Gielen et aI., 2000).
Thus, the act of disclosure may represent a certain readiness or willingness to heal that
was not safe or even possible shortly after the abuse occurred. In light of these
possibilities, it is important that disclosure be met with supportive, accepting, and
validating responses.

Recipients ofDisclosure
A large body of research suggests that recipients of disclosure are less likely to be
mental health or social service professionals and more likely to be friends and family
members (e.g., Coker et aI., 2002; Fisher, Daigle, Cullen, & Turner, 2003; Paine &
Hansen, 2002; Ullman & Filipas, 2001). For instance, in one study survivors reported
that initial confidants were most often friends (36%), mothers (35%), and other relatives
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(8%) (Kogan, 2004). Another study indicated that the first recipients of disclosure were
friends (38.2%) and family members (22.5%) (Ahrens et aI., 2007). This research
underscores the importance of teaching the most common recipients of disclosure, family
members and friends, how to be supportive when traumas are disclosed.
Factors Thought to Predict Delayed Disclosure

A variety of factors thought to predict delayed disclosure have been examined in
prior research, including age (e.g., Foynes et aI., 2009; Kogan, 2004; Paine & Hansen,
2002; Ruggiero et aI., 2004) ), gender (Foynes et al., 2009; Paine & Hansen, 2002), abuse
severity (Foynes et aI., 2009; Kogan, 2004; Paine & Hansen, 2002; Ruggiero et aI.,
2004), abuse duration (Paine & Hansen, 2002; Ruggiero et aI., 2004), method of coercion
(Paine & Hansen, 2002; Ruggiero et aI., 2004), and relationship to perpetrator (Foynes et
aI.; Kogan, 2004; Paine & Hansen, 2002; Ruggiero et al., 2004). While many of these
findings are mixed, one of the strongest predictors of longer disclosure delays is a closer
relationship to the perpetrator (Foynes et al., 2009; Kogan, 2004).
In terms of research examining the association between age and patterns of
disclosure, some findings suggest that younger children (i.e., under the age of 7) are
unlikely to disclose immediately (Kogan, 2004). This may be due to a lack of the
cognitive or language resources required for disclosure, less persistent memories of
abuse, and/or greater dependence on perpetrators of abuse (Freyd, Deprince, &
Zurbriggen, 2001). Patterns in whom survivors decide to tell may also change with age.
As survivors get older, for instance, relationships to peers become more important and
likelihood of peer disclosure increases (Kogan, 2004). In fact, prior research indicates
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that while children ages 7 to 13 years are most likely to tell an adult, adolescents ages 14
to 17 years are most likely to tell peers. Type and content of disclosures also vary as a
function of age such that disclosures made by younger children are more likely to be
accidental, whereas disclosures made by older children were more likely to be
purposeful. Younger children are also more likely to be vague and give less detail in
their disclosures (Paine & Hansen, 2002).
Interesting findings regarding the association between disclosure and abuse
severity have also been demonstrated. A literature review by Paine and Hansen (2002),
for example, suggested a u-shaped relationship between disclosure and abuse severity,
with survivors at both ends being less likely to disclose. Other research indicates that
characteristics often used to judge abuse severity, such as penetration and fears for one's
life, are associated with a greater likelihood of disclosure to adults (Kogan, 2004).
Although Kogan (2004) concluded that abuse characteristics (e.g, age at abuse onset, fear
for one's life, penetration) were important in predicting whom a victim would tell,
relationship to perpetrator was the strongest predictor of delayed disclosure. Importantly,
it has been discovered that many survivors who experience abuse that is not characterized
by perpetrator threats or force are also nondisclosers (50%) (Ruggiero et aI., 2004),
suggesting that increased abuse severity is not a consistent predictor of disclosure delays.
Reasons for nondisclosure or delayed disclosure may include children's beliefs
that they were willing participants/coconspirators, fear of blame or negative
treatment/evaluation, concerns regarding homosexuality or not being believed, desire to
keep family or perpetrator safe, fear of hurting others, fear of punishment, concern for
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well-being ofperpetrator (in Paine & Hansen, 2002), and familial values of obedience
(Somer & Schwarczberg, 2001). Another concern impeding disclosure may be fear that
it will not help; unfortunately, it appears that in some cases, this is true. In fact, prior
research has demonstrated that in many cases abuse continues for a year or more
following disclosure to a parent (52%), and many initial disclosures (17%) do not
culminate in any sort of psychological intervention (in Paine & Hansen, 2002). Taken
together, this body of research illustrates that some trauma survivors are less likely to
disclose, or to wait longer to disclose, than others, and that oftentimes when disclosure
occurs, proper support is not provided.
The findings from prior research regarding predictors of delayed and
nondisclosure can serve as a foundation for tailoring our supportive responses to meet the
needs of individuals. For instance, our efforts to provide supportive responses to those
survivors with close relationships to their perpetrators can incorporate the knowledge that
these survivors may wait longer to disclose, often for a functional purpose, so that there is
increased attention to respecting the risks and difficulties in disclosing this kind of
trauma.
The Importance of Responses to Disclosure
The effects of disclosure are largely contingent upon the quality of responses
received (e.g., Ahrens et al., 2007; Lepore et al., 2000). Not only may the type of
responses be relevant (e.g., offering tangible aid, refusing to help), but also the manner in
which these responses are delivered (cold and detached vs. warm and empathic) (Ahrens
et al., 2007). In fact, it is possible for support attempts to be well intentioned, but to be
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experienced as negative or harmful, nonetheless (Campbell, Ahrens, Wasco, Sefl, &
Barnes,2001). Thus, it is important to note that disclosure in and of itself may not
necessarily predict more beneficial outcomes.
The importance of social responses in predicting outcome following disclosure of
negative experiences has been documented in disclosure of sexual trauma (Ahrens et aI.,
2007; Ullman, 2007; Ullman & Filipas, 2001; Ullman & Filipas, 2005; Ullman;
Townsend, Filipas, & Starzynski, 2007), breast cancer (Figueiredo, Fries, & Ingram,
2004; Lewis et aI., 2001), abortion (Major, Cozzarelli, Sciacchitano, Cooper, Testa, &
Mueller, 1990), bereavement (Lepore, Silver, Wortman, & Wayment, 1996), and
interpersonal violence (Coker et aI., 2002). More specifically, negative reactions to
disclosure predict negative mental health outcomes such as reduced quality of life, role
limitations, social functioning deficits, increased symptoms of depression and PTSD. In
fact, research demonstrates that if interpersonal violence is disclosed and social support
received, women demonstrate almost a 50% reduction in risk of mental health outcomes
such as substance abuse, anxiety and depression, PTSD, suicidal ideation and attempts, as
well as improved physical health (Coker et aI., 2002). Interestingly, it has also been
observed that disclosing and receiving a negative reaction predicts worse psychological
outcome than both disclosures met with supportive responses (Figueiredo et aI., 2004;
Lepore et aI., 1996; Ullman & Filipas, 2005; Ullman et aI., 2007) and nondisclosure
(Major et aI., 1990). This suggests that disclosure alone is not sufficient for benefit; the
recipient must offer emotional support, which in turn, may have other positive effects,
such as helping the survivor improve coping responses (Coker et aI., 2002).
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In the medical literature, empathy is implicated as an important tool in facilitating
patient disclosure and enhancing the doctor-patient alliance (Halpern, 2001). It has also
been demonstrated that when physicians are attuned to patients' emotions, patients' trust
of their physicians increases, which in turn, can predict treatment adherence (in Halpern,
2001). Importantly, it has been noted that perceptions of physicians' behaviors (e.g.,
physician's level of care), rather than satisfaction with these behaviors, predict long-term
psychological adjustment in breast cancer patients; furthermore, it has been suggested
that this effect is stronger for certain classes of symptoms (e.g., PTSD) as compared to
more general forms of distress (Mager & Andrykowski, 2002).
Research with oncology patients suggests that when oncologists respond to
indirect or direct expressions of patient emotion with "continuers" or statements that
encourage (rather than discourage) continued disclosure and expression of emotion,
patients not only have less anxiety and depression but also are more satisfied with and
more likely to adhere to treatment (Pollak et aI., 2007). Examples ofthese "continuers"
include labeling emotion (e.g., "I wonder if you are feeling sad about the test result),
empathizing with and validating emotion (e.g., "Many of my patients feel discouraged
when they aren't seeing the response they want, so it makes sense that you feel this
way"), showing respect (e.g., "I applaud you for your courage in all ofthis) and support
(e.g., "I will be with you until the end"), and encouraging patients to elaborate on their
emotional experience (e.g., "Tell me more about what is upsetting you") (Pollak et al"
2007, p. 5749). Unfortunately, these kinds of empathic responses were not common. In
fact, when patients indirectly or directly expressed negative emotions, a situation that is
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viewed as an "empathic opportunity" for oncologists, 41 % of oncologists never
responded with continuers. In addition, in response to empathic opportunities,
oncologists used continuers in only 27% of patient cases. Results also indicated that
prior training in communicating with patients did not predict their responses. This
underscores the importance not only of training physicians to respond empathically, but
also in finding a way of training physicians that actually results in behavioral change and
translates into an ability to respond empathically to patients.
Additional research that utilizes the perspective of breast cancer survivors has
demonstrated that physicians exhibiting certain behaviors or characteristics (e.g.,
physicians that acknowledge patient emotion, ask encouraging questions, seem to want
what is best for the patient, care for the patient, include the patient in decision-making)
are viewed as more compassionate, and that this "enhanced compassion" is associated
with decreases in anxiety levels compared to both prior levels and control group levels
(Fogarty, Curbow, Wingard, McDonnell, & Somerfield, 1999). Moreover, the expression
of "enhanced compassion" took approximately 40 seconds on average (Fogarty et aI.,
1999). Given the prior research demonstrating that empathic opportunities exist, but that
empathic responding is rare, the fmding that compassion can be conveyed in such a short
amount of time emphasizes how cost-effective and time-efficient it can be to express
compassion in a way that can be beneficial for patients (Fogarty et aI., 1999).
While the body of research regarding responses to disclosure has generated
important findings, the majority has been in the form of retrospective, self-report
methodologies. Fewer studies have implemented designs in which disclosure is elicited,
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and observed, in the research context (e.g. Dindia, Fitzpatrick, & Kenny, 1997; Fritz,
Nagurney, & Helgeson, 2003; Lepore, Femandez,-Berrocal, Ragan, & Ramos, 2004;
Lepore et aI., 2000; Lutgendorf & Antoni, 1999; Pistrang, Barker, & Rutter, 1997), a
technique that often allows for the manipulation of various constructs and inference of
causality. While some of these studies have examined important aspects of selfdisclosure (e.g., individual differences, reciprocity, gender, depth of relationship) (e.g.,
Dindia et aI., 1997), only two of these studies have examined the impact of negative

responses to disclosure in a laboratory setting where there is actual human interaction,
instead of relying solely on retrospective accounts of disclosure (e.g. Lepore et aI., 2004;
Lepore et aI., 2000), and the findings have been mixed.
In one study, participants watched a slide and video presentation of the
Holocaust, and were then assigned to either a "no-talk" control condition in which they
remained alone and did not talk, or one of three experimental conditions in which they
disclosed their thoughts and feelings about the Holocaust presentation. These
experimental conditions included talking in a room alone, talking to a validating
confederate who shared a similar reaction to the stimulus, or talking to an invalidating
confedereate who shared a dissimilar reaction to the stimulus (Lepore et aI., 2000).
Upon reexposure to the stressor two days later, participants in the "talk alone" and
"validating confederate" conditions were significantly lower in perceived stress and
intrusive thoughts than participants in the "no talk" control condition. Interestingly,
participants in the "invalidating confederate" condition fared neither better nor worse
than participants in the three other conditions ("no talk," "talk alone," and "validating
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confederate"). The authors propose that the receipt of an invalidating response may have
"diluted" the benefits of talking, and that some people may have benefited from an
invalidating response (i.e., most people experienced the stimulus as negative or stressful,
and hearing that someone reacted dissimilarly may have helped reframe the experience in
a more positive way) whereas others did not. Of note, invalidating confederates were
rated as significantly less knowledgeable about the Holocaust and less interesting than
validating confederates, suggesting that participants may not have considered their
opinions very seriously, or may have even discounted them, especially since the
confederates were strangers rather than significant others (Lepore et aI., 2000). The
authors' acknowledge the study's limited ecological validity given the nature of the
stressor (e.g., time-limited exposure, content likely low in personal significance and level
of direct threat to participants) and the disclosure interaction (e.g., brief, scripted
response, between two strangers without a real relationship).

In a similar study, participants watched a video clip of a gang rape scene, and
were then assigned to one of four experimental conditions (no talking, talking alone,
talking to a "validating" confederate and talking to a "challenging" confederate) (Lepore
et aI., 2004). The challenging confederate differed from the validating confederate in both
verbal and nonverbal behavior. More specifically, the challenging confederate
maintained a more neutral position and did not make consistent eye contact with the
participant. Following the disclosure, the challenging confederate reacted in a more
detached fashion and presented the participant with a different view of the video; for
instance, the challenging confederate would make comments such as "I don't know
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exactly what happened in the video, but from what you said, 1 don't think everyone
would

, "1 can't really see why you would feel

from watching the

video." "I could really imagine myself sitting and watching the scene, but I wouldn't
have thought

," " ... When I was listening to you talk about the video, I found it

hard to keep my mind on what you were saying; I was thinking about all the stuff! have
to do today" (p. 347).
Upon re-exposure to the video, participants who disclosed to a "challenging"
confederate demonstrated the largest decreases in distress. In light of this surprising
finding, the authors proposed that receiving an alternate perspective may have allowed
participants to distance themselves from the stressor, either by believing they had
overreacted or that the victim in the video had provoked the rape. It is also possible that
participants assumed that they should be upset following this stressor, and in tum, did not
report the decreased distress they may have experienced after interacting with the
validating confederate. Interacting with the "challenging" confederate, on the other hand,
may have given participants the impression that feeling less distressed was an appropriate
response (Lepore et aI., 2004). As in the aforementioned study, participants in this study
disclosed their reactions to someone else's experiences. Since participants did not
disclose stressors they had experienced directly, it is difficult to know whether these
results generalize to more personal disclosures. In addition, disclosing in this context
may not parallel disclosures that occur in the context of intimate and/or important social
relationships.
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Definitions of Social Support
Although there may be individual variation in what is considered supportive, the
fact that disclosure is often essential for survivors to receive emotional, legal, or financial
assistance in their recovery underscores the importance of cultivating a supportive
environment in which such disclosures can occur. As constituents of supportive
responses and strategies for educating others on how to be supportive are identified, this
research can inform the creation of such an environment.
Social support is defined in numerous ways. In prior research, social support has
often been defined in terms of the nature of the social support network (e.g., number of
people in the social network, degree of intimacy between the self and social network
members, formal and informal sources of social support) or the type of support provided
(e.g., emotional, instrumental, informational) (Hogan, Linden, & Najarian, 2002).
Broadly speaking, Ryan and Solky (1996) suggest that in order for social support to be
considered as such, it must meet one or more of a person's psychological needs, such as
relatedness, autonomy, and competence. For instance, effective social support may meet
a person's need for relatedness via the strengthening of a connection or by demonstrating
the extent to which the person is loved and valued. It might also honor and respect a
person's autonomy. Ryan and Solky (1996) further posit that what distinguishes an
authentically supportive relationship from one in which the support is more superficial
(e.g., casual interactions) is the ability of a person to empathize, acknowledge and accept
our experiences, which in turn, allows us more freedom to be and express ourselves.
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In defining social support, some research suggests that it is important to ask
survivors to identifY the kinds of reactions to disclosure that are helpful or supportive
(and also harmful) rather than assuming that certain responses are helpful (Ahrens et aI.,
2007). In other words, understanding and gaining insight into the perspective of the
discloser is crucial. For instance, in examining first disclosures of rape, Ahrens et al.
(2007) identified a few instances in which positive reactions were considered detrimental.
That is, when recipients of disclosure reacted empathically, sometimes disclosers felt
worried about the recipients' well-being or felt the need to comfort the discloser at the
expense of meeting their own needs for support. Relatedly, other research has
demonstrated that well-intended support attempts can be experienced as hurtful, or are
often not able to meet survivor's needs or expectations (Ahrens, 2006). In other cases,
people may receive negative reactions from others, yet are able to dismiss or remain
unaffected by these responses because the amount of distress they have experienced as a
result of the trauma makes them feel numb and immune to these reactions (Ahrens et aI.,
2007). In still other cases, people may have difficulty evaluating whether or not
responses are supportive (Ahrens et aI., 2007). These findings suggest that what is
considered supportive should, in large part, be evaluated on the basis of what is
considered supportive to the individual disclosing. Ahrens et aI., (2007) suggest explicit
training for both professionals and the community regarding interacting with survivors in
a "supportive and empathic manner" (p. 47).
Prior research focusing on survivors who stopped disclosing for a substantial
period of time after receiving a negative reaction from the first person to whom they
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disclosed, revealed that the negative reactions often resulted in doubts about the
effectiveness of future disclosures, increased feelings of self-blame, and questioning
whether what happened was actually considered rape (Ahrens et aI., 2006). It is
important to note that not disclosing again may serve a protective function (Ahrens,
2006); in other words, by not disclosing, survivors may prevent negative reactions, which
in tum, might prevent some of the negative consequences associated with negative
reactions, such as increased PTSD symptoms. This illustrates the importance of studying
first disclosures, as we attempted to do in the present set of studies.
Prior Research on Social Support Interventions
While an abundance of prior research has documented the importance of social
support, the effectiveness of various social support interventions is less clear. This is in
large part due to the variety of interventions that have been studied and the variety of
populations in which they have been examined. In order to elucidate significant research
findings in this area, and provide guidance for gaps in the current literature, Hogan et al.
(2002) conducted a review of social support interventions. In order to facilitate
comparisons across studies, the following criteria were used to create meaningful
distinctions between interventions: 1) Is the intervention delivered in a group or
individual format? 2) Is the intervention intended to provide direct support (e.g, providing
emotional or informational support) or to increase the quality of the support network (e.g,
helping people develop skills to improve their support network)? 3) Who is the "support
person" being targeted or examined in the study (e.g., family member or mental health
professional)? Although overall conclusions were difficult to make given the wide range
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of variability within and across these three dimensions, the authors concluded that social
support interventions are promising, given that approximately 83% of the studies
reviewed reported some benefits of the intervention relative to control groups or no
intervention.
Generally, common methodological limitations included lack of measures of
social support, small sample sizes (e.g., n<15 per condition), inattention to random
assignment, inclusion of descriptive statistics only rather than inferential statistics, and
overreliance on self-report data. In addition to addressing these limitations in future
research, the authors also recommended incorporating members of the participants'
natural support network into social support interventions either by directly including
them or focusing on improving those relationships specifically. Furthermore, they
suggest that lack of social support is more about the failure of the support network to be
supportive than it is about the individual's ability to foster supportive relationships or
articulate his/her needs. Following this logic, the improvement of social support within
the natural support network via skills training may be more helpful than interventions that
provide direct support. The present set of studies attempts to address all of these issues
by including a measure of social supportive behaviors that has been psychometrically
evaluated, substantial sample size, random assignment to condition, descriptive and
inferential statistics, and an observational and experimental methodology that allows for
self-report data, video-recording, pre- and post- measures of support and functioning, and
data from multiple sources (both members of the dyad and a researcher).
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Prior Research on Empathic Responding and Listening
The importance of empathic responding and listening has been implicated in
many areas of research, including, but not limited to, social work (e.g., Forrester,
Kershaw, Moss & Hughes, 2008; Hansen, Resnick, & Galea, 2002), therapy (e.g.,
Barkham & Shapiro, 1986; Elliott, Barker, Caskey, & Pistrang, 1982; Haase & Tepper,
1972), medical encounters (e.g., Bylund & Makoul, 2005; Fogarty et aI., 1999;Halpern
2001; Mager & Anrykowski, 2002), business (e.g., Rautalinko & Lisper, 2004), academic
settings (e.g., Imhof, 1998) and teacher-supervisory relationships (e.g., Taylor, Cook,
Green, & Rogers, 2001). While there is a substantial body of research examining
listening theory (e.g., Janusik, 2008), there is considerably less empirical research
regarding effective ways of teaching listening skills, as well as the constituents of
effective ways of listening, studied in relational/dyadic contexts and as defined by their
impact on the person disclosing.
In Study 2 we sought to explore and teach a form of supportive listening that is, in
a sense, a combination of selected literature regarding empathic responses and listening.
More specifically, this kind of listening is most similar to the concepts of "benevolent
listening" and "active listening" that have been coined by others.
In 2000, a member organization of "Befrienders International," "La Main
Tendue," began a campaign to promote "benevolent listening" in the French-speaking
region of Switzerland with a public research component (Befrienders International,
2000). In an attempt to address the high rate of suicide in Switzerland, La Main Tendue
emphasized listening as one of the first steps in helping others; this involved billing
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posters with the message "To lend an ear is to lend a hand: Listening in everybody's
business," collaborating with the media to publicize the campaign via programs and
articles, direct mailings to households that included instructions for ways of
implementing "benevolent listening," and an interdisciplinary conference. The term
"benevolent listening" was used to describe a kind of listening that "is based on not
judging others and focuses on the person you are listening to" (Befrienders International,
2000, pg. 53); it also involved refraining from giving advice and conveying empathy.
Through this campaign, La Main Tendue sought to raise awareness of the importance of
listening in "everyday life" and the positive effects of listening on mental health, with the
intention of encouraging others to become invested in listening to others and reducing
behaviors that are not conducive to listening.
The term "active listening" was first introduced by Gordon (1970) and derived
from the reflective listening strategy utilized in Rogers' (1951) client-centered therapy (in
Rautalinko & Lisper, 2004) as a way of conveying empathy. Gordon attempted to apply
the concept of "active listening" to a broad range of situations that extended beyond
counseling (in Rautalinko & Lisper, 2004). "Active listening" is often referred to as a
communication skill that includes both verbal (e.g., paraphrasing, reflecting feelings,
using exploring questions) and nonverbal behaviors (e.g., appropriate facial expressions
and eye contact, involved/engaging gestures and posture) (Fassaert, van Dulmen,
Schellevis, & Bensing, 2007; Robertson, 2005).
While the term "active listening" and many variants of this term have been
utilized in several disciplines, its use in the medical field and its application to the doctor
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patient relationship largely informed the current research. This research area was chosen
as a basis for the current psychoeducational component because of its specificity;
however, to the best of our knowledge, only a few studies have examined the
effectiveness of specific intervention components (Pollak et ai., 2007) or trainings
(Ancel, 2006) empirically. Further, these studies have suffered from methodological
limitations such as small sample sizes and lack of control groups. While there have been
a few interventions in other non-medical areas that have garnered empirical support (e.g.,
Hatcher, Nadeau, Walsh, Reynolds, Galea & Marz, 1994; Taylor et ai., 2001), most of the
interventions in medical (e.g., Cordova, Ruzek, Benoit, & Brunet, 2003) and non-medical
(e.g., Hansen, Resnick & Galea, 2002; Resnick, 1998) areas have not been evaluated
empirically. This underscores the importance of the current set of studies.
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CHAPTER II
INTRODUCTION - STUDY 1

This exploratory pilot study was meant to help us learn more about the process of
disclosing an event for the first time as it occurs in real time, and the types of verbal and
nonverbal responses given by close others upon such disclosures.
Summary of Purposes and Goals
While it has been previously demonstrated that supportive responses are
important predictors of positive outcome, less is known about what constitutes a
supportive response; thus, deconstructing supportive responses was one main goal of
Study 1. In addition, the majority of previous disclosure research consists of either
retrospective report (e.g., Major et aI., 1990, Paine & Hansen, 2002; Smith et aI., 2000),
which is subject to recall bias, or disclosure to researchers or confederates (e.g. Lepore et
aI., 2000; Lepore et aI., 2004), which compromises ecological validity. Thus, the fact that
this study examined disclosure in the context of real relationships makes it an
improvement over prior examinations of disclosure in more artificial contexts.
Since recipients of disclosure are more frequently friends, partners, or family
members (Ahrens et aI., 2007; Leaper, Carson, Baker, Holliday, Myers, 1995; Ullman,
1996; Ullman & Filipas, 2001), participants in the current study disclosed to people they
identified as friends. Other research examining disclosure in friendships (Leaper et aI.,
1995) suggests that participants can often feel like they do not have anything "new" to
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discuss when presented with a broad topic. This provided a rationale for the way in
which we focused the topics of disclosure in the present studies, by asking participants to
disclose something to the other participants that they had not disclosed to that particular
person before. This also allowed us to study "first disclosures," as their importance has
been implicated in prior research (e.g., Ahrens, 2006).
In addition, it has been suggested that prior research is lacking in that it fails to
address the perspective of both members of the dyad; thus, in this study we collect
information of both participants' impressions of the interaction (Pistrang, Barker, &
Rutter, 1997). We also attempted to address the limitations of prior research that focus
solely on verbal reactions to disclosure. Since the integration of nonverbal and verbal
data has been suggested (Leaper et al., 1995), we attempted to quantify both verbal and
nonverbal responses to disclosure. Thus, this naturalistic dyadic study attempted to
circumvent many of the methodological limitations of prior research.
Summary of Objectives
In summary, through Study 1 we aimed to do the following:
1. Capture the processes underlying disclosing life events for the first time to close
others, as the disclosures occur.
2.

Examine the types of verbal and nonverbal responses given following disclosure
and identify characteristics that constitute a "supportive response."

3.

Investigate the impact of factors such as relationship quality, trauma symptoms,
and prior disclosure experiences on current disclosure processes.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD - STUDY 1

Participants
The sample was comprised of 126 university students and community members.
For the purposes of the study, distinctions were not made between students and
community members. Accordingly, the same demographic information was collected
from each participant, precluding the possibility of examining differences between these
groups. In future research, such data should be collected so that the demographic
characteristics of each group can be compared.
Recruitment began with the Department of Psychology's Human Subjects Pool at
the University of Oregon, which is comprised mostly of students enrolled in introductory
psychology classes. For their participation, participants were given academic credit to
partly fulfill a course requirement. In order to participate, each Human Subject Pool
participant was required to find a friend, whom he or she had known for at least three
months, who would also be willing to participate during the same time; this individual
was compensated monetarily if he/she was not eligible for credit. Participants from the
Human Subjects Pool did not self-select into the study based on knowledge of the
content; rather, participants were selected for the study based on schedule availability and
friend availability. In addition, participants with a history of trauma were not targeted as
part of the recruitment process; thus, while almost two-thirds of our sample did report a
history of trauma (see "Descriptives" section for more details), this was not a requirement
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for participation in the study. Prior to running the study, human subjects approval was
granted by the University of Oregon's Institutional Review Board.
Approximately 63% of the participants were female. In terms of the gender
composition of the pairs of participants, in approximately 51 % of the pairs both
participants were female, in approximately 26% one participant was male and one was
female, and in approximately 22% ofthe pairs both participants were male. Ages ranged
from 18 to 33, (M=19.70, SD=2.33), and the majority identified as European American
only (76.9%). Approximately 97% were born in the United States, and approximately
81 % reported that both of their parents were born in the United States.
Measures
Initial Self-Report Measures
Demographics Questionnaire
This questionnaire was created in the Dynamics Lab and includes questions about
age, gender, ethnic identification, birthplace of participant and participant's parents,
language fluency, disability, highest level of education completed, number of hours of
sleep the night prior, mood (described below) and anxiety (described below). (See
Appendix A).
Global Anxiety and Mood
These questions were part of the demographics questionnaire mentioned above.
To assess for global changes in mood and anxiety, two questions were administered prior
to and following the disclosure interaction. They were as follows: "How
worried/anxious/stressed are you feeling about life events (for example, school, work,
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finances, friends, family, etc.)?" (response options included "not at all, slightly, an
average amount, more than average, and extremely;") "How would you describe your
general mood?" (response options included "great, good, average, poor, and horrible")
(See Appendix A).
Betrayal Trauma Inventory (BTl)
A shortened version of the BTl (BTl; Freyd, DePrince, & Zurbriggen, 2001) was
combined with a measure (described below) assessing social reactions following child
sexual abuse (CSA) disclosures (CSA Supplement, Ullman & Filipas, 2005) (See
Appendix B). Although not all participants reported prior experiences of trauma (our
recruitment strategies did not target trauma survivors in particular), this measure was
included in the packet of questionnaires that all participants completed. If participants
did not experience a particular event, they skipped to the next page (see Appendix B).
Following each endorsement of an abusive experience (perpetrated by either very close or
not very close others), participants were also asked to answer questions related to
perpetrator characteristics and whether others knew the experience occurred, either via
the participant's disclosure of the experience or another way. If the participant endorsed
that an experience had occurred and that others knew about the experience, he/she was
asked to complete the CSA Supplement, which followed BTl questions for each event
experienced, to assess others' reactions to the disclosure and/or event discovery.
The original BTl was adapted from an existing, well-validated measure (Abuse
and Perpetration Inventory (API); Lisak, Conklin, Hopper, Miller, Altschuler, & Smith,
2000). In creating the BTl, Behaviorally-defined items were drawn from the API (13
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physical abuse and 20 sexual abuse items), and 3 sexual abuse items were added to the
BTL Twelve behaviorally-defined emotional abuse items were also added to the BTl
(e.g., "Before you were age 16, someone told you that if you did not do what they
wanted, someone you love (for example, a sibling or pet) would be hurt or killed").
Thus, the BTl assesses physical, emotional, and sexual abuse perpetrated by both very
close (traumas with high betrayal- HiBTs) and not very close others (traumas with low
betrayal- LoBTs). The BTl has been used in several other studies (e.g., Becker-Blease,
Freyd, & Friend, 2005; Freyd et aI., 2001; Freyd, Klest, & Allard, 2005) and adheres to
previous recommendations of screening for multiple types of trauma and multiple events
within those types (DePrince, 200 1; Green et aI., 2000). Further support for the use of
the BTl comes from prior research indicating a high level of agreement (62-77%)
between the BTl and another trauma inventory, the Brief Betrayal Trauma Survey
(BBTS; Goldberg & Freyd, 2006), despite wording differences across the measures
(DePrince, 2001). It has also been suggested that the BTl assesses "important
dimensions of childhood trauma in ways that people can understand and respond to
consistently" (Deprince, 2001, p.74).
CSA Supplement
The CSA supplement (Ullman & Filipas, 2005) is an exploratory measure created
to capture reactions particularly relevant to disclosure of child sexual abuse. This
measure was initially intended to supplement the Social Reactions Questionnaire
(Ullman, 2000), which was developed for disclosure of sexual assault occurring in
adulthood. The CSA supplement is a 12-item measure, with each item rated on as-point
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Likert scale with responses ranging from 0 ("never") to 4 ("always). Sample items
include, "reacted to your story with disbelief' and "helped stop the abuse from happening
again." In prior work the CSA supplement was administered separately for reactions
received in childhood and for those receive in adulthood, with internal consistency of <X =
.70 and <X = .73, respectively.
In our study, participants completed the CSA supplement following each
endorsement of an abusive experience on the BTl (See Appendix B). Thus, the CSA
supplement was completed for all abusive experiences separately, including those that
occurred both before and after the age of 18. In accordance with prior research (Ullman,
2000), scores on all ofthe 12 items related to a single abuse experience were summed.
Then, for each individual participant, separate averages were calculated across all abuse
types (i.e., emotional, physical, and sexual) within perpetrator type (HiBT and LoBT),
generating two numbers per participant that represented an "average" level of negative
reactions to the disclosure of these traumas: one representing the average level of
negative reactions the survivor experienced in response to the disclosure of HiBTs and
one representing average negative reactions to the disclosure of LoBTs. Higher scores
represented more negative reactions to disclosure.

Relational Health Index-Peer Version (RHI-P)
The RHI-P (RHI-P; Liang, Tracy, Taylor, Williams et aI., 2002) is a l2-item
measure used to assess three dimensions of relational health, or "growth-fostering" peer
relationships: engagement, authenticity, empowermentlzest. Confirmatory factor
analyses conducted by other researchers have demonstrated that while these three
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dimensions are strongly correlated, they do represent different constructs (Liang et aI.,
2002). Internal consistency for each subscale, as well as the composite score, has been
shown to be adequately high (ranges from a

=

.73 to a

=

.85). Moderate convergent

validity with the Mutual Psychological Development Questionnaire (MDPQ-P; Genero,
Miller, Surrey, & Baldwin, 1992), the friend support subscale of the Multidimensional
scale of Perceived Social Support (Zimet, Dahlem, Zimet, & Farley, 1988), and the
support and depth subscales of the Quality of Relationships Questionnaire (QRl-P;
Pierce, Sarason, Sarason, Solky-Butzel, & Nagel, 1997) has been demonstrated, as well
as a less strong, but significant, negative correlation with the conflict scale of the QRl-P.
In terms of concurrent validation, it has been demonstrated that both the composite and
subscale scores are weakly and positive related to Rosenberg's Self Esteem Scale
(Rosenberg, 1965), and moderately and negatively related to the Los Angeles Loneliness
Scale (Rusell, Peplau, & Cutrona, 1980).
Trauma Symptom Checklist (TSC-40)
The TSC-40 (TSC-40; Elliott & Briere, 1992) is a 40-item instrument measuring
the extent to which posttraumtic symptoms are generally experienced. Items are ranked
according to frequency, and responses are rated on a 4-point likert scale ranging from 0
("never") to 3 ("very often"). The TSC-40 is comprised of six symptom subscales
including anxiety, depression, dissociation, sexual abuse trauma index, sexual problems,
and sleep disturbances. Sample items include anxiety attacks, nightmares, feelings of not
being in one's own body, and trouble getting along with others. The TSC-40 is scored by
summing responses, resulting in scores ranging from 0 to 120, which higher scores
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indicating greater frequency of traumatic symptomatology. The measure has been shown
to have adequate internal consistency (Elliott & Briere, 1992), as well as good construct
(Gleaves & Eberenz, 1995), concurrent (Gold, Milan, Mayall, & Johnson, 1994) and
convergent validity (Gold & Cardefia, 1998; Zlotnick & Shea, 1996). The measure has
also been used in university samples (Gleaves, Williams, Harrison, & Cororve, 2000).

Pre-disclosure Open-ended questions
A small set of open-ended questions was created specifically for the predisclosure portion of this study.

Life Experiences

In order to prepare participants for the disclosure interaction (even though they
did not yet know the details of this procedure), participants were asked to write down five
events or experiences that would be the most difficult to talk to someone else about and to
write down three events or experiences they had not yet told the other participant about
and/or aspects of an event or experience that they had not yet told the other participant
about.

Relationship
To gather additional information on their relationship with the other participant,
each participant was asked the following open-ended questions: 1) "For how long have
you known your friend?" 2) "On average, how much time do you spend together each
week?" 3) "In the space below, please describe your relationship with the other
participant."
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Post-Disclosure Questionnaires
The post-disclosure questionnaires for both participants are included in
Appendices C and D.
Social Reactions Questionnaire (SRQ)
The SRQ (SRQ; Ullman, 2000) is a 48-item self-report measure used to assess
both positive and negative reactions a person receives from others following the
disclosure of rape. In the present study, a shortened 25-item version of the SRQ was used
in order to address time constraints and eliminate items that seemed more specific to
reactions following disclosure of rape that may not have generalized to the variety of
disclosures in the present study. A total of25 items were chosen to ensure that all 7
subscales were represented (3 control, 3 blame, 6 emotional support/belief, 3 egocentric,
4 treat differently, 3 distraction, and 3 information support/tangible aid items). After the
disclosure interaction, both the discloser and listener used the SRQ either to rate their
partner's responses to their disclosure (Participant A) or to rate themselves on their
responses to their partner's disclosure (Participant B) on a 5 point Likert Scale ranging
from 0 ("never") to 4 ("always") indicating the extent to which they had experienced
each reaction. Ultimately, an II-item version ofthe measure was for coding purposes
(see below).
Prior research examining the psychometric properties of this measure utilized a
principle components analysis that revealed 7 subscales, 5 assessing negative reactions
(blame, distraction, egocentric, control, treat differently) and 2 assessing positive
reactions (emotional support/belief and information support/tangible aid) (Ullman, 2000).
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High internal consistency (ranging from a = .77 to a = .93) and adequate test-retest
reliability (ranging from a = .64 to a = .81) have also been demonstrated (Ullman, 2000).
In that same study, all ofthe negative reaction subscales were significantly and positively
correlated with one another (rs ranging from .15 to .72), and the two positive reaction
subscales were significantly and positively correlated with one another (r=.58) (Ullman,
2000). In terms of convergent validity, positive reaction subscales have been
significantly and positively correlated with Rosenberg's Self Esteem Scale (Rosenberg,
1965), and negative reaction subscales have been significantly and negatively correlated
with Rosenberg's Self Esteem Scale and significantly and positively correlated with
Foa's Posttraumatic Stress Diagnostic Scale (Foa, Mulnar, & Cashman, 1995) (Ullman,
2000). Concurrent validity has been demonstrated by significant correlations between
closed- and open-ended SRQ items for all subscales except for distraction (Ullman,
2000).
Post-disclosure Open-ended Questions
These questionnaires were created for the post-disclosure portion of this study in
order to gather more in-depth information about the disclosure interaction. Participant A
(discloser) was asked the following questions: "How did you choose which event or
experience to tell the other participant? (i.e. it was the easiest/most difficult to disclose,
you had/hadn't told many people about this event or experience before, etc.)"; "How do
you feel this experience was overall?"; "Have you told other people about this
event/experience before?" In order to gain a global measure of the discloser's experience
(GAD), his/her response to this question was coded on a 5-point rubric,similar to that
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used in previous studies (e.g. Klest & Freyd, 2007), (l representing very positive
experiences, and 5 representing very negative experiences). Participant B (listener) was
asked the following: "Has someone ever told you about an event/experience like this
before?" "How do you feel this experience was overall?" "If someone has told you about
a similar event/experience before, do you feel your reaction was: similar, different, don't
rememberlhard to say?" Both participants were also asked to assess their global level of
mood and worry with the same questions administered in the pre-disclosure
questionnaires (see above).
Coding System Development & Evaluation
A coding system and accompanying brief instructions document were created for
this study such that the disclosure interactions could be quantified. This initial coding
system included ratings of the listeners' posture (3 items), verbal and nonverbal
interruptions made by the listener (l item), and various types of listeners' responses to
the disclosure as measured by the SRQ and a global assessment measure (see below). The
listener's responses to disclosure were rated by a 6-item "global assessment" we
constructed for the study (administered twice), as well as the same 25-item version ofthe
SRQ that both participants used following the disclosure interaction to rate the listener's
responses. Thus, disclosers, listeners, and coders all rated the listeners' responses to
disclosure using the 25-item version of the SRQ (although ultimately, for purposes of
interrater reliability, the SRQ that coders used was reduced from 25-items to II-items,
which is described in more detail below). Disclosers' posture was also rated (3 items), as
well as their willingness to disclose as time went on (3 items on the "global assessment,"
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administered twice). Thus, the initial coding system consisted of 50 items (see Appendix
E).

Two undergraduate coders with prior research experience assisted with this
project for academic credit. Sixteen videos that could not be used for various reasons
(e.g., missing self-report data, researcher error, incomplete video data) were used by
coders to practice using the coding system and achieve interrater reliability. Preliminary
examination of the videos revealed that coding the entire 20-minute conversation was not
necessary, as many partners had finished discussing the initial topic after about 6-8
minutes. Thus, we decided to begin by coding only the first 8 minutes of the interaction.
Coders began by watching the same four tapes at separate times. They were
instructed to watch the first eight minutes of the video and to rate the "global assessment"
and "SRQ" sections of the coding system. They then watched the video a second time in
order to code both participants' posture at various time points, and a third time to record
the number of times the listener interrupted the discloser. Nonverbal and verbal
behaviors were judged to be interruptions based on their effect on the discloser. For
instance, if a listener made an utterance (e.g., "hmmm", asked a question) or movement
(e.g., nodded, fidgeted) that did not appear to derail or distract the discloser, it was not
considered an interruption. If however, such behaviors appeared to discourage the
discloser from continuing, forced him/her to change topic, or otherwise appeared
disruptive or distracting in some way, they would be coded as interruptions. Following
this, coders completed the "global assessment" a second time (this section was included
twice to determine whether global assessments would differ based on the order in which
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they were rated, perhaps because of bias resulting from other ratings). Lastly, coders
were asked to record any experiences and impressions they felt were important to note
(e.g., what they noticed, what the coding system seemed to be missing/not assessing).
Coders then met with the principal investigator for a discussion; certain items were
clarified and suggested changes to the coding system were made accordingly (e.g. coding
time reduced from 8 minutes to 6 minutes, 5 items dropped because of difficulty in rating
them based solely on observation).
Using the revised coding system, each coder then coded 6 more videotapes. They
later met with the principal investigator to discuss any ratings that were not within 2
points of one another and to address any difficulties in ratings items in this context. Of
note, coders mentioned difficulty with the rating categories: disagree, slightly disagree,
neutral, slightly agree, and agree. In addition, the coders reported that several of the items
were rarely observed; many of these items seemed irrelevant to the types of disclosure
that were made in the study and/or did not appear to make sense in the observed contexts
(e.g., wanting to seek revenge against the perpetrator would not be a relevant reaction to a
disclosure in which there was no perpetrator or the perpetrator was deceased); this called
into question whether a rating of "disagree" would really distinguish between relevant
behaviors that were not observed, and those that were not observed, yet did not seem
relevant in the given context. There was also some confusion about what the neutral
category meant (e.g., a combination of slightly agreeing and slightly disagreeing, a
behavior not being applicable). Because the participants had used the same responses to
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rate the same items, we did not want to change the response options so as to facilitate
comparisons between respondents (coders, disclosers, and listeners) in later analyses.
Before making any changes to the coding system based on the coders' experiences,
interrater reliability analyses of these 6 videotapes were conducted. When calculating
intraclass correlations (ICCs), there needs to be some variability within coders and across
participants, as a lack of considerable variation in the participant means may generate
inconclusive or even misleading results (e.g., ICCs may be low even if coders used the
same exact ratings.) Thus, in constructing or developing items for coders to rate, it is
important to choose items in which variation across participants is expected (i.e., from a
statistical perspective, if the ratings of an item are consistently the same for everyone, it
is not a good item to include.) Viewing plots of the variability of the items illustrated that
several items did not have variability across participants or within coders, likely because
of the abovementioned issue regarding item relevance. These items with minimal
variability paralleled those items that coders had thought were irrelevant or extremely
difficult to code in most of the videotapes. Thus, these 9 items were dropped. The
interrater reliability analysis also revealed that the coders demonstrated a similar level of
reliability on both global assessment sections of the coding system (for first section,
average ICC = .723, for second section, average ICC = .716). Therefore, we decided to
have coders complete this section only once and to include it at the end of the document.
We decided to include this section at the end of the document since by that time the
coders would have reviewed the tape several times, and therefore possibly may have been
more able to make a global assessment of the interaction.
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Using the second revision ofthe coding system, coders rated 6 more videotapes.
Reliability analyses revealed that trained coders had achieved high interrater reliability on
the coding system (global assessment ICC = .808; SRQ ICC = .871; interruptions ICC =
.701; for posture, average Kappa: .551, all ps<.05).
The final coding system included 25 items and involved rating the first 6-minutes
of the interactions for both participants' posture (leaning left, right, backward, and
forward, and sitting upright) at three time points throughout the interaction (when the
researcher left, 3 minutes into the disclosure, and 6 minutes into the disclosure,
generating 6 items in total), and a frequency count of both nonverbal and verbal
interruptions made by the listener (one item), and listeners' responses to disclosure on
various types of responses to disclosure using the II-item version of the SRQ and the 5item global assessment measure (GAC) (See Appendix F for Final Coding Document).
Disclosers' willingness to disclose as time went on was also rated by 2 items in the GAC.
Coders were asked to watch the first 6 minutes of the tape and then complete the SRQ for
the listener's behavior. They were then asked to record both participants' postures as
soon as the researcher left the room, 3 minutes into the tape, and 6 minutes into the tape.
They then watched the first 6 minutes a final time in order to record the number of
interruptions made by the listener. After this, the GAC section was completed.
Reliability analyses were conducted throughout the coding process to determine
whether coders remained reliable. A final reliability analysis was conducted after both
coders had coded all videos. This revealed high interrater reliability (global assessment
ICC = .950; SRQ ICC = .872; interruptions ICC = .978; for posture, Kappa = 0.893, all
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ps < .001). In order to generate an index that reflected both coders' ratings, an average
was taken for each item rated for each pair, resulting in one final set of coder ratings
(e.g., for each pair, the ratings for coder 1 were averaged with the ratings for coder 2 for
each item). Averages of coders' ratings were also calculated within each measure (e.g.,
average score on SRQ and average score on GAC as rated by coders).
Procedure
Sessions lasted for approximately 90 minutes. Participants first completed the
series of self-report (BTl, CSA Supplement, RHI -P, TSC-40, global mood and anxiety)
and open-ended questionnaires (regarding their relationship and prior life experiences)
mentioned above. Following the completion of these measures, each participant was
randomly assigned to a "discloser" or "listener" condition. The discloser was instructed
to disclose an event or experience to the "listener" that he/she has never told this friend
before; both participants were asked to respond as naturally as possible, as they would in
everyday circumstances. The interaction was videotaped for 20 minutes for subsequent
coding and analysis. Following the disclosure activity, participants completed the postdisclosure questionnaires (SRQ and open-ended questions about the disclosure
interaction) described previously.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - STUDY 1

Descriptives
The correlations between exposure to traumas with high betrayal (HiBTs),
exposure to traumas with low betrayal (LoBTs), negative social reactions to BTs, trauma
symptoms, relational health, and mood change from pre- to pos-disclosure, can be found
in Table 1.
Table 1

Correlation Table - Study 1 - Descriptives
Variable

1. HiBr
2. LoBTb
3. Responses HiBr
4. Responses LoBTd
5. Trauma Symptoms e
6. Mood Changef

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

.291**

.875**

.062

.141

.156

-.014

.118

.388

.169

-.035

-.078

.298

-.065

.311

.355

-.193

-.093

.307

.065

-.215*
.209*

7. Relational Healthg
Note. GHiBT = number of traumas high in betrayal reported on the BTl. bLoBT = number of
traumas low in betrayal reported on the BTL cResponses HiBT = average level of negative
reactions to disclosure of HiBT reported on the CSA supplement. dResponses LoBT =
average level of negative reactions to disclosure of LoBT reported on the CSA supplement.
"Trauma Symptoms = score on TSC-40. fMood Change = mood change from pre- to postdisclosure. gRelational Health = score on the RHI-P.
*p<.05. **p<.Ol.
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Approximately 65% of the sample indicated that they experienced at least one
type of traumatic event on the BTl, with 40.2% of the sample indicating that they
experienced at least one form of emotional, physical, or sexual abuse. In addition, 32.3%
indicated that they experienced at least one type of trauma with high betrayal (HiBT) and
18.9% indicated that they experienced at least one type of trauma with low betrayal
(LoBT). Number of types of HiBTs reported on the BTl was significantly and positively
correlated with number of types ofLoBTs reported (r = .291., n=127, p<.Ol, R2=.085).
Although a substantial portion of the sample indicated on the BTl that they had a prior
trauma history, not everyone disclosed these traumas during the disclosure interaction in
the present study. That is, a broad range of disclosure topics (that the discloser had not
told the listener about previously) was typically listed by participants and these topics
were not limited to traumatic events.
For each traumatic event reported on the BTl, participants were asked whether
that event had been disclosed outside of the study, and if so, to rate the kinds of reactions
they received upon disclosure. These reactions were assessed via the 12-item CSA
supplement that followed each endorsement of an abusive experience on the BTL As
mentioned previously, for each individual participant, separate averages were calculated
across all abuse types within perpetrator type, generating two scores per participant that
represented an "average" level of negative reactions to the disclosure of these traumas:
one representing the average level of negative reactions the survivor experienced in
response to the disclosure of HiBTs and one representing average negative reactions to
the disclosure ofLoBTs.
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The number of types of HiBTs experienced (e.g., various forms of emotional,
physical, and sexual abuse; experiences that occurred before and after the age of 18) was
significantly positively associated with negative responses to disclosures of such traumas
(r = .875, n=29, p<.01, R2 =.766). A similar nonsignificant trend was found for the
number of types ofLoBTs experienced and negative responses to their disclosures
(r=.388, n=15, p>.05). Comparisons could not be made between participants who
experienced HiBTs and LoBTs since most people experienced both (i.e., 5 people
experienced only LoBTs).
Higher levels of trauma symptoms were associated with relationships
characterized on the RHI by lower levels of relational health (r=-.215, n=126, p<.05,
R2=.046) (data on trauma symptoms were collected for all participants regardless of prior
trauma history). In addition, relationships high in relational health were associated with
more positive changes in mood following the disclosure (r = .209, n=126, p< .05,
R2 =.044).
The correlations between ratings of the disclosure interactions made by disclosers,
listeners, and coders can be found in Table 2. Average scores on the 25-item SRQ were
positively and significant correlated with average scores on the condensed II-item SRQ
for both listeners (r=.939, n=49, p<.OOl, R2 =.882) and disclosers (r=.866, p<.001, n=46,
R2 =.750). Since the condensed II-item SRQ was also used by coders, and the
correlations between this version and the other were high, this was the version used in
subsequent analyses. Average scores on the II-item SRQ rated by disclosers was also
significantly and positively correlated with the GAD (r=.382, n=44, p<.05) and the GAC
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(r=.484, n=48, p < .01). Average coder ratings on the GAC and the II-item SRQ were
also significantly and positively correlated (r=.341, p<.05). Although disclosers' and
listeners' ratings on the 25-item SRQ were positively and significantly correlated (r=.378,
n=46, p<.05), this finding only approached significance for the II-item version (r=.258,
p=ns).
Table 2
Correlation Table - Study 1 - Disclosure Ratings
Variable
1. 25-item SRQ - La
2. 25-item SRQ - Db
3. II-item SRQ - U
4. II-item SRQ - Dd
5. II-item SRQ - C e
6. GAD f

1

2

3

4

5

.378**

.939*'

.288*

-.075

.216

.072

.338*

.866**

.147

.451**

.319*

.258

.001

.201

.133

.149

.382**

.484**

.174

.341*

6

7

.087

7. GACg
Note. a25-item SRQ - L =listeners' self-ratings of reactions to disclosure using 25-item
SRQ. b25-item SRQ - D = disclosers' ratings of listeners' reactions to disclosure using
25-item SRQ. ClI-item SRQ - L = listeners' self-ratings of reactions to disclosure
using II-item SRQ. dlI-item SRQ - D = disclosers' ratings of listeners' reactions to
disclosure using II-item SRQ. ell-item SRQ - C = coders' ratings of listeners'
reactions to disclosure using II-item SRQ. fGAD = global assessment ofthe
disclosure interaction as rated by disclosers. gGAC = global assessment ofthe
disclosure interaction as rated by coders.
*p < .05. **p < .01.

Most of the disclosers in the study experienced no change in worry (65.3%) or
mood (69.4%) following the disclosure interaction. A moderate number experienced
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improvements in worry (27.8%) and mood (22.2%), while a small minority experienced
worsening of worry (6.9%) and mood (8.3%). These same patterns persisted for
disclosers with histories of trauma. It is important to note that because trauma survivors
were not recruited specifically for the study, there was a low number of participants
randomly assigned to the discloser role that had various kinds of trauma histories (e.g.,
high and low betrayal), precluding further analyses on the relationship between trauma
history and disclosures in the current study. Although participants did not necessarily
disclose traumatic experiences, the possibility exists that prior traumatic disclosures and
the responses received to those disclosures influenced the disclosures in the present
study. Since more extensive histories of trauma high in betrayal have been associated
with less benefit from written disclosure interventions in prior research (Klest & Freyd,
2007), it is important that the relationship between trauma history and verbal disclosures
be examined.
Analyses of Listeners' Negative Reactions to Disclosure
A limited number of people were leaning forward or to the side (left or right)
during the disclosure interaction, whereas the majority was leaning backward or sitting
upright. Thus, a narrower set of posture groupings was created to generate more
equivalent cell sizes. Because a category combining leaning forward with other positions
did not seem to make sense conceptually, and because so few people were leaning
forward (approximately 2), we excluded these pairs from the posture analyses. We then
created a "neutral" category referring to upright or leaning to the side, and a "backward"
category. An independent samples t-test revealed that negative reactions, as rated by
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coders global assessments on the GAC, were found when listeners were leaning
backward (M=2.57, SD=.9) toward the end of the disclosure, compared to listeners sitting
in neutral positions (upright, left, and right) (M=2.09, SD=.45), t(21.782)=-2.133, p<.05,
two-tailed, Cohen's D=.675 (See Figure 1). A nonsignificant trend toward parallel
findings was found when examining disclosers' global assessment of listeners' responses
(as indicated by scores on the GAD) p>.05, Cohen's D=-.3I9 (See Figure 1). Posture
ratings at the beginning and during the middle of the disclosure were not significantly
related to negative reactions, though nonsignificant trends tended to be in similar
directions (i.e., more negative responses when listeners were leaning backward),ps>.05.
There was also no significant relationship between posture positions and listeners' ratings
of their own responses, as measured by their responses on the II-item version of the
SRQ. Perhaps this suggests that disclosers and coders are picking up on one aspect of the
interaction that listeners are not; that is, listeners may not consider their posture when
rating how the interaction went, whereas disclosers and coders may.
An independent samples t-test revealed that listeners who were leaning backward

(M=13.3I, SD=8.53) in the beginning of the disclosure tended to interrupt more than
those in neutral positions (M=9.63, SD=6.03), though this difference only approached
significance, t(45)=-1.728,p=.09I, two-tailed, Cohen's D=-.497. Taken together, the
significant associations between listeners leaning backward and interrupting more and
between listeners leaning backward and responding more negatively to the disclosure
may suggest that these behavioral indices either convey less support or are associated
with other factors that demonstrate less support.
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Figure 1. Mean level of negative reactions to disclosure (+SEM) as rated by both coders
(n = 51) and listeners (n= 43) for listeners with posture rated as leaning backward or
neutral toward the beginning of the disclosure interaction.
Because the distribution of the average number of interruptions made by listeners
was bimodal, various transformations (e.g., log, square root, and reciprocal) were
ineffective in generating a normal distribution that maintained the continuous nature of
this variable. Thus, based on the non-normal distribution, three categories were created
to facilitate analyses: low (0-6), moderate (6.1-11.5), and high (11.6-32) levels of
interruptions. A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant between subjects effect of level
of interruptions and GAC ratings, F(2)=3.967, p<.05. Based on a graphical depiction of
the data, a post-hoc trend analysis was conducted, revealing a significant quadratic
relationship between interruptions and coders' global ratings of support (GAC),
F(1)=7.547, p<.Ol (See Figure 2). Based on coder ratings, the u-shaped relationship
between number of interruptions and negative reactions suggests that moderate levels of
interrupting are best. Perhaps very infrequent interruptions convey disinterest or
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disengagement, whereas very frequent interruptions convey disregard for one's disclosure
needs or the pursuit of one's own agenda. Though nonsignificant, the data for disclosers
(GAD) indicated a different relationship between interruptions and reactions to disclosure
such that minimal and moderate levels of interrupting were associated with similar levels
of negative reactions to disclosure and high levels of interrupting were associated with
the most supportive responses. This suggests that perhaps coders and disclosers perceive
this relationship differently.

Interruptions and Coders' Ratings of
listeners' Negative Reactions to Disclosure

o
O-fl

7 -11

12 - 32

Number of Interruptions

Figure 2. Mean level of listeners' negative reactions to disclosure (+SEM) for listeners
who interrupted the discloser 0 - 6 times (n = 16), 7 - 11 times (n = 20), and 12 - 32 times
(n = 17) during the disclosure interaction.
In summary, these findings provide a foundation for research clarifying nonverbal
and verbal characteristics of unsupportive and supportive responses to first disclosures of
stressful life experiences. The fact that these results are derived from real disclosures
between people in real relationships increases the generalizability of this research; in
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addition, we have examined the disclosers' perceptions of the interaction, which allows
us to take these perceptions into account in identifying the constituents of supportive
responses. The fact that both posture and number of interruptions are modifiable, and that
both of these behaviors were shown to impact disclosers' perceptions of listeners'
responses, offers the impetus for continuing to investigate their relationship to perceived
support in future research. Thus, the examination ofthese behaviors was included in
Study 2.
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CHAPTER V
INTRODUCTION - STUDY 2

Study 2 was designed as an experimental examination meant to build upon
findings of Study 1. Our primary goal was to utilize an experimental design to assess
whether, and how, empathic listening skills and supportive responses to disclosures can
be taught to the general public.. As mentioned previously, while traumatic events
constitute one type of negative life experience, there are a variety of negative life
experiences that are not only common in the general population (see Lantz, House, Mero,
& Williams, 2005), but also are often distressing. As such, people often tell others (e.g.,
friends, partners, family members) what happened, which introduces the possibility that
negative responses could be provided and in turn exacerbate a person's distress. Thus, in
the present set of studies we aimed to examine the disclosure of a variety of negative life
events that are perceived and/or experienced as distressing by the individuals reporting
them. In order to focus the disclosures, we asked participant to disclose experiences of
mistreatment involving someone close to them, with experiences of mistreatment defined
broadly (see "Study 2 - Methods - Materials - Experiences of Mistreatment" for more
information).
Because we observed through Study 1 that many listeners did not respond
supportively to disclosers, and because we know from research that unsupportive
responses to traumatic disclosure predict worse outcomes than nondisclosure, in the
second study we wanted to see whether supportive listening could be taught in a brief
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psychoeducational format. The psychoeducational materials were based on results from
Study 1 as well as prior research. Examining the effectiveness of this psychoeducational
component in teaching and/or enhancing supportive responses may inform or act as a
simple and cost-effective way of educating the general public in being supportive
following disclosure of difficult experiences.
Summary of Purposes and Goals
In addition to our primary aim of examining the effectiveness of these
psychoeducational materials, a second goal was to replicate some of the Study 1 findings
regarding posture, interruptions and listeners' negative reactions to disclosure. Third, we
attempted to transform the coding scheme from Study 1 into a more relevant and detailed
coding scheme in Study 2 and include the assessment of additional concepts that
appeared important based on Study 1 (e.g., topic switches, role switches, etc.). Fourth, we
wanted to examine a smaller range of disclosure topics (within the broader category of
"mistreatment" by someone that the participant trusted, cared for, or depended on), and
thus gave participants a more directive set of instructions than in Study 1.
Summary of Hypotheses
In Study 2, we aimed to test the following hypotheses:
1. Listeners in the intervention condition will respond more positively (e.g., lower
scores on the usn as rated by disclosers) to the second disclosure than listeners in
the control condition, taking into account their responses to the first disclosure.
2. Disclosers in the intervention condition will experience more positive benefits
(e.g., increased positive emotion, decreased negative emotion, decreased stress
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and arousal) than disclosers in the control condition, taking into account their predisclosure levels of each of these variables.
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CHAPTER VI
METHOD - STUDY 2

Participants
The sample was comprised of 220 university students and community members.
As in Study 1, distinctions were not made between students and community members,
precluding the possibility of comparing the demographic characteristics of each group.
Recruitment procedures in Study 2 were similar to those implemented in Study 1. For
instance, recruitment began with the Department of Psychology's Human Subjects Pool
at the University of Oregon. These participants were given academic credit for their
participation. In order to participate, each Human Subject Pool participant was required
to find a friend, whom he or she had known for at least three months, who would also be
willing to participate during the same time. For the majority ofthe study, this second
individual was compensated monetarily if he/she was not eligible for credit. However,
once grant funding ran out, if the second individual was not eligible to participate for
credit, he/she participated could choose to participate as a volunteer. Approximately 55
pairs of people participated in the study after this change was implemented; there were
approximately 11 pairs in which one person participated as a volunteer.
As in Study 1, participants from the Human Subjects Pool did not self-select into
the study based on knowledge of the content; rather, participants were selected for the
study based on schedule availability and friend availability. In addition, participants with
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a history of trauma were not targeted as part of the recruitment process; thus, while over
two-thirds of our sample did report a history of trauma (see "Descriptives" section for
more details), this was not a requirement for participation in the study. Prior to running
the study, approval was granted by the University of Oregon's Institutional Review
Board.
Approximately 61 % ofthe participants were female. The gender composition of
the pairs of participants was similar to Study 1; in approximately 50% of the pairs both
participants were female, in approximately 27% one participant was male and one was
female, and in approximately 23% ofthe pairs both participants were male. Due to
random assignment to condition, the gender composition of the dyads were not evenly
distributed across conditions. For female-female dyads, 41.8% were in the control group,
for female-male dyads, 60% were in the control group, and for male-male dyads, 64%
were in the control group. Ages ranged from 18 to 43, (M=19.59, SD=3.26), and the
majority identified as European American only (75%). Approximately 92% were born in
the United States, and approximately 89% reported that both oftheir parents were born in
the United States. Approximately 95% ofthe participants reported that their maximum
level of education completed was "some college."
Materials
Initial SelfReport Measures
Betrayal Trauma Inventory (BTl)
A shortened version of the BTl (Freyd, DePrince, & Zurbriggen, 2001) was used,
but unlike the first study, the CSA supplement was not combined with the BTl (See
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Appendix G for a sample page from this measure). Instead of the CSA supplement
following the BTl questions as in study one, participants were asked whether they had
previously disclosed each traumatic experience outside of the survey. If they endorsed
that they had, they were asked the following: "If yes, who was the first person that you
told? (e.g family member, counselor, police, friend, romantic partner);" If yes, how long
after the experience did youjirst disclose that it happened?" (allowed to endorse hours,
days, weeks, months, or years); "If yes, how did this person treat you once you told
himlher what happened?" (allowed to endorse very positively, somewhat positively,
somewhat negatively, or very negatively).
Relational Health Index-Peer Version (RHI-P)
Psychometric properties of the RHI-P (Liang, Tracy, Taylor, Williams et aI.,
2002) are listed in the previous section "Study 1 - Methods - Materials."
Trauma Symptom Checklist (TSC-40)
Psychometric properties of the TSC-40 (Elliott & Briere, 1992) are listed in the
previous section "Study 1 - Materials."
Initial Open-Ended Questionnaires
Experiences ofMistreatment
Participants were given the following instructions:
"Please think of at least two experiences in which you were mistreated or let
down by someone you trusted, cared for, or depended on. Please think of
events that you have not told this particular person about before. Or, if you
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For example, (and these are just examples), you may choose to write about
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witnessing someone close to you being severely harmed by someone else,
being made to feel unworthy by someone close to you, being made to have
sex against your wishes by a trusted other, or even a distressing memory of
being left all alone or having your trust betrayed by someone you counted on.
After you write them in the space below, please choose two of these, that you
would be willing to talk to your partner about. Circle the two on this paper,
and write down one each separately on the index cards provided."
Relationship with the Other Participant

Participants were asked the following open-ended questions: 1) For how long have
you known your friend? 2) On average, how much time do you spend together each
week? 3) In the space below, please describe your relationship with the other participant.
Psychoeducational Materials

These written materials included separate informational handouts for
experimental and control participants and separate quizzes for participants in both groups
(See appendices H-K). A key for both quizzes was created so that they could be scored
on a scale of 0-20 to measure accuracy and to facilitate consistency in scoring.
Experimental handouts focused on describing nonverbal and verbal ways of supportively
responding to disclosure. Material for this handout was derived from findings from
Study 1 as well as prior research, most of which has examined empathic responding in
medical contexts (Coulehan et aI., 2001; Frankel & Stein, 1999; Pollak et aI., 2007;
Robertson, 2005; Smith & Hoppe, 1991). Material for the control handout was derived
from prior research and other educational materials, most of which was put forth by the
Center for Disease Control. This handout focused on three main aspects of living a
healthy lifestyle: nutrition (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and U.S.
Department of Agriculture), exercise (US Department of Health and Human Services,
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1996) and sleep hygiene (Taheri, 2006; Thorpy & Yager, 2001; Yager & Thorpy, 2001).
The two handouts were matched on length (one-page, single-spaced), word count (within
one word), level of vocabulary, and structure (parallel sentence structure, same number of
sections and points within each section). The two quizzes were matched on length
(approximately two-pages, double-spaced), level of vocabulary, and structure (same
number of questions, same number of true/false and short-answer questions). Several
people other than the principal investigator and faculty advisor reviewed various drafts of
these documents to help improve clarity and make the documents as similar as possible
across conditions.

Post-Disclosure Questionnaires
Post-Disclosure Questionnaire/or Participant A (Discloser) Only
This measure was administered twice (once after each disclosure) and included
the following questions: 1) "Have you told this person about this experience before?"
(allowed to answer yes or no); 2) "Have you told other people, other than this friend,
about this experience before?" (allowed to answer yes or no); 3) "Overall, how would
you describe what it was like to talk with your friend about this experience?" (openended). Following these questions, the Unsupportive Social Interactions Inventory (USII;
Ingram, Betz, Mindes, Schmitt, & Smith, 2001), Positive and Negative AffectExpanded Version (PANAS-X; PANAS-X; Watson & Clark, 1994), and Stress Arousal
Checklist (SACL; Mackay, Cox, Burrows, & Lazzerini, 1978), were administered. These
measures are described in more detail below.
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Post Disclosure Questionnairefor Participant B (Listener) Only

This measure was administered twice (once after each disclosure) and included
the following questions: 1) "Has your friend told you about this experience before?"
(allowed to answer yes or no); 2) "Overall, how would you describe what it was like to
talk with your friend about this experience?" (open-ended).
Unsupportive Social Interactions Inventory (USI1)

The usn (Ingram et aI., 2001) is a 24-item measure used to assess unsupportive
or upsetting responses given by others regarding a stressful life experience. The measure
is comprised of four subscales: distancing (e.g., "did not seem to want to hear about it,"
"changed the subject before I wanted to," "discouraged me from expressing feelings such
as anger, hurt or sadness"), bumbling (e.g, "did not seem to know what to say, or seemed
afraid of saying or doing the 'wrong' thing," "from voice tone, expression, or body
language, I got the feeling he or she was uncomfortable talking about it,"), minimizing
(e.g., "felt that I should stop worrying about the event and just forget about it," "said that
I should look on the bright side"), and blaming (e.g., "asked 'why' questions about my
role in the event," "seemed disappointed in me," "made 'should' or 'shouldn't have'
comments about my role in the event"). For each interaction, the

usn was completed by

the discloser, listener, and coder. That is, the discloser rated the listener's level of
unsupportive behaviors, the listener rated hislher own unsupportive behaviors, and the
coder rated the listener's unsupportive behaviors.
Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses conducted by Ingram et ai. (2001)
have demonstrated adequate internal consistency reliability for this four-factor structure
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(a=.86 for total scale, a ranged from .73 to .85 for each subscale). In those reliability
analyses, each subscale was significantly correlated with the total scale and the other
subscales. Additional analyses conducted by Ingram et aI. (2001) have demonstrated a
distinction between the stressor-specific unsupportive social interactions measured by the

usn and general negative social interactions. Furthermore, the positive relationship
between usn scores and symptomatology has been shown to remain after controlling for
trait negative affectivity, suggesting that the usn is not a reflection solely of negative
affect and has predictive power in and of itself. Lastly, the usn has demonstrated strong
predictive validity in terms of predicting failure to disclose (Figueiredo et aI., 2004),
psychological (Ingram et aI., 2001; Ingram, Jones, Fass, Neidig, & Song, 1999; Mindes,
Ingram, Kliewer, & James, 2003; Smith & Ingram, 2004) and physical symptoms
(Ingram et aI., 2001), often beyond the variance predicted by other factors such as
physical functioning, stress, and social support.
Positive and Negative Affict Scale-Expanded Version (PANAS-X)
The PANAS-X (Watson & Clark, 1994) is a 60-item adjective checklist that
respondents rate on a scale from 1 (very slightly/not at all) to 5 (extremely), with two
higher order scales (Positive and Negative Affect). Seven lower order scales regarding
more specific affect have also been constructed (fear, sadness, guilt, hostility, shyness,
fatigue, and surprise). For the purposes of the present study both the discloser and
listener completed the PANAS-X, as a way of assessing their own affective state, before
and after the second disclosure. In data analyses, the higher order scales of positive and
negative affect were utilized.
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In prior research on university, community, and clinical samples, internal
consistencies for the positive and negative affect scales ranges from .83 to .90 and from
.79 to .91 for the two scales, respectively. Strong divergent validity has been
demonstrated, as well as strong convergent validity between self and peer ratings and
between scores on the PANAS-X and other measures that assess multiple levels of affect
(e.g. Profile of Mood States (POMS)) (Watson & Clark, 1994). Its utility for our study is
supported by its use as measure of short-term affect. More specifically, prior research
has demonstrated strong correlations between the PANAS subscale of sadness and
depressive symptom levels as measured by the CES-D and STAI (r==.69 and r==.56,
respectively) (Watson & Clark, 1994). In addition, research supports the sensitivity of
the PANAS to fluctuations in external and internal circumstances (Watson & Clark,
1994). The PANAS has also been used on adolescent and young adult populations (e.g.,
Heaven & Ciarrochi, 2007; Hussong & Hicks, 2003), suggesting that it is appropriate for
a college sample.
Stress Arousal Checklist (SACL)
The SACL (Mackay, Cox, Burrows, & Lazzerini, 1978) is a 30-item measure
used to assess stress and arousal levels using adjectives often associated with descriptions
of stressful experiences. For each adjective listed, participants are asked to rate the extent
to which they feel each adjective describes their current feelings (allowed to endorse the
following: ++ if the word definitely describes feelings, + ifthe word more or less
describes feelings, ? if the person does not know the word or cannot decide whether it
describes his/her feelings, or - if the word does not describe the person's feelings.) Prior
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factor analyses have been conducted and have identified a two-factor structure: stress and
arousal (Fischer & Donatelli, 1987; Mackay et aI., 1978). Strong validity has also been
demonstrated previously, in that scores have been shown to increase in response to
stressors (Burrows, Cox, & Simpson, 1977; King, Burrows, & Stanley, 1983), and scores
on the SACL do significantly correlate with other physiological measures of stress
(Burrows et aI., 1977; Mackay et aI., 1978).
Content ofDisclosure
For approximately 73% of participants, additional data were collected regarding
the participants' prior exposure to material related to listening to people talking about
difficult life experiences (e.g., "Some people have received prior education or training
about how to listen to and/or communicate with people who are talking about difficult
life experiences. Prior to today, what has been your exposure to this kind of
information?" rated on a scale ranging from, "I've never before been exposed to this
information" to "I have extensive training (examples: crisis line training, took a course)")
as well as each participant's perception of the depth of each topic discussed (e.g., "In
today's study, how would you rate the FIRST topic you discussed?" rated on a scale
ranging from, "It was not a very deep, personal, or important topic to me" to "It was a
very deep, personal, or important topic to me"). Other questions related to the chosen
topics were also included (e.g, "In today's study, while you were talking about the FIRST
topic, how much did you feel you were holding back certain thoughts, emotions, or
details?" rated on a scale ranging from, "I was very guarded" to "I was very open" and
"If tomorrow you had the opportunity to talk about this FIRST topic with this same
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person, how would you respond?" rated on a scale ranging from "I would not want to talk
to this person at all" to "I would discuss deeper or more personal information or details.")
Because this questionnaire was not included initially, it was added as the last page of the
last set of questionnaires each participant completed (the second post-disclosure
questionnaire), so that it would not disrupt the data collection process and data from the
participants who did and did not complete this questionnaire could reasonably be
included together in the same sample.
Coding System
The coding system utilized in Study 1 was revised for use in Study 2. The SRQ
(Ullman, 2000) was replaced with the 24-item

usn (Ingram et aI, 2001), as we thought

the usn would be more effective in capturing listeners' responses to the topics disclosed
in our study since the usn was designed to assess reactions to a broader range of
stressful experiences (e.g., bumbling, distancing, minimizing, and blaming; see "Method
- Study 2 - Materials -

usn" for more information).

The participants also used the usn

(Ingram et aI., 2001) to rate the listener's responses to the discloser. As in Study 1, the
coders also measured posture of both participants at three time points during the
interaction (at the beginning, 3 minutes into the conversation, and 6 minutes into the
conversation), count nonverbal and verbal interruptions to disclosure, and complete the
global assessment (GAC) measure. Additional items that were added included the
number of times the topic was switched (i.e., from the initial topic to a different topic)
and the number of times the participants switched roles (i.e., the listener became the
discloser). A section on listener and discloser facial expressions and tone of voice during
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the interaction were also included. These items were derived in large part from the
"Nonverbal Evaluation Form for Cooperative Lessons" developed by Sweetland (n.d.),
but altered slightly for our purposes (e.g., not all items were used, some wording was
changed, a likert scale was added following each item to determine the extent to which
the participants' tones and facial expressions had each of the listed characteristics).

In order to attain interrater reliability on this coding system, coders underwent the
same training and procedure as in Study 1, and used videotapes from Study 1 during this
process. The instructions document was also altered to clarify any issues that arose during
the training process. Two undergraduate research assistants were trained in the coding
system for research credit; these research assistants were different than those who coded
in Study 1. Thirty videos from Study 1 were used by coders to practice using the coding
system and achieve interrater reliability. The videos were chosen based on content of the
disclosure; since in Study 2 the disclosure was more focused on an experience of
mistreatment, we wanted coders to practice coding videos that would be similar in
content to the actual videos. Thus, the videos that included disclosures with seemingly
less superficial topics, and that lasted longer than 1-2 minutes, were used for the purposes
of achieving interrater reliability.
Coders began by watching 5 tapes and rating the interactions with the coding
scheme. Coders were instructed to watch the first eight minutes of the video and to rate
the "USII" section of the coding system. They then coded both participants' posture at
various time points and watched the video a second time to record the number of times
the listener interrupted the discloser, the number of times the topic was switched by the
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discloser, the number oftimes the topic was switched by the listener, and the number of
times the participants switched roles. The criteria utilized in Study 1 for classifying
nonverbal and verbal interruptions were expanded upon for use in Study 2. Following
this, coders completed the "global assessment" section and the sections on the listeners'
and disclosers' tone of voice and facial expressions. Lastly, coders were asked to record
any experiences and impressions they felt were important to note (e.g., what they noticed,
what the coding system seemed to be missing/not assessing). Coders then met with the
principal investigator for a discussion of all ratings and clarification of specific items.
Each coder then coded 5 more videotapes. The coders met with the principal
investigator after each videotape was coded to discuss any ratings that were not within 2
points of one another and to address any difficulties in ratings items on each particular
tape. Any items that did not seem to vary across participants, and any biases coders
seemed to have in using certain numbers on the rating scales, were discussed.
Before making any changes to the coding system based on the coders' experiences,
interrater reliability analyses of these 10 videotapes were conducted. Two items in the

usn ("The listener responded to the discloser with uninvited physical touching, such as
hugging" and "The listener did something for the discloser that he/she wanted to do and
could have done for his/herself, as if he or she thought the discloser was no longer
capable") did not have variability across participants or within coders, likely because
coders rarely observed any of these behaviors in this context (e.g., in the confined
research setting doing something for the discloser that he/she wanted to do is particularly
difficult, and perhaps the set-up of the rooms precluded physical touching). These items
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were dropped. The coder instructions document was altered to reflect specific
clarification of how to rate various items, and certain phrases were added to the items
themselves to assist coders in rating them in the moment.
Using the second revision of the coding system, coders rated 20 more videotapes
(see Appendix L). Reliability analyses revealed that the trained coders had achieved high
interrater reliability on the coding system (USn ICC = .683; for posture, average Kappa =
.833; global assessment ICC = .722; interruptions ICC = .865; disclosure topic switches
ICC=.809; listener topic switches ICC = .947; role switches ICC = .853; tone ICC = .634;
facial expression ICC = .489; all ps<.05). Some ofthese measures, to the best of our
knowledge, had never before been used in a coding context or had been validated for
their use in coding schemes. The usn, for instance, has only been used in prior research
as a self-report measure, and thus there are no data supporting the translation of this selfreport measure into a coding tool. The tone and facial expression measure that was
created for the use in this study, yet was largely derived from Sweetland's (n.d.) work on
evaluating teacher performance, had no been validated psychometrically. Thus, for at
least these two measures, there was no prior research supporting their reliability as coding
measures; in other words, there was no evidence that other researchers had been able to
train coders to be reliable in rating these items. Because of this, and the fact that coders
went through several months of training to increase reliability, any items that coders
could not rate reliability throughout the course of coding were dropped from the coding
system. Other coding measures were created for Study 1 and used again in Study 2 (e.g.,
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posture, global assessment, interruptions); the remaining measures were created for Study
2 (e.g., disclosure topic switches; listener topic switches; role switches).
The final coding system included 68 items: 22 usn items, 6 posture items (3 for
the discloser and 3 for the listener rated at the beginning of the disclosure, 3 minutes into
the disclosure, and 6 minutes into the disclosure), items regarding interruptions (I-item),
topic switches (2-items, I for those initiated by discloser and one for those initiated by
the listener), and role switches (I-item), the 8-item GAC from Study I, items assessing
tone of the listener (5-items) and discloser (5-items), and items assessing facial
expressions for listener (9-items) and discloser (9-items) (See Appendix L for Final
Coder Document).
Procedure
The same general experimental procedure used in the first study was used in the
second study. In total, the experiment lasted approximately 90 minutes. Pairs of
participants were randomly assigned to an experimental or control condition by the
principal investigator; research assistants were blind to condition. In the course of the
study, there were only 2 pairs in which the research assistant was made aware of the
condition (typically because participants asked questions during the quiz section of the
study).
As in Study I, participants completed a series of initial questionnaires after giving
informed consent. During this time, participants were asked to write down on the index
cards two of their experiences of mistreatment by someone that the participant trusted,
cared for, or depended on (see "Study 2 - Methods - Materials - Experiences of
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Mistreatment" for more information). To protect their privacy, participants completed all
questionnaires in separate rooms and were in the same room only for the disclosure
portions ofthe study. Upon reuniting the pair, the research assistant flipped a coin to
determine who would be assigned which role (e.g., discloser or listener) and then shuffled
the discloser's two cards to select the first disclosure topic; thus, the order in which the
two events were disclosed was presumably random. The discloser (Participant A) was
then given the following instructions: "Please talk about the experience on this card.
Remember, if you have told your partner about the events in a general way, please tell
himlher the important details or aspects of the event you have not previously discussed."
To Participant B (the listener), the researcher said, "Your job is to listen to your friend."
Research assistants were given an experimenter script as well as a list of scripted
responses to possible questions in order to maintain consistency in interacting with the
participants.
For Study 2 the length of the disclosure interaction was reduced from 20 minutes
to 8 minutes and the instructions for the disclosure slightly modified as mentioned above.
Following the disclosure interaction, both participants completed a series of postdisclosure questionnaires. Participants were then given sealed envelopes containing
written psychoeducational materials regarding either healthy lifestyle improvements (see
Appendix H) or supportive listening techniques (see Appendix I). Both participants in
each pair received the same materials. Participants were given 10 minutes to study this
material and 5 minutes to take a short quiz on this material (see Appendices J and K).
While studying, participants were given an index card on which they could take notes and
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to which they could refer during the quiz. After completing the quiz, there was a second
8-minute disclosure in which the discloser was asked to discuss the experience written on
the second index card. This was followed by completion of a second set of postdisclosure questionnaires and debriefing period.
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CHAPTER VII
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - STUDY 2

Descriptives
The correlations between HiBTs, LoBTs, average responses to first disclosures of
HiBTs and LoBTs, average latency to first disclosure of HiBTs and LoBTs, trauma
symptoms, relational health, and the length of the relationship between participants, can
be found in Table 3.
Approximately 70% of the sample indicated that they experienced at least one
type of traumatic event on the BTl, with 42.3% of the sample indicating that they had
experienced at least one form of emotional, physical, or sexual abuse. In addition, 32.7%
indicated that they experienced at least one type oftrauma with high betrayal (high BT)
and 22.3% indicated that they experienced at least one type oftrauma with low betrayal
(low BT). The number of types of HiBTs reported on the BTl was significantly and
positively associated with the number of types ofLoBTs (r = .371, n=220, p<.01,
R2=.138). Number oftypes of both HiBTs (r = .233, n=216, p<.01, R2=.054) and LoBTs
(r = .225, n=216, p<.01, R2=.051) were significantly and positively correlated with
trauma symptoms.
Retrospective accounts of responses to the first disclosure of trauma were also
examined, even though these traumatic experiences were not necessarily disclosed to the
other participant in the context of the study. If a participant endorsed that they had
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previously experienced a particular trauma and had also disclosed that experience, the
participants answered questions about the ways in which people responded to the first
disclosure of that experience. An average was calculated separately for HiBTs and
LoBTs to capture an overall level of responses to first disclosures. Participants assessed
these responses on a 4-point Likert scale item that ranged from "very positively" to "very
Table 3
Correlation Table - Study 2 - Descriptives
Variable
1. HiBTa
2. LoBTb

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

.371""

-.128

.096

.033

.062

.233""

.083

-.007

-.181

-.007

-.089

-.141

.225""

.028

-.027

9

3. Responses
.417"
.242"
-.022 -.094
.169
-.023
HiBT'
4. Responses
.091
.007
-.076
.163
.080
LoBTd
5. Latency
.521"" .040
-.116 -.222
HiBTe
6. Latency
-.168
.076
.055
LoBTf
7. Trauma
-.124 -.005
Symptoms g
8. Relational
Healthh
9. Relational
Durationi
Note. aHiBT = number of traumas with high betrayal reported on BTL b LoBT = number of traumas with
low betrayal reported on BTL cResponses HiBT = average responses to disclosure of HiBTs (range 1-5).
dResponses LoBT = average responses to disclosure of LoBTs. eLatency HiBT = average latency to first
disclosure of HiBTs. fLatency LoBT = average latency to first disclosure of LoBTs (range 1-5). gTrauma
Symptoms = score on TSC-40. hRelational Health = score on the RHI-P. i Relational Duration = length of
relationship with other participant.

"p < .05. ""p < .01.

negatively," with higher scores indicating more negative responses. Similarly, data
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regarding the latency from the onset of trauma to fIrst disclosure were also collected and
separate averages were calculated for HiBTs and LoBTs. Latency to fIrst disclosure was
assessed on a 5-point Likert scale that ranged from "hours" to "years," with higher scores
representing longer latencies.
Responses to first disclosures of HiBTs were signifIcantly and positively
correlated with first disclosures of LoBTs (r = .417, n=28, p<.05, R2=.174). Responses to
the fIrst disclosures of HiBTs were signifIcantly and positively correlated with latency of
disclosure of HiBTs (r = .242, n=71, p<.05, R2=.059), such that more negative responses
to first disclosures were associated with longer latencies of disclosure. Since these results
are correlational we cannot ascertain the direction of this relationship.
While it is possible that waiting a longer amount of time to disclose HiBTs leads
to more negative responses to fIrst disclosures of HiBTs, it is also possible that negative
responses impact disclosure. For instance, the BTl assesses number oftypes of trauma
rather than each individual trauma a person has ever experienced. Participants are asked
to select the most distressing or signifIcant trauma within that trauma type when
answering the specifIc questions about perpetrator characteristics and disclosure.
Therefore, participants could experience multiple instances of sexual abuse, for instance,
but would answer disclosure questions related to only one of these experiences. It is
possible that not all traumas that individuals experience are disclosed at the same time,
and that if negative or even neutral responses are received when some traumas are
disclosed, survivors will be more likely to wait longer to disclose other traumas. This
hypothesis is supported by the finding that the latency of disclosure for HiBTs was
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significantly and positively associated with the latency of disclosure for LoBTs (r = .521,
n=28, p<.Ol, R2=.271). Of course it is also possible that some survivors may wait to
disclose their traumas, regardless of trauma type.
Unlike the findings of Study 1, we did not find that the number of types of HiBTs
or LoBTs were associated with negative responses to disclosures of such traumas
(ps>.05). However, this could be because of the differences in the measures used in each
of the two studies. In Study 1, we used a previously validated measure that assessed
several kinds of reactions to traumatic disclosure, whereas in Study 2 we only used litem to assess overall levels of responses. Thus, it is possible that by constraining the
measure of this construct we decreased the variability.
Higher levels of relational health were significantly and positively associated with
relationship length (measured in the amount of years during which the participants
reported knowing one another) (r = .167, n=214, p<.05, R2=.028). Unlike Study 1, we
did not find in Study 2 that higher levels of trauma symptoms were associated with lower
levels of relational health; however, this association did approach significance, (r = -.124,
p>.05).
Exploratory Analyses

Disclosure Topics - Experiences ofMistreatment
Categories describing the topics that participants chose to disclose were created.
A set of 18 general topics was created and several of these general categories were
broken down into more specific categories. In addition to these 18 topics, one additional
category was used for topics that either fit into multiple categories or did not fit into any
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of the categories created. A list of the various categories is included in Table 4, along
with excerpts from participant's responses to illustrate examples of topics that were
classified into each category.
The frequency with which participants reported each type of topic is included in
Table 5. Topics are listed separately for disclosers and listeners and for the two topics
described by each discloser and listener. For disclosers, distinctions are made between
the first and second topics disclosed, even though the order of topic disclosure was
randomly assigned. Although this distinction (between first and second topic) is also
made for listeners, listeners did not disclose the topics they chose to write down, and thus
the designation of first and second topics is arbitrary and used solely for the purposes of
identifYing frequency of topic.
Content/Nature ofDisclosure
When asked to rate their level of exposure to information describing how to listen
to andlor communicate with people who are talking about difficult life experiences, most
disclosers (66.7%) and listeners (63.2%) reported a low to moderate level of exposure
(i.e., 1-3 on a 6-point scale). On average, approximately 59.5% of disclosers rated the
first topics they disclosed as fairly deep, personal, or important (i.e., 4-6 on a 6-point
scale). This figure was slightly higher on the second topic they disclosed, with 74.7%
rated as fairly deep, personal, or important (i.e., 4-6 on a 6-point scale). On average, most
disclosers reported being moderately to very open in discussing both the first (67.1 %) and
second (75.9%) topics (i.e., 4-6 on a 6-point scale). Most disclosers also reported a high
likelihood of willingness to talk to the same person in greater depth or detail if given the
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opportunity for both the first (57%) and second (63.3%) topics (i.e., 4-6 on a 6-point
scale).
Since both listeners and disclosers completed questions regarding the
content/nature of the disclosed topics, graphs were generated to compare the perceptions
of listeners' and disclosers' in both the experimental and control groups (Figure 3). In
order to take changes that occurred over time into account, difference scores were
calculated (the ratings for the first disclosure were subtracted from the ratings for the
second disclosure). Thus, higher difference scores represent greater increases from the
first disclosure to the second disclosure.
Although no significant effects were found, several nonsignificant trends were
observed. For instance, regarding changes from the first to second disclosure in level of
openness and willingness to talk to listeners on another occasion about the topic, listeners
seemed to endorse greater levels of change than disclosers; that is, listeners rated
disclosers as more open and more willing to talk with them again over time. Disclosers'
ratings of themselves on these variables, however, were similar across conditions and
over time. In addition, listeners in the experimental condition tended to endorse greater
levels of change than listeners in the control condition. While this pattern was observed
for both the openness and talk again variables, the opposite pattern was observed for the
variable regarding the deepness or importance of the topic. That is, disclosers in the
experimental condition endorsed greater increases in deepness of the topic than both
disclosers in the control condition and listeners in the experimental group. This finding
supports prior research suggesting that disclosing can "increase feelings of vulnerability"
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or "increase their salience" (Cutrona, 1986, p. 207). Since the order of the disclosed
topics was randomly assigned the likelihood that deeper topics were systematically
disclosed second is reduced; furthermore, if this were the case, this association would
likely be significant for participants in both the experimental and control groups.
However, it is possible that after disclosing one experience disclosers perceived their
second topics as deeper, or perhaps the listener's enhanced levels of support allowed
them to discuss deeper details than they had previously, making the topic feel more
important.
Listeners' Emotional Experiences

An independent samples T-test comparing average difference scores for listeners
in the control and experimental groups revealed a significant difference from pre- to postdisclosure on dimensions of positive affect, t(97)=-2.228, p<.05 and sadness, t(97)=2.615,p<.05, as measured by the listeners' reports on the PANAS. Listeners in the

control condition experienced significantly greater decreases in both positive affect (M=.2942, SD=.4368) and sadness (M=-.1472, SD=.3355) from pre- to post-disclosure as
compared to listeners in the experimental group (M=-.1021, SD=.4188 and M=-.0609,
SD=.4539, respectively).
Although these findings are seemingly conflicting, there are several possible
explanations. First, it is important to note that the positive affect subscale includes items
such as "proud," "attentive," "interested," "alert," "determined," and therefore may
measure a construct that is quite different than a traditional conceptualization of positive
affect as including feelings ofjoy or happiness. In addition, the positive affect subscale
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is much broader than the sadness subscale and includes many more items (i.e., 10 items
vs. 5 items). It is also possible that these seemingly conflicting findings reflect the
complexity of hearing about difficult life experiences. In addition, perhaps not having
the guidance of the intervention introduced some insecurity in the listeners' abilities to
respond to the disclosers, which led to decreased positive affect. Furthermore, perhaps
listeners in the control condition, without the help of the intervention, were not as
connected to the disclosers, or as able to feel as much empathy for the disclosers'
experiences; this disconnection, detachment, or decreased likelihood of relating or
understanding, could have allowed for a greater decrease in sadness and positive affect.
It is important that these possibilities be examined in future research.

Coders'Ratings ofDisclosure - Preliminary Analyses
Because coding of the videos was not yet completed at the time of writing this
draft, preliminary correlation analyses were conducted. For each pair included in these
preliminary analyses, only one coder had completed the ratings as of the time of writing
this draft. Analyses were conducted separately for data from the experimental (n= 41)
and control (n=44) groups. Difference scores were calculated for each variable to
measure change that occurred from pre- to post-disclosure, and all correlation analyses
were conducted using these difference scores.
For the control group, changes on the

usn, as rated by coder, were positively and

significantly correlated with changes on the usn, as rated by disclosers (r = .468, n=44,
p<.Ol), suggesting that coders and disclosers rated the listener's level of unsupportive
behaviors similarly. In addition, changes on the

usn, as rated by disclosers, were

Table 4
Topic Categories and Examples
Topic

Example

1) Feeling let down

"I had no help doing a project. . .I felt let down by my group"

2a) Murder

"Sophomore year my friend M. was shot 5 times... "

2b) Death (not suicide/illness)

"Losing my little sister in a car accident on her 14th birthday

3a) Suicide

att~:mptlideation

"My sister was taken to the hospital for having suicidal thoughts ... "

3b) Actual suicide

" My grandfather's suicide ... "

3c) Self-harm

" ... made to feel inadequate by people very close to me.. .led me to purge myself on
occasion, eat too little, and physically harm myself with a razor blade"

4) Blamed; Felt guilty/unworthy

"My father told me I would fail in college.. .I depended on him to be supportive ... "

5) Teasing; Bullying; Relational

"When [my best friend] visited she made fun of me a lot and sided with her other best

Aggression

friend while her friend made jokes at my expense."

6) Broken Promises

"My brother went back on his word about taking me to an important event... "
-....l
-....l

Table 4 (continued).
Topic

Example

7) Distressing memory of being

"When I was five, my mom forgot about me and never came to pick me up from

left alone/lost

school. Panicked, I walked to a friends house ... until she picked me up hours later

8a) Taken advantage of (money)

"When my parents used up my savings account for stock market and lost it"

8b) Taken advantage of (sexually "A guy I dated made me feel ugly, unworthy. He was only with me because he wanted
or physically)

to experience sex with a black girl. I lost my virginity to him and I hate it!"

8c) Taken advantage of

"I was being used by my cousin so she could go and party when I had other things that

(generally)

I needed to do than just please her wants"

9a) Alcoholism

"My mother's alcohol problem. How it is ruining the family"

9b) Other drug use

"My older sister followed in my mother's exact footsteps ... she is now addicted to
cocaine and [her children] placed in the care and custody of the state... "

lOa) Illness

"My grandpa was very sick...he eventually became paralyzed, waist down, and
delusionaL . .! never got to say bye ... "

lab) Injury

"My best friend's car accident where he ended up in the leU"
--..l

oe

Table 4 (continued).
Topic
lla) Break-ups

Example
"My trust was betrayed by my ex-boyfriend of2 years ... when 1 decided to move to
Oregon we broke up and we haven't talked since"

11 b) Divorce

"My parents getting a divorce and all the bad things they tell me about each other. 1
trust them both, yet feel like I'm getting stuck in the middle"

11 c) Cheating

"Dated a girl in high school, first love/first girl 1had an intimate relationship with. We
dated for almost 2 years .. J found out she had cheated on me multiple times... "

12a) Someone not being there

"1 was always let down by my mom when me and my dad would get into

when needed

arguments ... she always either remained silent or agreed with my dad"

12b) Someone being chosen over

"My older sister says she wants to bond and become friends, so she'll plan days where

you/getting ditched or stood up

she and 1 are supposed to hang out. She ends up ditching me ... "

13a) General betrayal

"My best friend A. could never be trusted. 1 wanted to tell her things that were going
on in my life, but 1 knew if1 did everyone would know about it... "

--.l

'0

Table 4 (continued).
Topic

Example

13b) Sexual betrayal

" ... my best friend/idol slept with my ex-girlfriend shortly after we broke up and I had
just told my friend that I realized I loved her ... "

13c) Deception/lies

" ... my mom had irregular cells in her ovaries that were thought to be cancercausing...my parents didn't tell me the severity .. .1 felt lied to by my parents"

14a) Secret revealed

" ...1 told the person I love and trust the most a family secret I had never told anyone.
He then told someone else about it when I had asked him not to ..."

14b) Rumors

"My teammate made up a rumor that I was sleeping with my track coach"

15) Phys. Abandonment! Neglect

"Growing up without my dad trying to be in my life"

16a) Experienced phys. abuse or

" ... my father attempted to kill me. He repeatedly abused me, but this time he left me

violence

basically unconscious until the next morning"

16b) Witnessed physical abuse

"Witnessing a female friend being mistreated/abused... Insecure boyfriend accused her
of cheating on him and began to grab and throw the young lady..."
00

o

Table 4 (continued).
Topic

Example

16c) Knowledge of physical

"My aunt...was physically abused by my uncle. I never saw the abuse happen, I would

abuse but not witnessed

only see the bruises on her face and legs."

17a) Verbal abuse by family

" ...my father verbally attacked me... he called me 'worthless' ... "

17b) Verbal abuse by

"Being mistreated by an ex-boyfriend emotionally ... feeling guilty, unworthy, like a

friends/romantic partners

less significant human being because of his actions or things he said"

17c) Witnessed verbal abuse

"Visually witnessing my close friend being emotionally/psychologically abused by her
boyfriend. She was pregnant and he would periodically leave/threaten to leave her. Tell
her to give the baby up ...that he didn't want either one of them"

18a) Sexual pressure

"My boyfriend always wanting to go farther than I was comfortable with (sexually) ... "

18b) Sexual abuse

"My mom's friend molested me... and he comes to our house frequently. I get scared
when he visits and I am home alone .. J am still afraid of him"

18c) Knowledge of sexual abuse

"My sister was raped during her freshman year of high school ..."

00
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Table 5
Frequency o/Topic Reporting
Topic

Discll

List1

Discl2

List2

1) Let down

6

7

8

12

2) Death

5

0

3

0

2a) Murder

0

0

1

0

2b) Non-suicide, non-illness

5

0

2

0

0

7

6

2

3a) Suicide attempt/ideation

0

2

6

1

3b) Actual suicide

0

2

0

1

3c) Self-harm behaviors

0

3

0

0

4) Blamed/felt guilty/unworthy

9

3

3

2

5) Teasing/Bullying/Relational Aggression

4

7

2

1

6) Broken Promises

4

4

3

2

7) Distressing memory of being left alone/lost

2

1

6

8) Being taken advantage of

5

3

5

4

8a) financially

2

3

3

1

8b) sexually/physically

0

0

0

2

8c) generally

3

0

2

1

6

1

5

8

3) Suicide/Self-harm

9) Addiction

,.,

1

,.,

n

9a) Alcoholism

,j

1

,j

0

9b) Other drug use

3

0

2

0
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Table 5 (continued)
Topic

Discl1

Listl

Discl2

List2

10) Illness/Injury

2

1

3

1

lOa) Illness

2

1

2

0

lOb) Injury

0

0

1

1

10

21

11

8

l1a) Break-ups

3

5

3

1

11 b) Divorce

4

7

1

2

11 c) Cheating

3

9

7

5

12

12

7

8

12a) Someone not being there when needed

10

3

6

4

12b) Someone else being chosen! getting ditched

2

9

1

4

13) Betrayal of trust

7

14

9

6

13a) General

3

4

4

3

13b) Sexual

2

3

2

3

13c) Deception/lies

2

7

3

0

3

4

3

4

14a) Secret revealed

2

3

0

1

14b) Rumor

1

1

3

3

4

2

5

9

11) Romantic relationships

12) Emotional abandoment

14) Trusted person revealed secret!spread rumors

15) Physical abandonment/neglect
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Table 5 (continued)
Topic

Discl1

List1

Disc12

List2

16) Physical abuse

11

7

13

11

16a) Experienced physical abuse

2

2

7

6

16b) Witnessed physical abuse

8

2

5

2

3

1

3

13

5

14

13

17a) Verbal abuse by family

4

3

8

7

17b) Verbal abuse by friends/romantic partners

4

1

5

5

17c) Witnessed verbal abuse

5

1

1

1

6

1

5

6

18a) Sexual pressure

3

1

1

0

18b) Sexual abuse

3

0

3

3

18c) Knowledge of sexual abuse

0

0

1

3

13

10

2

4

16c) Knowledge of physical abuse
17) Verbal abuse

18) Sexual abuse

19) Multiple topics/miscellaneous

Note. DiscH = discloser's first topic; Disc12 = discloser's second topic; List!
listed by listener; List2 = other topic listed by listener.

=

one topic
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Figure 3. Changes from first to second disclosure as rated by listeners and disclosers in
both experimental (n=34) and control (n=41) conditions.
positively and significantly correlated with changes on the usn as rated by listeners (r =
.321, n=44, p<.05), suggesting similar ratings between disclosers and listeners. None of
these correlations were significant for the experimental grouP,ps>.05.
For both the control and experimental groups, changes in the coders'

usn ratings

from pre- to post-disclosure were positively and significantly correlated with changes on
the GAC ratings (for the control group, r = .611, n=44, p<.O 1; for the experimental group,
r = .759, n=41,p<.01), suggesting that these measures were assessing similar constructs.
In both the control and experimental group, decreases in unsupportive behavior assessed
by the GAC were associated with fewer topic switches initiated by the listener (r = .380,
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n=44,p<.05 and r = .413, n=41,p<.01, respectively) and more listener facial expressions
that conveyed acceptance (r = -.631, n=44,p<.01 and r = -.606, n=41,p<.01,
respectively) and alertness (r = -.603, n=44,p<.01 and r = -.556, n=41,p<.01,
respectively). The association between fewer topic switches initiated by the listener and
decreases on the GAC suggests that coders take the extent to which listeners switch
topics into account when rating unsupportive behaviors, and perhaps view topic
switching as unsupportive.
Although many of the associations between changes in the GAC ratings and
changes in other variables, as measured by correlations between difference scores on
these dimensions, were similar in both the experimental and control,groups, different
patterns emerged. In the control group, for instance, difference scores on the GAC were
positively associated with difference scores for listeners' tone (e.g., faltering) and
negatively associated with difference scores for certain facial expressions (e.g., sadness).
More specifically, decreases in unsupportive behaviors were associated with less of a
faltering tone (r = .320, n=44, p<.05) and more frequent facial expressions of sadness (r =

-.348, n=44,p<.05). Perhaps listeners in the control condition who decreased their
unsupportive behaviors were able to convey more support by speaking in a more
confident tone and expressing empathy by making more sad facial expressions.
In the experimental group, difference scores on the GAC were negatively
associated with variation in the listeners' tone (r = -.508, n=41,p<.01) and positively
associated with difference scores for topic switches initiated by the discloser (r = .412,

n=41,p<.01), such that decreases in unsupportive behavior were associated with
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increased variation in the listeners' tone and fewer topic switches initiated by the
discloser. In this group, listeners' who decreased in unsupportive behaviors may have
demonstrated more engagement by using a more varied tone. Further, their behaviors
may have affected the disclosers insofar as disclosers did not switch topics as frequently
(perhaps because they felt more comfortable or heard or understood). Since the coders
were blind to condition, these results might suggest that for those listeners whose
unsupportive behaviors decreased from pre- to post-disclosure, the way in which this
change occurred varied as a function of condition, generating different associations
between variables in each group.

In both the control and experimental groups, increases in interruptions were
significantly associated with decreases in topic switching initiated by the discloser (r =
-.322, n=44,p<.05 and r = -.333, n=41,p<.05, respectively). Perhaps when listeners

interrupt more, they are interrupting in a way that conveys engagement or facilitates
further disclosure, which leaves the discloser less room to switch topics. Decreases in
topic switches initiated by the listener were significantly correlated with decreases in
topic switches initiated by the discloser (for the control group, r = .400, n=44, p<.O 1; for
the experimental group, r = .474, n=41,p<.01). This suggests that there could be a
dynamic interaction between the participants such that one person's frequency oftopic
switching may impact the other participant's. This is similar to the concept of "mutual
influence" that can occur in a dyad (Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006, p. 5). That is, if one
person decreases in topic switching, the other person might "match" this and also
decrease the frequency of this behavior. In the control group only, decreases in topic
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switches initiated by the listener were also associated with decreases in role switches (r =

.468, n=44,p<.01).
Preliminary descriptive analyses of participants' posture revealed that most
people (approximately 71 % or more) were in an upright position at all three time points
of the disclosure. Changes in the frequency of each posture position did not seem very
large, nor did the degree of change seem to differ in the experimental group as compared
to the control group.
Tests of Hypotheses
Given issues of dependency in analyzing dyadic data, the dyad, rather than each
individual person, was treated as the unit of analysis. In following the recommendations
put forth by Kenny et al. (2006), the standard dyadic design and data structure were
utilized. Although participants rated their own levels of mood and stress/arousal, both
participants rated the listeners' level ofunsupportive behaviors. If any participant had
missing data on the dependent variable being analyzed, the entire pair was excluded from
that particular analysis.
In order to examine the effect of the gender composition of the dyad on each
dependent variable (USn, PANAS - positive affect subscale [PA], PANAS - negative
affect subscale [NA], SACL - stress subscale [SACL-S], and SACL - arousal subscale
[SACL-AJ), five 3 x 2 Univariate Analyses of Variance were conducted. In each
analysis, the between-subjects factors were gender composition of the dyad (femalefemale, male-female, and male-male) and condition (experimental and control). Predisclosure scores were entered as covariates. There were no significant effects of gender,
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and no significant interactions between gender and condition, allps>.05. Because there
were no significant gender effects, all dyads were used in each analysis, and no further
examinations of gender were conducted.
Hypothesis 1

In order to test the prediction that listeners in the experimental condition would
respond more positively (e.g., lower scores on the usn as rated by disclosers) during the
second disclosure than listeners in the control condition, taking into account their
responses to the first disclosure, a regression analysis was conducted. Disclosers' ratings
of listeners, rather than listeners' ratings of themselves, were included in analyses.
Post-disclosure usn score as rated by disclosers was the dependent variable. In
the first model, group (experimental or control) and centered pre-disclosure usn scores
as rated by the discloser were entered as predictors. The second model tested for the
additional variance in post-disclosure usn scores accounted for by the interaction
between group and pre-disclosure scores; overall the second model accounted for
approximately 56% of the variance in post-disclosure usn scores (Adjusted R2=. 562).
The inclusion of the interaction term in the second model resulted in an additional
explanation of6.8% of the variance (R2 change=.068; F(l,105)=16.844,p<.01) (See
Table 4). In this second and final model, condition, pre-disclosure usn scores, and the
interaction between condition and pre-disclosure usn scores were all significant
predictors, ps<.05.
In order to clarify the nature of the interaction, graphs were created using
estimated values according to the recommendations of Judd, McClelland, & Ryan (2009)
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(see Figure 4). For people with low pre-disclosure usn scores (i.e., those people who
started off with a low level of unsupportive behaviors), the intervention did not make
much of a difference. However, for those people with high pre-disclosure scores (i.e.,
those people who started off with a high level of unsupportive behaviors), being in the
experimental condition was on average associated with lower post-disclosure usn scores
compared to the control condition. In other words, the intervention was most effective
in decreasing unsupportive behaviors in the group of people with high pre-disclosure
levels of unsupportive behaviors. People who are already able (naturally or otherwise) to
respond supportively, and do not exhibit as many unsupportive behaviors, may not
benefit as much from a basic set of psychoeducational materials like those in the present
study, and may benefit more from a more nuanced or detailed set of materials; in other
Table 6
Summary ojHierarchical Regression Analysisjor Variables Predicting Listeners'
Post-disclosure USll Scores (n=109)
Variable

B

SE B

~

-.067

.032

-.144*

.729

.074

-.076

.030

.900

.081

-.642

.156

Step 1
Conditiona
Pre-disclosure usn b

.677**

Step 2
Condition
Pre-disclosure usn
InteractionC

-.165*
.836**
-.308*

Note. R 2 = .506 for Step 1; ~R2 = .068 for Step 2 (ps<.Ol).
aCondition = experimental or control. bCovariate = listeners pre-disclosure score on usn
centered around the mean. Clnteraction between condition and covariate.
•p<.05. ••p<.Ol.
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words, there might be some sort of floor effect in which people who have low scores on
this measure do not have much room for improvement (e.g., they cannot score less than a
zero on this measure).

Disclosers' Ratings of Listeners' Unsupportive Responses (USIl)
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Figure 4. Listeners' post-disclosure usn scores accounting for pre-disclosure scores for
both experimental (n = 53) and control (n = 56) conditions.

Hypothesis 2

In order to test the hypothesis that disclosers in the intervention condition would
experience more positive benefits (e.g., increased positive emotion, decreased negative
emotion, decreased stress and arousal) than disclosers in the control condition, taking into
account their pre-disclosure levels of each of these variables, four regression analyses
were conducted.
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In order to examine the effect of condition on changes in affect, regression
analyses were conducted separately for positive (PA) and negative affect (NA). For the
PA analysis, disclosers' post-disclosure PA scores was the dependent variable and group
(experimental or control) and disclosers' centered pre-disclosure PA scores were
predictors. This model was significant, F(2,97)=69.05,p<.Ol. Pre-disclosure PA score
was the only significant predictor of post-disclosure PA score. This indicated that people
with higher PA before the disclosure had significantly higher levels of PA following the
disclosure. A similar pattern of results was found for NA. In this analysis, disclosers'
post-disclosure NA scores was the dependent variable and group (experimental or
control) and disclosers' centered pre-disclosure NA scores were predictors. This model
was significant, F(2,97)=49.47,p<.O 1. Pre-disclosure NA score was the only significant
predictor of post-disclosure NA score. This indicated that people with higher NA before
the disclosure had significantly higher levels ofNA following the disclosure.
In the second set of regression analyses, separate analyses were conducted to
examine disclosers' level of stress (SACL-S) and arousal (SACL-A), as rated by the
stress arousal checklist (SACL). For the regression analysis examining SACL-S,
disclosers' post-disclosure SACL-S score was the dependent variable and group
(experimental or control) and disclosers' centered pre-disclosure SACL-S were
predictors. This model was significant, F(2,lOO)=48.7l,p<.Ol. The only significant
predictor was pre-disclosure SACL-S score; disclosers who had higher levels of stress
before the disclosure had significantly higher levels of stress following the disclosure.
For the regression analysis examining SACL-A, a similar pattern of results was observed.
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Disclosers' post-disclosure SACL-A score was the dependent variable and group
(experimental or control) and disclosers' centered pre-disclosure SACL-A were
predictors. This model was significant, F(2,101)=49.98,p<.01, with the only predisclosure SACL-A as the only significant predictor. Disclosers who had higher levels of
arousal before the disclosure had significantly higher levels of arousal following the
disclosure.
Although these findings might suggest that changes (or lack thereof) in listeners'
levels of unsupportive behaviors may not impact mood or stress level, it is also possible
that the changes occurred in a more nuanced or subtle way that these measures were not
sensitive enough to detect. In addition, it is possible that the kinds of benefits that the
disclosers experienced were not related to mood or stress. For instance, when a listener
responds supportively to a discloser, that discloser might feel closer or more connected to
the listener, more understood, or more able to make sense of the experience. Such
benefits may not be related to changes in mood or stress level, but rather are more
appropriately captured by other constructs that were not measured in the current study.
According to Birrell and Freyd (2006), it is possible that healing does not involve
removing someone's pain, even though this is a common way of conceptualizing or
measuring healing. That is, it is possible that the healing effects of being listened to do
not necessarily involve reducing or eliminating an individual's pain, particularly in the
short run.
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CHAPTER VIn
GENERAL DISCUSSION

Summary of Findings
We utilized two studies to examine real disclosures in the context of real
relationships, in real time. In this way, we attempted to eliminate some of the
methodological confounds associated with past research including retrospective report
bias and the possible artificiality of disclosure to researchers. We also integrated the
perceptions of both members of the dyad, as well as coders, in order to highlight the
perception of the discloser, formulate a conceptualization of supportive responses to
disclosure, and find ways of assessing changes in level of supportive listening provided
that may occur following psychoeducation.
Both verbal and nonverbal constituents of supportive behaviors were examined in
Study 1. We sought to identitY specific elements of supportive behaviors that were
modifiable. We found that listeners who were leaning backward tended to interrupt the
discloser significantly more frequently than listeners in neutral positions; we also found
that leaning backward was associated with significantly more negative responses to
disclosure (as rated by coders). Though not statistically significant, a similar pattern was
found when disclosers rated listeners' responses. Since leaning backward was associated
both with more negative responses to disclosure and more interruptions, it is possible that
being in a backward position reflects a certain listening style that was not viewed very
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supportively. It is also possible that listeners who are not being supportive choose to sit
in this position, which conveys a certain level of disengagement.
Nonverbal behavior is central to conveying empathy; in fact, prior research
indicates that 45% of the variance in empathy is accounted for by nonverbal behavior,
while 22% is accounted for by verbal behavior, and 33% by the interaction between
verbal and nonverbal behavior (Haase & Tepper, 1972). This research also indicates that
engaging in behaviors in one modality (e.g., verbal vs. nonverbal) that are low in
empathy can nullify the effects of behaviors in the other modality that are high in
empathy. Conversely, a person can engage in behaviors high in empathy as a way of
counteracting the effects of low empathy behaviors. It is important to note, however, that
there are some exceptions. For instance, while certain nonverbal behaviors (e.g., forward
trunk lean and maintenance of eye contact) may facilitate the expression of empathy, if
something is said that demonstrates a very low level of empathy, these nonverbal
behaviors may not be enough to compensate for the harmful verbal messages. These
findings suggest that while "mistakes" can be made and possibly repaired, it is also
important for listeners to not become lackadaisical in responding and assume that
unhelpful behaviors can be balanced by more helpful ones, since this is not always the
case.
In Study 1 we also discovered a quadratic relationship between interruptions and
coders' ratings oflisteners' negative responses to disclosure. More specifically, moderate
levels of interruption were associated with more positive responses. Interestingly, a
different pattern, though nonsignificant, emerged when disclosers rated listeners'
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behaviors. Given this finding, it is important that future research continues to incorporate
the perception of disclosers in defining what is supportive. In fact, it is quite possible for
listeners to have helpful intentions, but for these attempts to be perceived as negative or
harmful by disclosers (Campbell et aI., 2001). One situation in which this may be
particularly relevant is the use of self-disclosure as a form of helping. Research
examining peer support for breast cancer survivors, for instance, suggests that the context
in which self-disclosure occurs impacts the perception of the disclosure (Pistrang,
Solomons, & Barker, 1999). While self-disclosure is typically perceived as helpful only
if it occurs in the context of high empathy, self-disclosure in and of itself is not sufficient
for people to perceive support. That is, even when empathy is high, higher levels of selfdisclosure are not necessarily perceived more positively than lower levels of selfdisclosure. In addition, the way in which a person self-discloses is important; it is
possible for some forms of self-disclosure to be viewed as a way of conveying empathy,
whereas other forms may suggest a lack of empathy or even hinder communication.
These findings underscore the importance of acknowledging individual differences in
perceptions of helping behavior (e.g., some people prefer higher levels of self-disclosure
while others prefer lower levels) and of taking overall context of support and selfdisclosure into account.
In summary, findings from the current studies and prior research suggest that
what listeners believe is helpful may not correspond to disclosers' experiences of support.
Therefore, it is possible that the opinion of the discloser is more predictive of later
adjustment than the opinion of others. The possible discrepancies between listeners' and
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disclosers' perceptions of support underscore the importance of emphasizing the
disclosers' perspectives in future research and not relying solely on assumptions about
what is helpful andlor the perception of others.
In Study 2, we examined the effectiveness of a brief psychoeducational
component in enhancing supportive responses to disclosure. As in Study I, we studied
real disclosures in the context of real relationships, in real time, in order to increase
ecological validity and reduce retrospective report bias. One advantage to the
implementation of the experimental design was the ability to control for changes that
might occur naturally over time (e.g., from the first to second disclosure) due to factors
such as learning or increased level of comfort. In addition, we wanted to control for
general effects that could be attributable to the receipt of a set of psychoeducational
materials.
Our results indicated that people in the experimental condition, compared to those
in the control condition, demonstrated a significantly greater decrease in unsupportive
behaviors (according to the perspective of the discloser) following receipt of the
psychoeducational materials, taking predisclosure levels of unsupportive behaviors into
account. Given the research mentioned above regarding the importance of accessing the
disclosers' perspectives, the fact that the disclosers observed and reported significant
improvements in the support the listeners provided makes these findings particularly
exciting.
In addition, we found that those participants who started off with high levels of
unsupportive behaviors benefitted the most from these materials. Since these materials
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were designed as an introduction to techniques that could increase supportive behaviors,
this finding makes sense. That is, people who do not start off responding supportively to
disclosure may have more to learn or to change about their behaviors, and therefore may
find these materials more useful; on the other hand, people who initially responded more
supportively may still benefit from a basic introduction, but not benefit as much. Instead,
such individuals may gain more from a more in-depth psychoeducational experience.
Limitations
While the current set of studies provides a valuable foundation for future research,
particularly given the lack of research in this area, several limitations are of note. First,
certain demographic characteristics of the sample may limit generalizability to other
groups. For instance, the sample was comprised mostly of pairs of female college
students who were friends, around the age of 20, making it difficult to examine the ways
in which disclosure processes and responses to disclosure may vary as a function of
gender, age, socioeconomic status, and relationship types (e.g., friendships, romantic
relationships). In fact, the associations among and interactions between disclosure and
various demographic variables (e.g., gender, socioeconomic status, ethnicity) have been
shown to be quite complex (Consedine, Sabag-Cohen, & Krivoshekova, 2007).
Prior research has demonstrated that gender, in and of itself, may not predict
depth of self-disclosure (e.g., Consedine et aI., 2007; Dindia et aI., 1997; Dindia & Allen,
1992; Parker & Parrott, 1995), but rather its interaction with other factors may influence
self-disclosure. For instance, gender may interact with relationship type such that
females may self-disclose to a greater extent in the context of more intimate relationships
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(e.g., romantic relationships, female friendships, female fan1ily members), whereas men
may self-disclose to a greater extent in the context of less intimate relationships (e.g.,
acquaintances, coworkers) (Consedine et aI., 2007). It is also possible that these dynamics
can change as a function of the type of experience (e.g., trauma, relationships issues) that
is being disclosed (Consedine et aI., 2007). Although the wide variety of topics disclosed
in the present studies may increase the generalizability of our results, we are also not able
to examine differences that may occur as a function of the type of topic disclosed. In
addition, while we did examine the impact of gender composition of the dyad on each
dependent variable and did not find any significant effects of gender, or any significant
interactions between gender and condition, the sample sizes for each of the types of
dyads were quite different, such that most dyads were female-female. Thus, it is
important that gender differences be examined in future research to clarify whether the
lack of gender differences in the current study was due to a lack of power. It is also
possible that gender composition ofthe dyad could be confounded with relationship type
such that same-gender dyads were more likely to be friends, while different-gender dyads
were more likely to be romantic relationships. Thus, it important that these comparisons
and distinctions are made in future research.
Some research has also examined patterns of self-disclosure that may vary as a
function of age (e.g., young-adult, middle-aged, elderly) and relationship type (e.g.,
friendships, family) (Parker & Parrott, 1995). Results indicated that young adults selfdisclose for social validation, self-expression, and self-clarification purposes more
frequently to friends than family; of these three age groups, only young adults sought
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self-clarification via self-disclosure more frequently with friends than family. Middleaged people disclosed to friends more than family for the purposes of social validation,
but disclosed to friends and family equally for self-expression, self-clarification, and
social control. Elderly people, on the other hand, disclosed more frequently to family
than friends for the purposes of self-expression and social validation; furthermore, only
elderly people sought social control via self-disclosure with family more than friends.
These findings illustrate that the functions of self-disclosure may change over time, as a
function of developmental stage or life circumstances. It is also possible that changes in
social networks may also dictate disclosure-related decisions (Parker & Parrott, 1995).
Thus, it is important that the present findings are interpreted within context; that is, it is
possible that the disclosure processes and supportive behaviors we observed are strongly
associated with the demographics of our sample and that not all of the findings would
remain if a sample with different demographics was examined.
The majority of the participants in our sample identified as European Americans
who were born in the United States and who had parents who were also born in the
United States. With such a ethnically and culturally homogenous sample, it is difficult to
gain understanding of the ways in which such factors influence the conceptualization of
disclosure, the perceived utility of disclosure, barriers and facilitators to disclosure, and
responses to disclosure. Thus, it is possible that the findings in the current study
represent what young European Americans who were born in the United States view as
supportive, and do not define responses to disclosure that would be considered effective
across various cultural and ethnic groups.
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Although there are likely individual differences in what is considered supportive
to whom, the possibility exists that there are also broader cultural variations in what is
considered supportive. In light of these possibilities, several researchers have proposed
culturally contextualized models of the disclosure oftrauma in particular (e.g., Fontes,
1993; Sorsoli, 2007; Tyagi, 2002). Tyagi (2002), for instance, in an attempt to expand on
a multilevel framework previously proposed by Obikeze in 1986, discusses individual,
community-in-context, cultural, and global levels of traumatic disclosure. The level of
analysis in the present study emphasized the individual level, and to some extent the
dyadic level as well; although the study of both the individual and the dyad allowed us to
take a more ecological approach than if the individual were studied in isolation, the
impact of other levels was not assessed. Nonetheless, our more "micro" approach may
serve as a foundation for more "macro" approaches in future research.
Another limitation of these studies involves the lack oflong-term follow-up.
While the findings are promising indications that changes in supportive behaviors can
occur through the use of a short psychoeducational component, it is unknown whether
these changes are sustainable over time. It is also unclear the extent to which these
changes (or lack thereof) may affect the relationship between participants over time. In
future research, it would be helpful to know if participants are able to extend what they
learn not only to future interactions with that particular participant, but also to other
relationships as well.
Inclusion of long-term follow-up would also allow researchers to examine the
extent to which participants' expectations of responses to disclosure change over time;
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for instance, perhaps disclosers are satisfied with the type and amount of support they
receive prior to psychoeducation, but following receipt of these materials change their
views about what kinds of support they find helpful and want from others. If disclosers
increased their standards for the kinds of responses they deem as supportive following
receipt of these psychoeducational materials, we might expect disclosers in the
intervention condition to rate listeners more negatively in terms of the support they
provided than disclosers in the control condition. If, on the other hand, disclosers
lowered their standards for supportive responding, we might expect findings in the
opposite direction. Thus, it is possible that expectations of supportive responses and the
ways in which they change over time, could impact the both the listeners' and disclosers'
perceptions of the listeners' behaviors. Without assessing such expectations directly,
however, it is difficult to identify the extent to which they may playa role.
Another issue that has been raised in prior research is that of socially desirable
responses as they relate to skill building and training (Lawson & Winkelman, 2003).
Although we did not include an item to assess for socially desirable responding in our
studies, by relying on multiple raters (e.g., disclosers, listeners, and coders), perhaps the
likelihood that effects are solely attributable to socially desirable responses (e.g., a high
endorsement of supportive listening behaviors following psychoeducation) is reduced.
While socially desirable responding may impact listeners' ratings of behaviors, it is also
true that it could impact their actual behaviors. That is, when presented with a
psychoeducational opportunity, people could feel more motivated to master these skills
(Lawson & Winkelman, 2003). It is unclear, however, whether this would actually have
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a negative impact on the discloser. If the efforts to improve one's behaviors are genuine
and result in a beneficial outcome for disclosers, it is possible that the reasons for wanting
to improve (e.g., a desire to be a better friend, a motivation to demonstrate skills that are
viewed as socially desirable) are inconsequential. Of course it is possible that certain
motivations and intentions may predict longer-lasting changes in behavior than others,
but this is a possibility that could be examined in future research.
Through this research we are unable to determine the "active" ingredients of these
materials. In other words, it is possible that rather than informing specific behaviors, the
materials acted as a means of raising general awareness of the importance of listening and
being supportive. Future research could deconstruct these materials and identify
elements that are the most useful, so that such elements could be elaborated upon and/or
emphasized in future educational materials.
Implications
The findings in the current set of studies have many important implications for
future research. First, research regarding ways of educating the general public in
responding supportively to the disclosure of stressful life experiences is extremely limited
despite the potential benefits that could result. That is, the lack of research is not a
reflection of the importance or need for this kind of research. Thus, these findings may
serve as beginning steps for continued research in this area.
Stressful life experiences, including experiences regarded as traumatic, are quite
common in the general population. In the present studies, 65-70% of participants reported
experiencing at least one traumatic event; such high reports of these kinds of incidents
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have been reported in other studies as well. In a longitudinal study conducted by Lantz et
al. (2005), for instance, 61 % of the sample had at least one of the four events surveyed
(death of a spouse, divorce, death of a child, and physical assault). It is important to note
that these percentages do not include events that occurred but were not reported, as well
as other events that may have been experienced as traumatic or stressful but were not
surveyed. In other words, these percentages likely reflect underestimates of the sample's
exposure to stressful life experiences. Thus, when stressful life experiences are
considered more broadly (e.g., financial crises, relationship conflicts, discrimination,
health diagnoses), it is likely that an even larger percentage of the population is affected.
When people encounter stressful life experiences, a common response involves
the desire to tell others about these experiences. Individuals' intentions in disclosing
vary, but may include expressing themselves, clarifying needs, making sense of a
situation, seeking validation or support, or gaining some kind of information or tangible
support (Ahrens et aI., 2007; Parker & Parrott, 1995). In American culture, disclosure is
often viewed as a healthy, adaptive, and socially accepted form of coping (Rime, 1995).
However, there are also cultural ideas about personal boundaries and individualism that
may influence perceptions of when disclosing is "too much" both in terms of amount of
detail and types of events that are shared. Such perceptions may also depend on the
context (e.g., nature of event being disclosed, type of relationship) and individual
difference factors (e.g., disclosure preferences, personality traits). In addition, there are
settings in which disclosure may be promoted more than others (e.g., therapeutic
relationships, close friendships).
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Despite possible social constraints on disclosure, research demonstrates that
disclosure can be helpful for a variety ofreasons (e.g., Hemenover, 2003; Lepore et aI.,
2000), but particularly for recovery and adjustment from difficult life events (e.g., Coker
et aI., 2002). Importantly, responses to disclosure have a strong impact on our
adjustment, suggesting that it is not the act of disclosure in and of itself that is most
helpful for recovery (e.g., Ahrens et aI., 2007; Coker et aI., 2002; Figueiredo et aI., 2004;
Lepore et aI., 1996). In fact in some instances, ifpeople do not respond supportively, the
effects are worse than if the information is not shared (Figueiredo et aI., 2004; Lepore et
aI., 1996). While disclosing in even everyday circumstances involves risk, the
anticipation of unsupportive and harmful responses may act as an additional barrier to
disclosure (Ahrens, 2006).
Research also indicates that friends and family members are often chosen as first
recipients for traumatic disclosure (e.g., Coker et al., 2002; Fisher, Daigle, Cullen, &
Turner, 2003; Paine & Hansen, 2002; Ullman & Filipas, 2001). Yet, many people have
not received education or training in responding supportively to disclosure, and are not
naturally able to provide support in a helpful way. In fact, approximately two-thirds of
participants in the present study reported only low to moderate levels of prior exposure to
this kind of information, further emphasizing the importance of education in this area. It
is quite possible that people have the desire and motivation to be helpful, but do not know
how to be. In addition, it is possible for people to think they are being helpful, but for
their responses not to be perceived as such. This has even been shown to be the case for
oncologists, where greater confidence in their abilities to be empathic does not translate
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into greater empathic responding as rated by patients (Pollak et aI., 2007). Thus, it is
important to find ways to educate people about supportive responses to disclosure so that
they are not relying on what they assume is helpful. Moreover, recommendations for
enhancing supportive responses may not be useful if they are not informed by research
regarding constituents of supportive responses and effective ways of teaching people
about these responses.
In summary, prior research indicates that I) stressful experiences are common; 2)
adjustment to stressful experiences often involves disclosure; 3) the impact of negative
responses to disclosure can be more harmful than the effects of nondisclosure; 4) friends
and family are often the first to hear about stressful experiences; and 5) research
regarding constituents of supportive responses and ways of educating the general public
to be supportive is limited.
Since our findings indicate that these psychoeducational materials are capable of
decreasing unsupportive behaviors, these materials could be used as a starting point for
teaching people in the general public about supportive responses. Although other
materials like this may exist in the community (e.g., New Jersey Self-Help Group
Clearinghouse, n.d.), those developed for the purposes of the current studies have several
advantages. One advantage to these materials is that they have been informed by
disclosers' perceptions about what constitutes a supportive response, keeping prior
research in mind. In addition, our materials have garnered empirical support regarding
their effectiveness. The materials are also relatively short in length and could be
administered in a brief format. The fact that the materials are written and do not require
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professional expertise for administration also makes them cost-efficient and increases
flexibility in the kinds of situations in which they could be administered.
While it is possible that more in-depth didactic trainings regarding supportive
responses could be useful, there is also value in finding less-intensive forms of education
that are capable of producing meaningful changes, particularly if those changes are
observed by disclosers. One context in which these materials could be delivered is in a
school setting. Many schools currently offer curricula that devote discussions to healthy
relationships as a means of aiding relationship development and preventing violence in
relationships. These materials would fit in well during this kind of lesson, as
understanding ways of conveying support in the context of relationships is a useful
relationship and communication skill. Such skills can be helpful in creating deeper, more
connected, and stronger relationships with others and may allow greater trust to be
developed (Fogarty et ai., 1999). In addition, these techniques may be applicable to
listening and responding in a variety of relationships in person, social, and professional
contexts.
When others are able to respond more supportively to disclosure, this can increase
disclosers' well-being (Fogarty et ai., 1999) and sense of validation, decrease feelings of
depression and anxiety, and encourage further expression of other emotions (Pollak et ai.,
2007). While it does take energy and time to be compassionate, covey support, and listen
well, it is also very important. The wider distribution of these materials could not only
provide guidance that make the task seem more attainable and help address assumptions
about what is helpful, but also may increase people's sense of self-efficacy in responding
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to others and in turn facilitate the creation of a supportive environment in which to
disclose.
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APPENDIX A
DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE - STUDY 1
Dt'mogra.phic IDfonnanOD
1. Your Age _ _
2. Your Gender

_

3. Etlmic identification (please check as many as apply to you):

a. African American/Black
b. Hispanic or Latino/a

c. Native American/American Indian
d. WhiteiCaucasian/European A111erican
e. Asian American
f Pacific Islander
g. Other (please specify):

_

4. \\lbere were you bom?
a. United States
b. Other (please specify):

_

5. Ulbere were your parents/caregivers born?
a. United States
b. Other (please specify):

6.

_

Are you fluent in spoken English?

NoD

Yes 0

7. Do you have a disability? Yes (Please specii)')

_

8. What is the highest level of education yoo have completed?

9. Number of hours of sleep you got last night:

No
_

_

10. How wonied/anxiousistressed are you today about life events (for example, school, work,
finances. friends.
family. ele)'?

o not at all
o slightly
o an average month
o 1l1Ore than average
U extremely

11. How would you describe your general mood today?

o great

0 good

0 average

0 poor

0 horrible
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APPENDIXB
BETRAYAL TRAUMA INVENTORY & CSA SUPPLEMENT - STUDY 1

Before the age of 18, how often did each of the following events happen to you?
1.

1.

3,

4.

5,

6

Been m a major 'mth'luake, fin, flood, hwric;me, or
tomado that remltl'd in ,i~niflc~t10" ofPf!Js.o",,1
prOpe1t}', ~erio~ injury 10 your~elfor a c.igmficant other,
the death of .. ~ignrlicanl other, or the fear of your' O\\'U
death

Never

Been m a major automobile, boal, motorcycle. p1me, train,
Or industrial accident thai re~nhed in ,ignifkanllo~~of
per'.>ODal pl'opeIty, ~riou> mjUlj' 10 yow;e!f Or a
,ignificant other. the death of a >il;ni.fu:ant othB, or the
feat· of your own duth
Witne:;sed ~omeone with whom you ,,'ere "eIT clo~e (:;uch
~ .. parent. sibling. caregn'er, or intimate p~r)
cODlDlitting suicide, being killed. or being injured by
another penon Sl> """"rely as 10 resull m DlMk" bmis.e:;.
bums, blood. or b.roken bone:;. Thi!. might includ" a close
friend in combAt.

Witne:;sed ~oIlM!<)ne with whom you were not '0 cl""e
deliberately attack one or your family member's t1ut
severely

More th;w 2 llwe,

1-2 Time'

1-2 Times

More than 2 time,

1-2 Time~

More tbm 2 times

Never

1-2 Times

More thm 2 nme,

NP\"1!f

1-2 Times

More than 1 time'

Never

Witne""d ,omeone with whom you ....ere not '0 cllYc.e
undergoing a ,imilar kind of IUUllUhc event.
Witne:;sed someone with whom vou ....ere "en' close
deliberately attack one or more of YOUI fa.mil}' member':;
so se\'erely as 10 re~ull in mati" bruise,. blood broken
bone,. or broken teeth

1-2 Time:;
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L Before the age of 18, were you attacked by someone "ltb whom VOI.I were ,'ery dose so severely as
to result in mart<s, broists, blood, broken bones, or broken teeth?
0 Yes
0 No
IfVES. ple.ase answer !he foUowing questions.
If NO. please skip to
next page,

me

How many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

'

3. If more than one person did this to you, please st'lect thE' perwn im'olnd in lb. most significant
or distl'E'sswg en-nt(s) and answer the fest of the questions for that person. The person who did this
to yOll was (please check all that apply):

o HU$bmd, wife, or

o Someolll! you NEVER

~;oro.giYer

rODUnri~ partner

tru5ted at my point in )'our life

o Family member not
re$pousible for ~a.ring for
you

o BabY$itter or nann}'

o Someone you umted at
some point in your lite

o

[] Stranger

o Tea~ber, doctor, coach,
religiOll$ ad, Uor. cOllIlS"lor or

o

o Female
o friend

Puent guardi:m, or

A~quaintan~e

pror..$,iorW

DYes
DYes

4. Have you told anyone about t1us expenence?
5. Did people find out about it in a different way">

D~o

DNo

If!\O to both #4 Ai'ID #5, please skip to the next page.

Below is a list 01 ,,":I~'S that people mar han Mhand 10'lnrd you altel' the,- IOlLDd out about the nperifnce, Please
eircle the numbn that best describes how olten ~'ou npelieneed each 01 the 10Uowing.
k;lCted to your ~IOI)' t\1th dlsbelaef

RARELY

SO}'l£1'IMES

FREQUENTLY

ALWA1:1;

RARELY

SOMETIMES

FREQ1.1ENTLY

ALWAYS

RARELY

SOllETIM£S

FREQl'L,'\ITLY

ALWAYS

RAlU:LY

scnn:mn:s

FREQlJENnY

ALWAYS

RAlU:LY

SOJ,l£TIMES

FREQUENTLY

ALWA1:1;

1'l'E\'ER

RARELY

SO},IETo.tES

FREQl'L'IIlL""

ALWAYS

1'1E\"ER

RARELY

SOll£TnIl:S

FREQt'ENTLY

ALWAYS

l'I'E\'E.R

RARELY

SOYI,TJ:l.lES

FREQL'I:NTLY

ALWAYS

l'o'E\'E.R

RARELY

SOllEIlJ,lES

FREQl'L"fUY

ALWAYS

you offmtaoi2ing, 1}oing, or mUing it up

l'o'E\"ER

RAREL1:"

SOYE:mlES

FR:EQl'ENTLY

ALWA""S

Helped ,top the I!xperien~e fl.-om happHling all'am

l'on'ER

RARELY

SOllEmn:s

FREQll£NTLY

ALWA1:"S

Told you that you mmt ha,'e enjoyed 1t became it
lolill'

l'oTI'E.R

IlAllELY

SOYE.'Il),lES

FREQt'ENTL"-

ALWAYS

Made b~ of or uUnimiz.ed the
per~on t\ilo did this to )'OU

actlon:;

l'on"ER

ofthe

Made dinet suwl ach'.mres toward you

l'o'E\'E.R

Reacted in a threatening or ho~ble
mannu toward you

Demed tho. experience o~CUlTo.d
A~ti,"ely

,bowed dis;>.ppro'';1l of the actioU$ of tho.
person 'lila did this to }'Oll, for example, by
><!eking a sePmltion, forcing that pti"SOIl to seek
Inatment, roopenting uith the leg;>! system to get
bimiher prosecuted

CheSl!

thl! ,ide of the pti"'OD wbo did tbi: to you
bh,'her $ide at your exJll!IlO"'

~'I!I youftook

A~cuse<l

WO!Ilt on for so
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L Before the age of 18, were you atf3cked by someone \\ith whom you were not so close so severely as
to result in marks, bruises, blood, broken txmes, or broken teeth?
0 Yes
0 No
If YES, please answer the following questions.
If 1\0, please skip to the next page,

2, How many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

3. Ifmore than one penon did this to you, please wlKr tbp J)@1'Son im'olnd in rbp most signi1icaor
01' distl'l'ssin: p,-pot( s) and answer the rest of the questions for that person. The person who did this
to you was (please check all that apply):
DM31e

o Parent, guardian, or
oaregiver

o FeuuJe

o FJmily member not
l'e~paD!.ible for c~

o Friend

o H..,band, "-ife, or
rODUl1tio P311:I1e1'

o Baby~itter or n3IU1}'

my point in yaur life

o Someone }'OU trusted "t
«>me point in yom life

for

you
o Acquaintanoe

o Someone }'OU NEVER.
~ted at

DSt13n~l'

4. Ha\'e yOIl told anyone about this experience?
5, Did people find out about it in a different way?

DYes
DYes

o

TeaoheI, doetoL co"ch.
religiow advi,or. ooun:;elor or
profe"ional

DNo
DNo

If 1\0 to both ,,4 A.'l'D #5, please slap to the next page.
Below is a lin of lUrS that people ma~' han beh:a\'l'd row:ud ~'ou after the~' found out :abour the uperiellce. Please
cirde- the numbe!' rhat best de-scribe-5 how ofren ~'ou npel'ie-Dced each of rhe foUo1\ing.
Re3Cted to }'ountol)' \'--ilb

di~belief

lII"E\'ER

RABLLY

SOlIEInIES

FREQ1JDliTLY

ALWAYS

llo"E\'ER

RARELY

SOHEInIES

FREQL'ENTI.Y

ALWAYS

Made direot ,exwlad:\'m<:e, toward you

llo"E\TER

RARELY

SO~IETIMES

FREQ1JESTI..Y

ALWAYS

Reacted in a thre3tening or ho,tiIe
manner toward you

1lo"E\'ER

RABLLY

SOlI£TIMES

FREQl1ENTI.Y

ALW.-\YS

1lo"E\'ER

llARELY

SOMETIMES

FREQt.'l:NTI..Y

ALWAYS

lIInTER

llARELY

SOll£lnlES

FR:£QL'ENTI..Y

ALW.-\YS

R.eDUined px:,in, refu:led to take ,~,

lIInTER.

RARELY

SOlIE:m-1ES

FRI'QLTNll.Y

ALWAYS

Cho.e the ,ide of the persOD who did thB fl> you
o,-er you'look Im/ber ,ide "t your expI!IlOl!

llo"E\TER.

RARELY

SOUElnlES

FREQ\;'ENTI.Y

:\LWAYS

Reacted with en>.barrB.ment 01' di,gu."t

lII"E\'ER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

FREQL'ENTI.Y

ALWAYS

Acoll5ed you of f;l.(l13'izing, lying, or muing it up

JIon'ER

llARELY

SOllETnIES

FREQt.'ENTLY

:\LWAYS

Helped 'fop the espenenoe from happening "gam

1II"E\'ER

RARELY

SOllETWES

FREQllI:."aLY

ALWAYS

Told yau t1ut you m~t han enjoyed it beo'llli! it
went on for,;o long

1II"E\'Ell.

RARELY

SOll£1n1ES

FJilEQl'Di'ILY

ALWA'i'S

};ude light of 01 minimized the "criOD!. ofthe
penon who did thi, to you

l)emed the experienoe oocurred
Acti"ely showed di""ppmval of the ~criom af the
per:oon who did this to you, f<>1 example, by
~ing a ",p3f3tion, fOICing tim J!"'l',on fo ",ek
Itearment, co0P"'f3tint: with the legal 'plem to gel
him'he..· pIO:;eCUted
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1.

Before the age of l8~ were you were made to have some fOffil of sexual contact 5uch as touc1liDg or
pe11f:tr3tion, by someone with whom vou were VefV close (such a5 a family member or lover)?
DYes DNo

If YES, please answer the following questions.
If NO, please skip to the next page.
4.

How many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

5. If more than one pen;on did this to you. please selKt tbl' pl'J"Wn inyolwd in thl' most swificant
or distJ"E'$sing ennt($) and answer the rest of the questions for that pet"5OD. The petSOfl who did this
to you was (please dled: all that apply):

o Male
o Female

rolIW1l1C partneJ·

o

o Babysitter or mDIl}'

Faunlv member not
re'lpODSible for Oalin{! for
you
o Aoquaintance

o Friend

o Husband. wife. Clr

o P;uenl.. gmrdian. or
caregiver

o SollleClne yDU NEVEK
tnuted at ;my PClint in YOIU lIfe
o Someone }"DU trusted at
~ome

o Strangl!l'

point in your life

o Teacher. doctllr. cOKh.
n,ligiOO5 ad..~~or. cOUll5elor or
profe"ional

4. Ha\'e you lold anyone aboUI this experience?
5. Did people find out about it in a diffe/ent way?

DYes
DYes

DNa
DNa

lfl'\O to both #4 AND #5, please skip 10 the next page.

Belol\" is a list ofn-ars that people m..~· han behand to"l\".1rd rou aftl'J: thl'~' found Ol1t about thl' upl'.lence. PlusI'
eirek the numbl'r thaI bl'sl describl's ho'll" oftl'n ~'ou upe.·iencrd nch of tbl' foOowing.
Keacted to your ~tory with c1i:belief

lII"EVER

Made light of or minimize.d the actiom of ~
who did this to you

peF.>OD

RARELY

SOHElnlES

RARELY

SOHETlMl:S

ALWAYS

Made direct ""sua! ad\'ance~ toward you

lII"E\'ER

RARELY

SOllElnJES

FREQUENTLY

ALWAYS

Reacted in a threatening or ho~tiIe
m;mDer tDWOlrd you

lII,£XER

RARELY

SOllE:11!dES

FJUQlTENTI.Y

ALWA1"S

1II"E\'ER

RARELY

SOYETlMES

FREQt'ENll.Y

ALWA1'S

Aoti\'ely showed dis>.ppronl of the >.cbons of the
who did thi, to )'ou. for ex:>mple. by
seeking .. ""p:tntion. fmoing dut Pf'r= to ",eli:
treatment. cooperating with the legal ~y~11!m to get
him.her prosecuted

lII"E\"ER

RARELY

SOllETnIES

FREQtTENTI.1:"

•.u.WAYS

~ d p3.ssi......

NE\''ER

RARELY

SOYETDIES

FREQlJEN11.Y

•.u.WAYS

O1o,e the side of the person who did thiz to you
0\''''' you/took bU..
side at your ...-.:pense

ner

l'IU'ER

RARELY

SOYEInIl:S

FREQl,TENTI.Y

•.u.WAYS

Keamd with embarr""SIIll!Dt or di~

1II"E\''ER

RARELY

SOMElnIES

FREQUL"iTLY

ALWAYS

Accused you of f;mbswog, I}'ia~ or wakiDg it up

lII"E\'Ell

RARELY

SOlfElnlES

FREQlTENTI.Y

ALWA1"S

Helped stop the e:qM!11UCe from hJ.~ apin

l'I'E\'ER

RARELY

SOYEmll:S

FREQlTENTI.Y

ALWAYS

Told you that J'ou mU$t haye enjoyed it bec;aU$4! it
went 00 fo.. so long

:!'o"E\'ER

RARELY

SOl.l.E'mIES

FREQlJENTI.Y

ALWAYS

Dwed the expenence occurred

~OD

I1!fused to tm ~ides
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1_ Before the age of 18_ were you were made to have s.ome foml of 50.-001 contact such as touching or
penetr.ltion. by s.omeone with whom you Wefe not so do<.e (such as a family member or lover)?
DYes DNo
Il\'IS. please answer the following qut>stions_
If NO_ pleaSl.' skip to the next page.
2. How many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

3_ If more than one person did this to you, please st'll'Ct tbt' pt'1-wn inYolnd in tbt' most SWUfiCilut
or distl't'ssing t'nnt(s) and answer the rest of the questions for that pev;ofi. The person who did this

to you was (please check all tbat apply):
DM.ue

D Parent, ~ardi= <n
caregi\-er

DFemale

D Familv member oot
re"Panoible for CariIlg for
you
D Acquaintmce

D Friend

o

Husband, wife, or
.amantic partnel'

o Baby,ilter or nann}-

D Someone you NEv'ER
tt=ted at any point in your hfe

o Someone

~ome paint

o Stranger

}'OU tru,ted at
in your life

o

Teache., doctOI', coach,
religiOll'.O ad\'i~or, eoun,elo. 01'
profe~,ional

4. Ha\'e yOll told anyont> about this experience?
5. Did people find out aDDUI il in a different way'?

DYt>s

DNo

DYes

DNo

If NO to both #4 A.'IID #5 _please skip to the next page_
Below is a 1;'1 OI1\-llys that pfople may han bfhand towal'd ~-ou aftel' the~' found outllbout tilt uperitDce. Pltllsf
drdt> the numbl'!' that best describes how ofteD you f.':q>erieDced each of tbl' foD01ring.
Reacted 10 your 'tor)' ,,'ith di,b..Ii"J
l'<'El'ER
RARELY
SOYETIMES
FREQl'L"'lTLY
AI.WAYS
Made light of or minimized the aeriom of lhe
penon \\'ho did !hi, to you

RARELY

SO~lETIJo(ES

FREQll£NYl.Y

.UWAYS

1bde direct ~e:ma.l am"me", toward you
Reacted in a threatening o. ho,til"

NE'ER

RARELY

SOYETn.Il:S

FREQlJENnY

ALWAYS

manner toward. you

J\I'El'ER

RARELY

S01lETnlES

FREQl!ENTLY

ALW.U'S

Denied the experience oceurr"d

m:n:R

RARELY

S01lETIMES

FREQll£NTLY

ALWAYS

l'<'ElrER

R..-\R£LY

SOlfETnn:S

FREQUENTLY

ALWAYS

lII'Elc'ER

RARELY

SO~{£:rnn:s

FREQl1£NTLY

ALWAYS

lII'El'ER

RARELY

SOYETnIES

FREQlJENnY

ALWAYS

lIITI'ER

RARELY

SO~fETn.Il:S

FREQUENTLY

ALWAYS

lII'El"ER

RARELY

SOYETn.lES

FREQll£N'T1.Y

.U.WAYS

Helped ,top lhe ellpel'i2nce from hap~ again

l'<'El'ER

RARELY

SO~{ETnIES

FREQl1£NTLY

ALWAYS

Told you thaq'ou mm.t h:Jn enjO}"ed it becaU>4! it
",.nt on for 50 lODIl!

l'I.'LYER

MR:EL~'"

SOYE'l"IA-1E5

FAEQtTCiTLY

..~WA1'"5

Actinly ,howed <fuapproval ofthe actioDO of lbe
penon "olio did !hi, 10 )"ou, for example, by
>eeking a ~antioD" forcing drat pel.an to ,eel;
lreatml!11t" cooperating mlb the lepl ');h!m to get
him/her pl'o'""C'Utl!d

Cbo,e the ,ide of the periOD who did thi:; Iri you
ot..,1' you'took his:1r.er side at YOIU expeme
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I. Before the age of 18, were you emotionally or psychologically mistrt'3ted over a significant period
of time by someone with whom you were ""elY close (stICh as a family mtnlber or lover)?
DYes D No
If YES, please answer the following questIons
If 1\0. please skip to the next page_

l. How many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

3. Ifmore than one person did this to you, please selt·c( (be person inyolnd in the most significant
or distJ'esswg ennt(s) and answer the rest of the QUe5tions for that person. The perwn who did this
to you was (please check all that apply):
OM.I"

o

Parent. gu:ordun. or
e;u-egl\'u

o Huwond, ,,'if'!:. or

o

o Babysitter '" naDIl}'

Someone you lruoted at
some point in yOU< lif"

o Sh;mger

o Teacher, doctor, coach.
religion:; ad,iooL counselor 0'professional

f llIDiIv memb& not
re~oJcible for e..in{!: for

rommric portner

o Sam"""" you NEVER
b1L"ted at my point in your W'e

o

you

o fnend

o Acquaint;mce

DYes
DYes

4. Have yOll told anyone about this experience?
5 _ Did people find out about it in a dIfferent \Va)'?

o }l"o
o }l"o

1£1\0 to both #4 AND #5. please sliip to the next page
Below is a list of ways that people mar hnt' behand tOlUl'd ~'ou airel' the" foud our about the rxpuience. Please
circle the number rhat best describes hOlT oflen ~'ou n:petit'Dced each of rhe foUoll·ing.
RAtaeted to your ~toIY1,..ith cfubelief
I'\"E\'ER
RARELY
SOMETIMES
TREQlIENT1....
ALWA"'S
Made hgbt of or minimized th.. amono of tIu!
,,-bo did thi~ to you

RARELY

SOllEllllES

TREQ1JE!\ITLY

.UWA"'S

Made dUect ~exwladnnces toward you

RAREL'"

SOllETlMES

TREQl1L"iT1.Y

ALWAYS

1'iI"E\'ER

RARELY

SOUEtnIES

TREQl1l:NTLY

ALWAYS

l'o"E\"ER

RAREU'

S01l£1lliES

TREQUl:NT1....

ALWAYS

l'o"E\"ER

RARELY

SOl1EI1M.ES

FREQUl:NTl.Y

.UWAYS

I'\"E\'ER

R.ARE:LY

SOl££JnI£S

TREQ\JENT1.Y

.UWAYS

l'o"E\'ER

RARELY

SO'U£TnIES

TREQUENTLY

ALWAYS

l'o"E\"ER

RARELY

SOl(Unn:S

FREQllENTLY

ALWAYS

I'\"E\'ER

RAREU'

SOUEllllES

FREQl1l:NTLY

.UWAYS

Helped ,top the experience D'om happening again

I'\"E\'ER

RAREU'

SOll£TWES

TREQllENTLY

.UWAYS

Told you th.tt you mmt have enjoyed it became it
went on for :;0 lotlg

I'\"E\"ER

RARELY

S01l£TIMES

FREQllENT1.Y

ALWAYS

pI>r~on

tht"ateninl: or ho~tile
manner to\'loud )·ou

Reacted

lD •

Denied th" ..xpetence occuned
Actively sbow..d .w..ppro",l of the aerio'" ..f!he
per-AlD who did this to you, for e"ample by
seeking a ""Panl1on, forem!: tIut P'"f,,,n to ""....
Ireatmt>nt, coopet-.ting wi!h the l.pl ~Y5tem to g"t
him''he.- pro~uted

C1Lo~e the side of tIu! person ....·ho did this to you
m'e.- you/took Iw;,'her ,ide at your eJ<PU1"e
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1. Before the age of 18. were you emotionally or psychologically mistreated over a significant period
of time by SODlrone with whom you were oot so c1ose_(such as a family member or lover)?
DYes DNo
If YES. please answer the following qUl"Stions
If NO. please skip to the next page.

2. How many diffesent people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

s~IKr rhe.lK'non inl""olnd in the mo~t signifl('ant
or dish'e.ssing ennt(s) and aIlS\ver the rest of the questions for that person. The person who did this
to you was (please check all that apply):

3. If more than one person did this to you. please

o Male
DfeuWe

o Par""t, gundIan,
{'ou'@gi'""'T

01

o

f amilv member not
tesponsible fOt caring fot

o Husband, wife, or
romilntic p3rlne1'
o Babysitter or n.umy

o Someone )'OU NEVER
tru5ted al allY point in Yl>Ulld'e

o Someone }'l>U trusted at
some point in your life

you

o friend

o Acqu.untance

o Sb:anger

o Teacher, doctor. coach,
rehgl(m~ :ldvi.~G1-. coun:>elor 01·

profe"ional

4. Have you told anyone about this experieuce1
5 Did people find out about it in a different way?

DYes
DYes

ON"
ON"

If NO 10 bOlh #4 AND #5, please slap to the next page
Below is a liil of "'lIrs that peoplt mll~' han behllnd Iowai'd ~'Oll afltl' the~' fOllud out lIbout the UptrUIIC(, Please
drcle lhe- number thaI beu describes ho'!\" oflru ~'ou uperiellcC'd tach of fhe- roUon'jug,
~"E''ER

Re;><:ted to your ,tol)' with di>belief

Made hlbt of or IrIlIIImized the
penon \\-ho did this to you

aell0~

of the

RAIU:LY

SOl1£1UI£S

FREQl.TDlTLY

ALWAYS

RARELY

SOllElUlES

FREQl.'DlTL\'

ALWAl:'S

Made direct >exual a.n·anc,"" to\\'3:1<1 you

lI,TI'ER

RARELY

SOYEYWES

FREQl.TDiTLl:'

ALWAYS

Reacted in a tbtea~ or lro<.tlLe
D13lInQl to\\'nd you

NE\'ER

IURELY

SOYElUl£S

FREQLTDiTI.Y

ALWAYS

lI,"E'"ER

RARELY

SOllElUl£S

FREQl.TDlTLY

.U.WAYS

lI,TI'ER

RARELY

SOYElUlES

FREQl.'L'IITLY

ALWAYS

~TI'ER

RARELY

SOYE-mu:s

FREQlJENTLY

.U.WAYS

1'tTI'ER

RARELY

SOUEmu:s

FREQl"ElOLY

.U.WAYS

1'tTI'ER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

FREQ1.T£NTLY

ALWAYS

ACCllSed you of f3ntas~. h-ing. or makinl: it up

1'tTI'ER

RARELY

SOMEInI£S

FREQlJE'iTLY

.U.WA,YS

Helped stop the experience from happening again

l!IoTI'ER

RAIU:LY

SOMETIMES

FREQt.1J:NTI.Y

ALWAYS

Told )'OU that )'OU DlU,t have enjoyed it bec~U>I! it
went <Jon for so long

l!Io-n'E:R

RARELY

SOMEInU:S

FREQl.TDlTLY

ALWAYS

Dellied the experience occurred
Actively sbowed dIsaPPH>\'3l of the aetiol1$ of the
penon \\-he dId tim to yOIL for exantple, by
seeking a ,epHllhon, forcinll that person to ,eek
treatment, coopenbng ",ith the legal "Fll!m ta get
him/her pto>ecu!ed

Chose the side of the pe!son ",bo did this to )'OU
Iillher side at yow' expense

<n'el youilook
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1. Before the age of 18. did you experience a ~ously trawnatic event not aheady covered in ;my
of these ~ion.s?
DYes ONo
[[YES, please answeI the following quesuous.
If NO. please skip to the next page.

2.

HO\ll

many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

3. If Ulore than one person did this to you, please ~ll.'('r rb(' puwn inl"olnd in the most significanr
or disn('ssinll ('wntfs) and answer the rest of the questions fOf !bat person. The person who did this
to you \\'3S (please check all that apply):

o Mall!

o Female

o Fnend

o P:orent. ",..dim. 01

o Hmbmd. wife. Dr

cuegi-"er

toUWltic

p:utneI

o SomeoW> yMl NEVER.
bmted at my point in your hre

o F;mU1y me:nher DOt

o Someone )'DU tIu:;ted at

re~on>ible

>o-m" POint in your life

for C:UiJ¥: fOI'

you

o ACQll4i.otmce

o So;mg"I'

o Teacher, doctor, coach,
leligiou> am-i",,.. conn,..lor 0,.
plOfe.,wnal

4. Please describe the experience{s) in the space below:

5. Have you told anyone about this experience?
6. Did people find out about it in a difl'eIent way?

DYes
DYes

DNa

DNa

If NO to both #5 k"ID #6, please skip to th.l'next page.

7. Please de.~cribe the typt?s of Ieaction~ that you recei\"ed when you told people and.!01 they fOlmd out in
a different way:
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V,1hen you were age 18 Of older, how often did each of the following e\ren1s happen to you?
1.

Been Ul :0 major ~:u1hqu>.k~, fi.r~. flood. h1UT1Cane. or
tonudo that nrulted in ,;ignificmt lm~ ofper..oJUl
propel1)", serious injury to YCllm~1for :0 significant other.
the death ora sigDiJkant other, or the fear of )'Ollf own
futh

Been in :0 major :lutamobil~. boat motorcycle, pl~. tuin.
or indu,triaJ :occident bt re,u)ted in signific.ant 10" of
~rsonal Plo~r1)', ::eriouz injwy to "DUrAlf or a
significant othe.. the death of a SIgnificant ocher, or the
fear of ,'our own d4!3.th

Never

1·2 Times

Never

1-2 Time,

More than 2. times

3, Witne;;,ed ,omeone with whom von were \'elY close (,uch
as a P3.1"1!11t, sibling. caregiver. or intimate partner)
committing ouicida. bemg J,;illed, or bemg UlJured by
;mother penon so zeveJ1!I}' a, to re.ult in D13J"b. brU1~.
bum:i.. blood, or br'oken bo11l!5, 'Ibis might include a clos~
friend in combat.
4.

5.

6,

\Vitne,,~d som.eooo .nth whom yon were not
uOOergQiog a similar kind of traumatic e\'w.

More than 2. times

N.,,'er

,0 d<YA

\lhtne-;,ed someone with whom ,'ou were "!!IV clo,e
deliberately attack one or more ofyoUI fmilly member's
so se,'erdy as to I1!mlt in m.uts, brW:ies, blood, broken
bones, or lrroken teeth
Witnessed someone with whom you were ~so cl<Y..e
deliberately attack one or your family mem~r' s that
severely

Never

1-1 Times

More than 2 tunes

1-2 Timl!5

MOIe than 2 times

1-2 Time,

More than 2 rimes
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L When you were age 18 or older. were you attacked by someone 'with whom. you WeIe \:e1Y close
so severely as to result in matts, bruises, blood, broken bones, or broken teerh?

DYes

oNo

If 1:"£S, please answer the following questions.
lfroiO. please skip 10 the next page,

2. How many different people did this to you? Please enter a numbel" here

_

3. If more than one person did this to you, please S.lecl th. Pfl-WD IDYolnd in lh. most siZllifkaut
or disn'("ssinl{ ("notes) and answer the rest of the questions for that person. The person ",110 did this
to you "'':IS (Please check all that apply):

o Parent ~....dian, or
o female
o friend

o

ca..e~\'er

Husband, wife, ar
rOlWlltic parttLer

o

o Baby~itler or nann)'

fallllly member not
responsible far caring for

o Someo1le you NE\J'ER
1n1s1e<l at any point in your life

o Someone }'ou trwhod al
~me

you

point in your life

o Teacher, doctor, coach.

o Acquaintance

J-..lipou~ ad...iwr, coun~elor or
profe~~ional

DYes
DYes

4. Ha\'e you told anyone about this experience?
5. Did pwple find out about it in a different way?

If NO to both #4 AND #5, please

~ip

DNo
DNo
to the next page

BeJow is a Iht of \n:s that peoplt m.. ~' han behand toward ~'ou after they found out about the experience. Please
circle the Dumber that best de5uibes how ofteD rou n:prrnllct'd tach of tllf fo80mng.
Reacted 10 your story wtth disbelief

NE\'Dt

RARELY

SOMETnlES

fltEQUL""11.Y

ALWA'iS

l\hde lighl of or minlmi""d the actions of the
pe.""o who did thfi to you

NEVER

RARELY

SOr.n:ma:S

FlU:Ql!'E!'o"11.Y

.UWAYS

Made dilect ~exual advances loward y<>u

NEYER

RARELY

SOMETnn:S

FREQl'Do"11.Y

ALWAYS

Reacted 10 a threalening or ho~tile
mannet' toward you

NE\'Dt

R.-\RD.Y

SOMETIMES

FlU:Qun"11.V

.UWAYS

Denie<llhe experience occ.w:ted

NElLR

RARELY

SOMETIMES

FREQl'E!>"11.Y

ALWAYS

Acti,·ely "00"'-"& fuapproval of !be action::> ofthe
peI50n who did this to y<:>t1. for example. by
""eking a separation. forcing that penon to ,;eel
treatment, cooperatinl' with the legal system to get
himiherprosecUh!d

NE\'l:R

RARELY

SOMETnIES

f'REQl'L""11.Y

ALWAY:S

Remaioed pasm-e, re~ to take ~idez

NElLR

RARELY

SOMETIMES

FREQUE!>"TI.Y

ALWAYS

Cho;e the ,ide of the penon who dtd tIw to you
onr you!took hi,/her side at )'DIU eJqlQD.5e

NEl'ER

RARELY

SOMETnn:S

FlU:Q1.'L"-n.Y

ALWAYS

Reacted with embanamn.eut or di5gust

NE\LR

RARELY

SOMETnlES

FREQ1J'E!'o-n.Y

.UWAYS

ACCIrn!d you of fmta~.~, OJ' JD.1king it up

NEl"EB.

R.-\REl.Y

SOMETnlES

F:REQ1JE!'o"11.Y

.UW.\YS

Helped Slop the experienc.. nom happeniog ag..m

NE:\LR

RARELY

SOMETnIES

ntEQUE!lo-n.Y

.UWAYS

Told you that you Dlust han l!DIoyed It beca~ it
wenl on for so loog

NE\""£R

p~y

SOMETnIES

nu:QLT~-Il..y

....

.u.~·u.r

"" ....... "
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1. 'When you were age 18 01 older. were you attacked by someone with whom you were not so close
so se\'eleJy as to result in DJ..1Jks. bruises, bl()()(J., broken bClll.5. or broken teeth? 0 Yes 0 No
If\"ES. pl~as~ answer the following qu~;tiDn;.
If NO. please skip to the next page.

2. How Ulany different people did this to you? Please enter a llllmber here

_

3. If more fuan one person did this to you, please wlKt tb~ l!uwn inl"olwd in tbl' most siiJrificant
01' distrl'ssing eH'nt(s) and answer the rest offue questions for that pet!>On. The peBOO \\110 did this
to yOll was (please check all that apply):

o Parellt, gundian, Clr

o Male

caregiver

o Female

o Family member not
respo~ible for

o

Husb3Ild. ""ife, Clr
rClmantic p3ltller

o Baby~ilter or =y

caring for

you
Acquaintance

o Friend

o

o Someone you NEVER
bu~ted at

:my poillt in your lUe

o

Someolle }'OU 1J:1c;!ed at
some point in your life

o

Teacher. doctol', coach,
reli:ious advisor. cClumelor or
professional

4. Have YOll fold anyone abollt this experience?
5, Did people find out a.bout it in a different way?

DYes
DYes

ONo
ONo

If NO to both #4 AND #5, please skip to the Bext page,
Below is a Iht of l\':1)'S that people ma~' han beh:n-ed toward ~·ou after the~' fOtlJld ODt abolu the uperience. Please
drde the number that best descaibes hOll' often ~'Oll n:periellted euh of the following.
R.eacted to your ~tory with di~belief

NEVER

RARELY

SOYETIlJES

FREQliENTL".

ALWAYS

Made light of or minimlzed the 3~tiOM of the
person who did this to you

N£\,ER

RARELY

SOYETniES

FREQl;'L~}'

ALWAYS

Nn'£R

RARELY

SOYElUlES

FREQ{'"l:NTLY

ALWA\"S

N£\'£R

RARELY

SOllETIlJES

TREQt'YNTLY

ALWAYS

sn'£R

RARELY

som'1'Ul£s

JlU:Ql.rI.~-n..Y

ALWAYS

Actin.ly sho\\'ed disapproval of the actiClM of the
person who did this to you, for example, b)'
::.eekin: l ,epilfaUOIl, forcing that persoll to seek
treatmeDl cooperalln~with the legal sy,tem to !l'et
\um.'ber prosecuted

Nn'£R

lURELY

SOllElUII.S

TREQtE:NTLY

ALWAYS

R.emamed pas::;n'e, refu;ed to take sides

N£\"ER

R.UEU·

SomTIMES

JlU:Qt'L~Y

ALWAYS

Chose the side of rile peBoll who did thi; to you
O~'eJ you:took hB'br side at yOUT ..xpellS"

N£\"ER

R.u:ELY

SOllETIMES

J'REQt"L'lITLY

ALWAYS

Reacted with embal1assment or disgust

N£\'ER

RARELY

SOJ.IElUIES

FREQ{''ENTLY

ALWAYS

Accused )'ou of fant.osizin=. Iyin:, or ~ it np

N£\'ER

RAREI."

SOmlUlES

FREQl;L.~Y

ALWA\"S

Helped. ~top the experi....ce from b.>ppelling ag:Ull

Nn'ER

R..uu:LY

SOll£TnIES

FREQl;'ENTL".

ALWAYS

Told you that you must haye enJoyed It becau"" it
Well! on for so lour:

XE\"ER

RARELY

SOllElUlES

FREQl;"LVl'L".

ALWAYS

Made direct sexua.l

3dnn~e:;

toward you

Keaded m a threatelUIl: or ho,tile
manner toward you
Denied the experiellCe occurred
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1. When yml were age 18 or oldef", were you were DJ.ade- to h;n,'e SOlDt fOIm of sexual contact, such as
touc:hing or peDetr3tion. by someone with \\'hom you were Vent close (such as a family member
orlover)? 0 Yes

0 No

IfY[$, pleast answer the foUowing questions.
If :-;0, please skip to the next page.

1.

HO\ll

many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

3. If Ulore than one pe-rr.on did this to yOtl, ple~ "fJeer rbe PE'1'50D in,'oJnd in the most siMc.1nr
or diSU'fS')ing en-nl(s) and aDS\'ier the rest of the questiOllS for thaI person. The person who did this
to you was (please check all that apply):

o Male

o female
Dfnend

o Parent. guardUa 01'

o Hmband "''ife. or

D Someone you NEVER.

carep\·el

IOwaOnc partner

Iru5ted at any poinl in your life

o F:lImly memoonct
re:;pclmble for (.>ring for
yon

D Baby,itt... or 1WlI1y

o Someoue)..... tru:iled "t
:;oore polOt in your life

o Acquaintance

D Teacher. doctOl. coo.ch.

religion:; ad"i:;or, cClun<elor or
profe"ional

DYes
DYes

4. Have you told anyone about this experienc:e?
5. Did people find out about II in a different wa)'?

ONe
ONe

If NO to both #4 A.'m #5. please skip to the next page.
Btlou' h a Iht of wa~> that ptoplt ma~' han btband toward you afttr thty found out about tht nperitu~t, Plta~
dl'c1t' tht' oumbu that bt'st dt'srl'ibt's hul'l' Oflt'P ~"OU t'xpt'Tit'lKt'd t'a~h of lhr foUo,,-ing.
Reacted to your story WlI'h dd'elief
N£\'ER
RARELY
SOMETIMES
FIU:QUE~"11.Y
.UWAYS
Made light of 01' Dlilwow!d the actWns of the
penon who did this to you

NE\'ER

R.Ul.ELY

SOMETIMES

Made chred sexwU advance:; toward you

NE\'ER

R.\JlllY

SOMETIMES

NE\'ER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

NEYER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

NE\'ER

R.Ul.EL'\"

SOMETIMES

TIU:QUENTI.Y

.UWA'\'S

NEYER

R..UlEI.Y

SOMETIMES

FREQUEPiUY

.UWAYS

Cho"" the :;ide of the penon who did lim to you
o,..er you1took bclher side at your e"'P"l""

NE\'ER

R.Ul.ELY

SOMETD.lES

FlU:QUESTLY

ALWAYS

Reacted \\cilh embarramnent or dl:;gu:;1

NE\'ER

RARELY

SOMETIMES

FlU:QUE!'l"11.Y

.UWAYS

NEYER

R..UlEI.Y

SOMETD.IES

FIU:QUE!'-n. y

ALWAYS

Helped >lop the experieDce fi'om happening 3g;lln

NEYER

RARELY

SOMETI!dES

FIU:QU£!\'1LY

.UWAYS

Told you that you must have enjoyed it becawe It
we.ol on for so long

NE\'ER

R.Ul.ELy

SOMETIMES

FIU:QUE!'l"Tl.\.

ALWA\"S

FlU:QUE~"11.Y

ALWAYS
.UWAYS

Reacted in a tltteatening or ho.tiIe
mann... toward you

Denied the '""'penence acc wred
Actl\'ely ilio"oed fuappronl of lhA. .ctiom Clf the
peroon who did thi:; to )"u.. foe example, by
see1mg a separation, forcing that person to :;eel
treatment, cooperating "cith the Iepl :)·:;tem to get
himihec pro,eCllh!d

FREQUEI'iUY

.UWAYS
ALWAYS
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1. When you were age 18 Of olde!". were you were made to have some fonn of so.-ual contact, such
as touching or penetration, by someone '!\Iith whom you \l,'f'le not 50 close (such a!> a fumily
member Of lover)? DYes
0 No
If YES. please answer the following questions
If I'iO. please skip to the next page.

2. How many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

3. If more than one person did this to you. please ~"l.'ct thl.' person jU\'oh·l.'d io th" most siguifi<allt
or di5t1·l.'SSin~l.'nnt(~l and answer the rest of the questions for that per5on. The pers.on who did this
to you \....as (please check all that apply):

o M,lIe
o female

o Fril!lld

o Parl!llt. guMdiUL, or
c;vegiver
o Farwly member not
re5pODSlble for Caliog for
you
Acqu3int=ce

o

o Hll>b:md, ,,'ire. or
rOIl13DnC

partDer

o

S<Jmeone }'OU NEVER
tnlsh!-d 3t :my point in yGUf lif.

o

S<>meone }'ou lrusted at
:;;ome point in ymu lift!

o Smng.r

o Teacher. doctor. coach,
religiOlL. ad,'iJor. counselo.

01'

profe:;;sioaal

4. Have you told anyone about this experience?
5. Did people find out about it in a different way?

DYes
DYes

DNo
DNo

rfNO to botb #4 AND #5, please slip to the next page,
Btlow is a list of wa~'s that ptopk may haH behand toward ~'ou after tlle~' found out about the r:lJltrience. Please
circle the Dumber that best desclibes how often ~'ou experienced each of the following.
Reacted to yountory 'Io-uhdisbelief

:NE\'ER.

RARELY

SOll£InlES

!l.f.a.de light of 0. minimized the 3ctions of Ibe
person who did thi5 to you

SE\'ER.

RARELY

SOllETnIES

RARELY

SOll£TnlES

FIU:Qlr£YILY

ALWAYS

~EVER.

RARELY

50llEYnIES

FREQt"EYILY

AI.WAYS

~E\'ER

R.-uu:LY

SOllEYnIES

:NEVER

R.-uu:LY

SOll£YnIES

TREQli"L'Iln.Y

..\1.\\'A1:'5

Remained pa-;sin" .efused to bke >ides

:NE\'ER

RARELY

SOll£InlES

FIU:Qli"E:Sn.Y

.U.WAYS

eho:;;e the:;;ide of the person who did tim to you
o.er you'tool hUihet SIde at your expense

!olE\'ER.

R.un:LY

SOllElDlES

FIlEQITSTLY

AI.l\'AYS

Reacted with embMT3ss~t or disgust

!olE\'ER.

RARELY

SOllf.Ynlf.S

TREQt"EYILY

ALWAYS

ACCl1S@d yon of fmta~izmg, I}oing_ or nuking it up

SE\'ER.

RARELY

SOllE'IDlES

FREQt:'L"ITLY

AI.WAYS

Helped stop the expenenc~ from haPPeJl1Jlg agwa

:NEVER

R.-UU:LY

SOll£YnlES

TREQt"E..VILY

AI.WAYS

.sE\'Dl

RARELY

SOllETnlES

FREQl"L'ttl.Y

ALWAYS

!l.ude direct

s~ adnn(.e,

towud you

Ructed in II thnatenmg or hostile
manner toward yon
Denied !be experionce occurred
ActI\'ely :;;bowed disapproval of the actio,",orlbe
person who did thi5 to you, for eumple. by
:;eelmg' a separatIon. forcing tlut penon to :;;eek
tr"'-"l cooperating mth the legal system to get
him/her prosecul1!d

Told you that you Dlust han eojoyed it becau:;;e it
werrt on for so long

TREQt"L"ITL'l'

ALWAYS
AI.WAYS

AI.WAYS
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I. When you were age 18 or older, were you emotionally or psychologically mistreated over a si.gnificant
period oftinr by someone with whom you were veIY close (such as a f3mi1y member orlovef)? 0 Yes 0 No
If YES. please answer the foUowing questions.
If NO. please skip to the next page.

2. How many differrnt people did this to YOll'? Please enter a number here

_

3, If more than one person did this to YOll, please s~lH'r rhl' ]l('rson inyolnd in the most significant

or distJ'l'ssin~('\"('nt(5) and answer the rest oftbe questiOffi for that person. The person who did this
to you was (please check all tbat apply):

o Male

o

Parent, ~ardiUL or
caregiver

o Female

o Hu~b;u"i wife. Or
row:ontic p3rtner

o

o Family IlJA!wh... not
responsible for caring for
you
o Acquaint:once

o friend

o Someone)'01I NEVER.
tI=ted al any point w )'our life
SollJA!one )"DU lnI,ted at
'OIDe point in your lif"

o

Teach"r, doctor, coach.
religlO\l$ ad,nol', c011ll$elor

01'

profe"iorul

DYes
DYes

4. Have you told anyone about this experience?
5. Did people find out about it in a different way?

ONo
ONo

If!\O to both #4 A.1'ID #5. please skip to the next page.
Belo'l1' is a list of ways that people may han behand to'l1'ard 'You after the~' found out about tke experien~e, Pll'ast
cD'de the nwnbu lhal best describes how often you tJ:periellud each oC the rollowing.
ReactM 10 your ,tory with di,belief

!'IE\'ER

RARnY

SOYETnI£S

fli.IQI.'ENTI.Y

.UWAYS

!'IE\'ER

RARnY

SOYErnlES

JllEQI.'ENTLY

.UWAi'S

!a:\'ER

RARELY

SOMEnur.S

Fll.EQI.'ENTI.Y

ALWAYS

CldDIler toward )'OU

!'IE\'EK

RARELY

SOYETDI£S

FREQL'ENTLY

ALWAYS

Deni..d the ellperienc" oeeun..d
Actm,}~' :;hawed <fuapptOnl of the actioI15 of the
Jlfi"'..on who did thi:> to yo..... for uunple, 1:»'
",eking a ,epuabon. forCing that penon to :;eek
treatmmt, cooperatUl~ ,,-:ith the legal sy>tem 10 get
him'her pro,""cuted

!'IE\'ER

URnY

SOYETnIES

fli.IQI.'ENTI.Y

ALWAYS

~\"ER

R-\RD..Y

SOUETnttS

FREQl.'ENTLY

ALWAYS

Remain..d pagl\'", re~M 10 tole ,ide,

!'IE\'ER

lUlU:LY

SOllE'IlllES

JllEQI.'E.1ULY

ALWA1'S

Chl>:;e the :;ide of the person who did dW to you
ov... )'ou'took l!ll,'oo' ,i~ at )'our expeme

!'IE\'Dl.

RurrLY

SOYETnlES

fllEQI.'El'iILY

ALWAYS

m:\'ER

IUlU:LY

SOllETJU£S

IllEQI.'E."iTLY

.UWAYS

!'IE\'ER

R-\RD..Y

SOUETnlES

FREQl.'ENTI.Y

ALW.~YS

H..tped ,top the upeD.l!fICe from happening ag3lD

m:\'ER

R-\RD..Y

SOMETnlES

FREQt'L"iTLY

ALWAYS

Told you that you mUSI haY<! mjoy.,d It b..calBe It
wmt on for '0 long

m:\'ER

R-lRnY

SOllETnlES

FREQI.'ENTLY

ALWA1'S

~bde

lip.t of or minirni2ed the a"tions of the

per""n who did thi, to

)"OU

lobde direct ,elClU1 a<h'31lC"'i towud 11'0\1
Reacted in a lhreatenmg or ho,tiIe
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1. When you were age 18 or older. WeI"e you emotionally or psychologically mistreated over a significant
period of time by SOllle01le with whom you were not so close (such as a family member or lover)? D Y~. D No
If YES. please answer the following qlle~ons.
If~ please skip to the next page.

2. How many different people did this to you? Please enler a number here

_

3. If lllore than one person did tbis to YOll. please se-le-ct fbtl penon in~'olnd in fbe most significant
or distJ'essing en-ntIs) and answer the rest of the qnestions for that person. The person ,,,no did this
to you was (please check all that apply):

o

o female
o fnend

o Hu~band. wife, or

Parent, guardian. or
careg.i\·er

romantic partner

o

o Babysitter or nanny

family member nol
re;poD5J1l1e for caring (01'
you
Acquamlmc,..

o

o ~meone you NEVER.
tlwwi at any paint in your life
o

Someone you trusted al
some point in ,'our life

o

Teacher, doclOl, cooch.
religi"", ad\~()r. coun",lor 01'
profesoional

DNa
DNo

DYes
DYes

4. Ha\'e yOll laId anyone about this experience?
5. DId people find out about It in a different war?

If NO to both #4 A..'ID #5, please skip

10

the next page.

Below is a lht of lU» that people may han belland toward )'OU after ther fOtuld out about the experience. PlusI'
dl'Cle the number that best desuibts how often )'ou experienced tach of the following.
Reacted to )'our story WIth di,~lief

NEVER

RARELY

SOllETIYES

FREQlTI:!'t'lLY

.UW..,""S

NEVER

R.-uu:LY

SOMETD.IES

FREQUElIi'lLY

ALWAYS

Made direct ,exual adnllces toward you

NEVER

R.-uu:LY

SOMETD.IES

FREQUElOt'lLY

ALWAYS

Reacted in a threatening or ho,tile
1Il.arII1e1' lowardyou

NEVER

RARELY

SOllETIMES

FREQllI:NTLY

.UWAYS

RARELY

SO:uETaIES

FREQlT£NTLY

.U.WAYS

NEVER

RARELY

SOllETIMES

FREQVE~TLY

ALWAYS

NEl'ER

RARELY

SOllETIM£S

FREQUElIi'lLY

.UW.-\YS

NE\'ER

RARELlo'

SOMETIMES

ntEQUU,'lLY

ALWAYS

NI:\o'ER

RARELY

SO:uETIMES

FREQUE!'l"TLY

ALWA.YS

!'inn

K..UU:LY

SO:uETWES

FREQVEsn.,-

ALWAYS

NI:\oDl.

K..UU:L'-

SO:uETD.lES

FREQUDo"TLY

.U.WA.lo-S

Nn'ER

K..UU:LY

SOll.IETD.IES

FREQVElOtILY

ALWAYS

1hdf! light of "r minitnlud tM >etions "f tM
per:.on who didlhi5 to you

Denied the experience occUITed.
Aenv,,1y :;howed dIsapproval of th" acnons of the
per..on who did this to Y011, for example. by
seekillg a sepilfati<>n. forcing that p<!r.l0fl to :;.eek
tr4!atmenl. cooper.Jtwg with the legal 'yslem 10 I:et
himther prosecuted

:Remained pa,m-e. refused 10 take sides

Ch&,e the :ride of tb.e penon who did tim to you
O\'er yML'took his'her ;me at )'OUf expens e

Helped ;top die experience 6'om happeDillg agaiD

Told you that )'ou mmt haTe
went on for $0 long

enjo:.v~ it bee;m;e

it
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1. When you were age 18 or older, did you experience a seriously traumatic event not already covered
in any of these questions? 0 Ye~
0 No
If YES, plea~ answer the fonowing question~.
lfNO. plea~ skip to the next page.

How many different people did this to you? Please enter a number here

_

3. If more than one person did this to you, p]eal>e s('IKt .11(' person in,'olnd in tht mosl significant
or distrtssing enot(s) and answer the rest of the questions for that pe1WIl. The person who did thif>
to you was (please check all that apply):
OMal@

o femal@
o Friend

o l'Ment, guardian, or

o Hu,;ban<i ...-.fe. or

o Som@one you NEVER

c;uepveJ"

ro=nric paltner

trusted

o family memb6 not

o Babysitter or nanny

o SoIlll!OUl! you iJmted at
'ome point in your life

responsible for c:u'ing for
you

o Acquaintanc@

al allY pOUlt in YOUJ life

o T@aches-, doctor, coach,
reli~.m~.co~wrM

prof",sional

4. Please descfl'be the experience(s) in the

~pace

below:

5. Have you told anyone aboutlhis experience?
6. Did people find out about it in a different way?

DYes
DYes

ONo
ONe

If NO to both #j AND #6, please skip to the next page.
7. Please describe the types efreactions that you received when you told people and/or the}' found out in
a different way:
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APPENDIXC
POST-DISCLOSURE QUESTIONNAIRE - PARTICIPANT A - STUDY 1

Post-Disclosure Questionnaire for Participant A.
1) How did you choose which event or experience to tell the other particip<lll1? (i.e. it was the
easiest/most difficult to disclose, you hadlhadn't told many people aboot this event or

experience before, etc.)

2) Have you told other people about this event/experience before?

Yes 0

No 0

3) How do you feel this experience was m;erall'?

4) How worried/anxious/stressed are you feeling now about life events (for example. school.
work, finances, friends. family, etc.)?

o not at all

o slightly
o an average month
o more than a\ler.lge
o eA"fremely
5) How would you describe your general mood now?

o

great

0 good

0 a\.'elage

0 JXlOf

0 horrible
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The following is a list of bebaliol's that othtr prople responding to a p....s&D disdosmg an nperifnce ofteD
show. Please mdicate the exteDt to ,,-hiC'h ~"011 i,el you eX}lE'rienred ,ach of the listed fl'SpOnS's fl'om thE' Othff
participant b~' placing the appa'opl'i:tt, Dumber in the blank Dext to each itfm.

I
DISAGREE

2
SLIGHTLY DISAGREE

3
l'iT.trIR\L

~

SLIGHTLY AGREE

__ 1. Distracted you with other thmgs

__ 2. Treated you differently in some way that made you feel UDJ::omfortable
__ 3. Encomaged)'ou to seek counseling
__ 4. A\'oided talking to you or pulled away from you in some way
5 _u5ten.ed to your fee~s

__ 6. Saw your side of things and did not lUlIke judgments

7. Told you that you could have done IlJ()re to pre\'ent the aperience(s) from occuning
_~

8. Minimized the importance or seriousness of your e."q)erience(s)
9_Said heishe knew how you felt wbeD helshe really did Dot
10. Shared his:her own expenence(s) v.ith you
II, Told you that you did not do anything wrong

__ 12. Made a jole or W'casnc comment about the experieoce(s)
__ 13. Conveyed that helshe understood how you were feeling
14. Believed andlor accepted your account of what happened
15. Was so upset that he/she needed reassurance or calming do"''11 from you
__ 16. ReasIDfed you that you are a good person
__ 17. Focused on bislber ov.n needs and neglected yours
__ 18, Said helshe relt persooally wronged by your experience

__ 19. Offered to help you get monnation of any kind about coping with the ~ence(s)
_ _ 20. Offered information and discussed options

__ 21. Encouraged you to keep the e."perienre II secret
__ 22. Encouraged you to DlO\'e on with your life
__ 23. Made you feel like you dido't know how to take care of yoorself
__ 24. Wanted to seek re"euge on the person(s) who did something to you
_ _ 25. Told you that it was not YOUI' fault andior thar you were not to blame

AGREE
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APPENDIXD
POST-DISCLOSURE QUESTIONNAIRE - PARTICIPANT B - STUDY 1

Post-Disclosure Questionnaire for Participant B.
1) Has someone ever told you about an event/experience like this before?

Yes 0

No 0

2) How do you feel this experience was overall?

3) If someone has told you about a similar event/e.xperience before, do you feel your reaction was:
Similar 0

Different 0

Don't rememberlHard to say 0

4) How woniedlan.xiolls/stressed are you feeling now about life events (for example, 5Chool,
work, finances, friends. family. etc.)?

o not at all
o slightly
o an average month
o more than average
o extremely
5) How would you describe yom genernl mood now?

o great

0 good

0 average

0 poor

0 horrible
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ill' foDo\\ing is a list of brha,iors that other people rfspondiDg to a pel'SOD disdosiDg au expeliruct ofteD
show. Plrast' indicate the exh.'Dt to which ~'ou frt'J )'00 rt'spouded to the other participant br placiD; the
appropti.:'Ite Dumbu in the blank next to earh item.

2

1

DISAGREE

SUGHTI.Y DISAGREE

3
NEt"TR..l l

~

SUGHILY AGREE

1. Distracted himlber with other things

__ 2. Treated himlber differently in W~ way that made biJn!ber feel uncomfortable
__ 3. Encouraged Jrim.'ber to seek counsebng
__ 4. Avoided talking to him/her or pulled away from him1ler in some way
__ 5. Listened to his/her feelings
__ 6. Saw his/ber side of things and did not make judgments
__ 7. Told him:her that he/she could have done more to prevent the- experience(s) from occwring
__ 8 Minimiz.ed the importance or seriousness oihis/her expenence(s)

__ 9. Said you knew how she'he felt when you really did not
__ 10. Shared yow- own experienre(s) with him/her
__ 11. Told himlher that hefshe did Dot do anything wrong
__ 12. Made a joke or sarcastic comment about the experience(s)

__ 13. Conveyed that you understood how he/she was feeling
__ 14. Belie,,'ed and!or accepted his/IIer account of what happened
__ 15. Were w upset that yoo needed rea.ss.urance or calming dOlo\"I1 from him/blor

__ 16. Reassured bim"her that heishe is a good person
17. Focused on yow- own needs and neglected his/bers
__ 18, Said you felt persoDally wronged by his/ber experience
__ 19. Offered to help him/her get information of any kind about coping with the experience(s)
__ 20. Offered information and discllssed options
__ 21. Encouraged him''her to keep the experience a ~cret
__ 22. Encouraged oon/ber to move on with m'i''ber life
23. Made himlher feel like he/she didn't know how to take care ofhim>eWherseI.f

25. Told him/hertbat it was not his''her fault and/or that lJelshewas not to blame

~

AGREE
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APPENDIXE
ORIGINAL CODING SCHEME - STUDY 1

:\A..\IE:

_

DATE:

PARn(IP_~?\"T

_

ID :SUJERS

Please read the foUofting

statemen~ and

_

carefull,- check off the circle that best describes how mu('h

you agru with each statement.
How _ b do you

.VH~

Do(

alall

The Listener:
1) explicitlyand/or implicitly promoted disclosure.

000000000

2) conveyed suppon (e.g.. warmth, validation, res.pect, opetmess).

000000000

3) seemed to re.illy listen to the ctber person (e.g. body posture. eye cOntld).

000000000

4) asked q1Jt'$tions andicr made colDllle1ltS tlw seemed to delilil/disttacl
discloser from talking about the chosen topic .
5) ;)Sud q1Jt'stions andJor made COIDIIlrnts tmt seemed to bt'lp cfudosE'r
continue talking about the chosen topic.
6) was moving in a way tmt seemed distracting to the disclose-x (e.g.
ridgeling. tapping. pllying with cen phone)

000000000

{)123~l67S

{)123-4~67£

{)

1

23-4

5

6

7

S

0123-4567£

O()OOOOOOO
{) 1 2 3

-4

5 6 7 S

000000000
0123-4l67£

'The Discloser'S:
1) willingness to disclose increased ;)S time went on (e.g. less besitation).

000000000

2) willingness to disclose decre.ased as lime wem on (e.g. more he.sitltion).

000000000

3) willingness to diSClose SEeJJled derailedJdiSrracted bJ ihe liStener s

OOOO()OOOO
o 1 23-4 5 & 7 £

mo\rements.

0123-4567£
'OI23-4l67S
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The following is a Ii~t of behatiors that other people re-spol1d.ing to a person disclosiDg an
experience often show. Please indicate the extent to which you feell:JHo listener demonstrated each
of the mted responses by circling the most appropriate respo~.

11 something is not present or not applicable. select "DISAGREE." IF tbe response is a little of
both le.g. a little present. a little not present, or sort of pre~nf. soct of 110t, then select
"1"'iLLTRAL .,
1. DistDCted clisclooer with o1her

DISAGREE.

SLiGHTI. 'i
fJlSAGREE

NEIITR"I.

SUGlm.l'
AGAF..f.

AGREE

DISAGREE

SLlmIYL\'
DISAGREE

NELITR"I.

SUGRTtl'
AGREE

AGIlE.[,

DISAGREE

SLiGlIT!. l'
DISAGR EE

NT.L1TRAL

SUGUTL'i
"GAU:

AGREE

DlS...GREE

SUo-tlTI.\.
rJ!lOAC;REF.

Nll/TRAl

mSAGRE£

SLIGliTU'
I)JSAGREE

NEUTRAl.

SoUGlrTl. 'i
AGRf..t:

AGREr

DISAGREE

SUGUTLl"
DISAGREE

NELITRAL

SUGlffi.l'
"GAf..t:

AGAEE

D1SAGREf.

SUGIITL\
DI.SAGR E£

/Ii'EI!TR.t.L

SUGIfTt.l·
AGAU

AGREE

D1SAGREf.

SLI GIlT I. \.
Dl!>"t~R EE

/liF.lITRAL

SliGHTLl'
AGRU:

AGRF.£

DISAGREE

SLlGJITU
DISAGREE

NI:L!TRAL

SoUGHTl. lAGRU:

AGREI:

10. Slutl!d hisi!»r own npeJiBlce(s)
with disclosef

DISAGREE

SUGlITll'
mSAGRE£

/liT-IITRAI.

Sl.ICiHTL\.
AnAf..£

AC',RF:E

1L Toid discloser that b2,'she did tlOt
do anytbin: WlO'\:

DISAGREE

Sli GlIY I.\.
DISA(iRE£

NEllTIlAI.

SLlGlm.l·
AGRr..E

AGRE£

1::, :\iade .a jOg or sarrasac
COlWIle<\t abOut dJe. aperience(..)

D1SAGREf.

SUGUTL\'
DISAGREE

NElITRAL

SUGHTt.\'
AGRf..t:

MalEE

DISAGREE

SliGUTL\'
DISAGREE

NEUTRAl.

SLlCillTlY
AGRf:.E

"CREE

DISAGREE

SUGUTU
DISAt.R F.E

Nf.UTRAL

SliGIlTJ.l'
AGRO:

...CRE.E

DlSACRF.f.

SUGJITL.\·
D!SMiR EF.:

l"t'f:lITIUL

SUGlm,l'
AGRU

AGREE

DISA-GItEI.

SUGUTL\'
DISAGREE

/Ii'E 1fT RA'.

SLIGHTLY
AGRU

"CREE

DISAGREE

SLIGHTU'
mSAGREF:

l"t'£l!TRAl

SliGIfTI.Y
...GRf.E

AGREE

DISAGREE

SLiGIITU'
OISA(;RF.t:

NUfTRAL

SLlGlm,y
AGRr..t:

AGREI:

DISAGREf.

SLiGlITLV
I>ISAGREE

l'iJ:lfTll:,\L

SU(iHTL \'
ACRfX

ACREE

DISAGREE

SLlGJIYI.\'
DIS"GRE£

NElITRAL

sum nl. l'
"'GAI'.r.

AGREf.

DUI...GRF..£

SLiCUTU'
DlSAGRF.F.

NIWTltAL

SUG.rnlAGRr.E

,"CREE

D1SAGRF.£

SUGJITI.\'
DlSAC;RF.f.

NEIITRA!.

SLlGlm.l'
AGRf.E

AGREE

chings

Vin
"-. 1Jeatfd discloser
some way that m . the disclO5er
feel Ul\Comfomble
3. Eru:ouu~ dudoseJ 10 _k
ron'\Se1in~

+. ."\Vo
ng 10 eusCJOsel 01
pulled away from disdoser in some
Wi}'

5. Lute'll<!. to discloseJ- S fHbngs
6. Saw disdosti's sid£> ofw"gs ~
did JlOtDUke ~ts
.. 1 Ola CUSClOsel mat Det'me. CCUJll
b.1n dor1e mme 10 prevent the
1!!XIle~(s) from occunin.e
!S. "tlTUDllze<1 ~ 1IIIpOJUJ'\CE! or
~ s s of d~do!ieJ's

spe~(s)
II. :'>aJ(I f1eiSlle J[I1j!W how tbe
discloser felt wbeJl it seemed tIW
belshe reaUy did 'tOt

13. COl1~'t!yed ili3l heiw u'lderstood
how the disCWM was fee~
H. BeIJe\'!<l a'fl.C1.'OJ ae~pll!<l
discloser's acCOll'\t of wh31
happened

1:>, W.as so UP5et Ulat Jle!....., •.........,..
Dassur.me. or ralmll'll; doW"n from
discloser
Hi. ReJS.SUl1!d disclOOl'I that b2i&bl! is
.a ~ood person

17. Focused onlliS''her own J1oI!Ieds
~

neg1«red discloser's

1S. Said beJsbe fe It persOll.illy
Wf01\~d by

discloser's apeDl!"\C1!
Ill, Otll!Jed lO_belp,d1sCloser get
1n!01lJ1Jtion of any kind .abour
copi~ with the aperie>u:e(s)
20. Offered il\fonuation ;wi
di.s4:us sed optiO'\i

21. El'Iroura:ed discloser til bep tile
ape~ Ol

secret

2:. Enrouraged dlSdoSoeJ to IDO\'\' 01\
'Wh his/ber life

S1.IGUTLlAGRU~

AGAEr.
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Plu~ rare

DISAGREE

Sl.IGIiTLl'
DISAGREE

JIoT.lITR4L

mSA,GR£E

SLlGIITLl'
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

SLiGIiTi.,DISA(.RU:

the posture of both list.ner

:IIBd

SUGlm.\'

.tGRU

"GREf..

NElITR.tL

SlIGKTl\'
.tGRD:

"GREl:

NEUTRAL

SUGlfTl.'1'
4GR£.[

"GREI:

dhdosu b.low; multiple ir.m~ UD be circled:

When the discloser swted talking.

a) 1be listener was

b) The disclosel WilS

'Three mmutes into the

a) 1be listener ~dS

b) The discloser was

Lealli,,~

10 die
Left

Leani~

Sitti'lg

uWJlg to d1e

Le;lfli~

L-prigbl

Left

Sittil1g
Upri~ht

to the

Right

Leani~

LearUJI~

Backw;I(d

Forward

LeFti~

LearUJI~

Bacn';I(d

F~"nrd

Leani'l~

Backw;l(d

Leallir\g
Forward

Le~totbe

Leanitt;

Leard",

Right

Back""..d

Fonrard

to the

Right

con\'ers.ation.
Sittil\!

LearUJlg 10 d1e

Upri~

Left

Sittil\g
Upri(!b1:

Le3'1iI'l~

to the

Left

Le;lni~

to the

Right

Six minmes into the cOlwersation.

a) 1be listener was

Sitti"l
Uprigbl:

b) The discloser was

Siltint Upri~t

LewI\g 10 d1e
Left

Leani,,: to the

Leani.1'1~

Leardllg

Right

Bacp·.-d

F~rwm:l

Lea'liJlg to the
Left

Le;lYling 10 the

Leaning
Bacp·.-d

Lea'liJlj;

Right

F~rw:ird

In the ~ace ~ow please tally the number of time!> the listener mterrupts the disc."loser - enn if

bl','!>hl' interrupts to do or sa,- something that stems wpporm-e. This iDdudr; BOTH nrbaJ :lnd
nODVl'rb31 interruptions; inbm-uptioD~are considered as sucb based on the impact of the
beha,iorisound OIl tbe di'iClooer.
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Please read the [oUowiDg ~tatements 3lIId carefullr check off the cirde that btst describes how much
you agree with each statnneDt.
How much do :rou agree':

The Listener:

000000000

1) explidIly and/or implicitly promoted disclosme.
2) conveyed support (e.g.. wannth, validation. respect.

o

openness).

3) seemed 10 re.ally listen 10 the other person (e.g. body posnm, eye CODtact).
4} asked quesnons and/or maae: CODJmenlS that seemed to dei.Ul/diSnet
discloser from talking OIbout !be chosen topic.
5) asked questions and/or made comments that seemed to help disrloser

continue ulking 'loom me chosen topic.
6) was mo"ing in a \\'aY tha.t seemed distracting to the discloser (e.g.
fidgeting, tapping. playing with cell phone)

1

~

3

4

~

6

7

t

000000000
01134~67$

000000000
01~3"~67$

000000000
01~3"~67t

000000000

o

1

~

3

..

~

67$

000000000
il1134l·67$

The Discloser's:
1) willingness to disclose InCreased as time went on (e.g.

~.ss

besiution).

2) willingness to disclose decflo.ased as time ",rent on (e.g. more hesiutiOIl).
3) willirigness to diSClOSe seemoo cteraned1diStIilCred by ibe liStener· 50
movemelUS.

000000000
01~34l67$

000000000
01~3"~67$

000000000
01~3"~67t

Please use the \pl1ce below to write dcm-n yOW' impI'f5>~ioDS of this interaction in particular aDd
your experience with coding it (i.e Wbat did you notice in this tapeo? What are we missiDgllot
getting at llith this coding ~~tmt?1
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APPENDIXF
FINAL CODING SCHEME - STUDY 1
SA..\ I:E:

_

DATE:

_

PARTICIPA1'Io"Tm :KD,JERS

_

TIllE RECORDING BEGlXS:

_

The folJowillg is a list ofbebaviors that otber people respondiDg to a person disdosillg an
e~el'ieD('e often mol", Please indicate tbe extent to \T"bicb you feel the listener demonstrated ead
of the listed response') by ciJ.'clillg the most appropriate r~pome.
If something is Dot present or Dot applicable, select HDISAG-REE."IF tbe response is a little of
botb ce.g. a little present, a little not prese-nt, OR sort of present, sort of not I then seJe<:t
"1\" El.;TRAL",
1. Distracted discloser with other

SLWHTl.\'

DISAGREE

SUGHTl.\'
DISAGREE

NF.IiTRAL

DISAGREE

SUGHT..\'

NEtITRAI.

SLimITn'
"GJlU

AGREF..

DlSAGRE£.

SUGllTl.\'
DISAGREE

!'IolWTRAI.

SLiGIITI.\'
AGREE

,"GREI:

DlSAGRU:'

SUGIlTU'
J)JSAG RF.t:

!'IoT.IJTRAI..

SLlGlfTU'
AGRtE

AGRf:f.

b.JI,''@ d.ooIe more to prennt the

DlSAGRE£.

SUGIlTU'
HlSAGar.E

NEIiTRAI.

SLlGlrTL\'

AGREE.

~ss of disclosefs

D1SAGR£t:

SUGUTI.\'
OISAGREF.

N£llTR"I.

lllSAGREE

SUGUTU'
D1SIlGREF.

!'IoT-UTR""

DISAGREE.

SLiGlITL)'

lIiT.IJTRAI.

DISAGREF.

SUGlITU'
DISAGIt EE

!\'EIJTRAL

DISAGREE

SUGJlTL\'

l'tT:IITR.4.I.

SUmrTL\'

DISAGREE

SUGUTI.\'
Dll>AGItEE

NEUTRAL

su('.lm.\'
AG'RU:

thi~~s

.::. Treatl!d. discloser diffeJe't\tlv ill
some way that made the diliClOser
feel UIlComfolUble
:So il.V01£Il!<1 taJIQl\~ to CllSClOset: or
pulled .JI'Wiy hom di.dos.er iTt iOllll!
Wa}'

4. Saw discloser's rut.. of things ;wi
did I\Ot DUke judgmet\.U
:>. Told C11SclOser ....... ...,. ""'" cOUld
ape,~(s) from occuni~
0. J.lll\1Dl1Zea me 1IDpOItiT\Ce or

5pe1le'f1Ce( s)

7. Shared his/her own e:l:pl!~(s)

with discloser
S. Told discloser that hels.bl! did I'ILlt

do anythill.~

WJ~

9, Re3.iSUled discloserduthelsbe is
.JI

good persOIl

-- ....

10. Focused 01'1 hiSl'ber own 'leeds

~A "'A6~.-.aA

~"----

A-ie.....t~-A'I"·I'!.

---...-... ..,

11. Told <11SclOser mat 1t ~as llOt
his/ber f;wIt "!or th.:lI belshe ~as
!'lOt to bl3:ale

f)J!t,.,~.R£1!

Dl~GItEE

DlS.o\.C!!:!£

"GRU:

"mu:.r.

~UGHTL\'

AGREE

~LlGlrTL\'

"GR[.[
SLiGHTL\'
AGRF..£
~LlGlrTL\'

"GRU:
AG2f:..£

AGIlU:

AGREF..
AGRf.E
AGREE
AGREE
AC.Rf..E
AGREE
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Plus. rate the p07tur~ of both Iht.uer :aud dhdo'il!r b.low; PlI.~~E ~ELECT 0:'\"1.\"

ON'I:~~~

'When the discloser started talking,
4) The

Iiste,ner was

b) The discloser was

Sittif\.g

Lea..ul\t to !he

Lelni,,& to the

u~ght

Left

Right

Sittitlg

Lea.uTlg to the

LeW1'\{! to the

Lulli1'\g

Leal\ing

t:pri~t

Left

Right

Backwad

Fon·:iIId

Sitting

LevUf\g to the

LeW1'\g totbe

Lew,,&:

Lea.u'\~

Upri~bt

Left

Ritbt

Bacbnrd

FCII'O"iIId

Lew"t
Bac t",ard

LeatUl\g
FOl'\'liard

Three minute5 into the conversation,
4) The listener was

b) The discloser was

Sitting

Le.llrUf\.!; to the

Le.lll'li1'\f! to the

Le.llrUT18

Leatling

Upright

Left

Ri@Jt

Back-wad

ForwilId

Six minutes into tbe con....ersation.
4) The listener was

Sitting
Upright

b) The discloser was

SitQ1'Ig

Vpri~

Lea..ul\~

Luni1'\g to tbe

LewT18

Lea.ul\g

Left

Right

Backw;Jrd

Forn'ard

Lea.ul\&: to the

Lew~totbe

LeWTlt

Leal\ing

Left

Right

Bacn';Jrd

FOl'O"ard

to the

In the space below plt'ase tal1y the 1'Iumber of times the IisteDt'r interrupts the discloser - e'feD if
be;~e mterrupts to do or S.1Y something that ~m.s supporth"e. This include'S BOrn nrbal aDd
I1ODl'erbal mterruptiol1S; iDtt'rrupliom are C'01'lsiderrd a~ such ba~ 01'1 the jmpact of tilt
beb"''ioriSQlUld on the disdosn. H the discloSU dotS Dot seem ·j.Dterrgpted" this is not aD

inkUUPtioD :01
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Please read the {oUowing statements and carefully check off the tirde that best describes bow much
you agree mth each statement.
How much do ,·OU agree':

The Listener:
I) explicitly and/or implicitly promoted disclosure.

000000000
0113"~67$

000000000
0113

..

J67$

3) seemed to rfMly listen to the other peI5Qn (e.g. body postlJ.re. eyf" conQet).

000000000

4) asked questions andJor ritidf COIDJIlfULS that seemed to deraJ1;diSlract
discloser from talking about the chosen topic.
5) was moving in il WilY that seemed distracting to the discloser (e.g.
fidgeting, tapping. playing with rell phone)

000000000

0113"~67$
0113"~67S

000000000
{I1:l'.J67$

The Discloser's:
1) w1Jlingness to disclose increased as time went on (e.g. less hesitation).

000000000

2) t\'illingness to disclose decreased as lime wem on (e.g. more besiWion).

000000000

0123
0113

..
..

:67$
:67S

Please use the space below to write dOlTll ~'OW' impressions of this interaction in particular 3nd
your experience with coding it (i.e.\\lsat did you notice in this ta~? What are we missing:nol
getting at witb this coding ~"sum'? I
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APPENDIXG
SAMPLE PAGE FROM BETRAYAL TRAUMA INVENTORY - STUDY 2

I.

Before the a~e of 18. were you attacked by someollt' with whom l'on were \'m' dose (such as a family member or romannc
partner) so severely as to result in marks, bntises. blood, broken bones. or broken teeth?

DYes

DNo

If YES, please answer the following questions.

IfNO. please skip to the next page.
2. How many different people did this to you" Please enter a number here

_

3. If more than ont' person did this to rOil, please 1t'It'rt lbt' pt'rson ionh'r-d in tbt' IDOlt signific;mt or distrusiog t'l"t'Dl(s)
and answer the rest of the questions for that person. The person who did this to you was (please check aU that apply):
a). 0 Male

o Female

DOtber

b). 0 Someone you NEVER trusted at any point in your life
Someone you lru>ted at some point in your life

o

c). 0 Parent, guardian. or person responsible for caring' for you
Family mem~r not responsible for caring for you
Neither

o
o

d). 0 Husband, wife, or romantic partner
Teacher, doctor, coach. religious advi.or, coumelor
or professional
o Babysitter or nanny
AcquaintaIICe
Friend
Stranger
Other-(please specify
).

o
o

o

o
o

4. Outside of this survey, have you ever told anyone about this experience?

DYes

ONo

a.) If yes, who was the first person that )'0\1 told? (e.g family memoo. counselor, police, friend..
romantic partner)

b.) lfyes, how long after the experience did YOllfirst disclose that it happened"
hours 0 days 0 weeks 0 months 0 years

o

c) If yes. how did this person treat you once you told rum/her \vhat happened"

Overy positwely 0 somewhat positil;ely 0 somewhat negati\'ely 0 l:ery negatively
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APPENDIXH
PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL MATERIALS - EXPERIMENTAL

We would 1ilce to g1\'e you some suggestions, based on prior research, ro help you make your
friend feel more comfortable dllCing the experiment today_ It is p<l5sible that these
suggestions
also enhance the ql.lality ofyoUl J"elationsmps. At the end of this explanation,
you will be tested on this infonnation since we believe it will be helpful for you to remember.

''''ill

Fir">t it is impol1ant to utilize attentive body language.
I) DO NOT make inappropriate facial expres&ions (E.1tamples: smiling when someone is
discllSslng a sad topic, rolling eyes, raising eyebrows when hearing bow someone
coped) and DO NOT move your body too much (Examples: excessive fidge~,
playing with cell phone).
1) DO sit in. a posture (leaning fOfWaJ"d or upright) and use ge&tures that convey
engagement (nodding).
1) DO maintain consistent not constant or darting. eye contact (look directly at the
person for brief periods of 3-6 seconds. then look away briefly before J"ecOODectiog).
Second, it is important to use verbal skills that encouaage the speaker to continue.
I) DO NOT change the topic or ask questions that are off-topic. This may seem l.i1:e a
way to decrease your anxiety or make the other penon more comfortable. but it often
has the opposite effect.
2) DO allow silence and convey that you are listening by ufoing encoonging words like
"hmmm" and "uh_huh" periodically.
3) DO state/nameire.flect back the emotion being deseribed. It might also help you to
imagine yourself in the speaker's place and look at the situation from his/ber
perspecth'e. (Examples: "\Vow - sounds 1ilce it was SCaty for you'" "It seeJlU like you
fee1 really sad about that" "I feel like that DIDst; ve made you angry. ")
4) DO ask questions if you are confused, and try to ask questions that require UlOCe than
one word (Instead of: "Was that scary'?" "Do you mean it wasa't that bad?" Ask
questions like: "Could you tell me a little bit more about iliat'''' "What was that like
for you?" "What do you mean when you say _ _?')

Third, i.t is important to use words in a way that convey sllJlPOl1,
1) DO NOT reassure the person in a way that might minimize their experience
(Examples: "That happened so long ago, maybe it would help to try move on." "It's
not worth the energy to keep thinking about it." "Don't be scared.")
2) 00 NOT make judgments or eva1tlations about t:hetr responses or decisions
(EMJDples: "Couldn't you do/say
insteadT "1 don't think: you should w<my
about it anymore." "I think. it'd be better fOJ' you to _ _.""\\1hy don't you _ _?')
3) DO \'alidate the person's emotions in a genuine tone (Examples: . 'If that happened to
me. I can imagine I'd feel really O1.-emrhelmed too," "Gi\'en that experience. it make.':>
sense you'd feel/say/do
." "I thiDk many people with that experience would
have felt similarly.")
4) DO point out the person'" strengths (Examples: --rm amazed at how nweh com'age
that took.'- "You' ve done a great job at keeping everytlllng in perspective.'- "I really
admire yow strength." ''I'm impIe ">sed with how you've dealt with this.")
5) DO focus OD their experience rather than your own and only give ad\'ice when it is
requested.
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APPENDIX I
PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL MATERIALS - CONTROL
We would like to give you some suggestions, based on prior resea.-ch, to help you maintain a
healthy lifestyle. It is possible that these !ruggestions will also enhance the quality OfyOUT
relationships. At the end of this explanation,. you will be te<:.ted on this information since we
believe it will be helpful faT you to remember.
First, it is important have adeqU<Jte sleep hygiene.

I) DO NOT t':tet"cise within four bours ofbedrime and DO NOT eat excell.·ii,'ely before
bed 01" go to bed on an empty stomach.
2) DO get enough restful and wtintenupted sleep by trying to go to bed only wben
sleepy and gomg to bed and waking up around thta same time every day.
3) DO adhere to bedtime coutines that will help give your body cues that it is time to
slow down and sleep (Examples: listening to re1a.~g music, £eadlng something
soothing. having a cup of caffeine-free tea, and doing relaxation exercises).
Second, it is important to get a certain amount and type of exercise.
1) DO NOT skip watming up (Examples: stretching and domg a slower 01" toned down
version of the exercise you are planning on doing) Ot" cooling do\\n (Examples:
stretching and doing something that will decrea<>e yow' heart rate gradually, like
walking slowly) for at least 5 minutes. These 1WI)' seem a waste of tiwe but both are
important for enhancing the effects of exerci~ and preventing sarene.,,> and injury
2) DO incorporate both strength (Examples: weight-lifting. martial 311£, Pilates) and
flexibility (Examples: stretching. swimming, yoga) training in addition to the type of
activity mentioned in #3.
3) DO aim to engage in phy~ica13ctivitythat is either moderate-intensity (some increase
in breathing or helJ11I"ate; conversation can occur comfortably during activity) fOt" at
least 30 minutes on 5 or more days pel" week OR high-intensity (large increase in
breathing or heart mte; conversation is diffinl1t because ofbeing out ofbreath) for at
least 20 minutes on 3 or more days per week,
4) DO dricl: enough water (Examples: 2 glasses of water both befol't~ and after exercise,
and small amounts every 15-30 nlln\\tes) and eat at least 2 hoUls before exercise.
Thint it is important to work towards implementing a heaLthy diet
1) DO NOT eat excessive amounts (eatWg in moderate frequency or moderate Sf'CIting
size is fme) of foods that are high in wl, saturated and trans. fat cholesterol, and
added sugar (Examples: proces.sed prepared_ and canned foo& as well as some
restaurant and fast foods).
2) DO NOT avoid protein (Examples: fish. poulny. eggs. beans. nut, meats) or healthy
fats and oils (E'Unlples: a\'ocado~ fish, olive & canola oil, caw nut.. and seeds).
3) DO try to eat a sufficient amount and a large variety of.tillits and vegetables (a"'erage
ofl cups offtuit and 2.5 cups of vegetables per day) especially those dark in color
(Examples: dark green and orange).
4) DO eat at least 3 sen.ings of whole grains per day (Examples: whole wheat instead of
wheat flow-, oatmeal, brown rice, quinoa).
5) DO consume 3 cups per day of milk or eqtu\"alem milk products (Examples: yogurt,
cheese. or non-dairy calcium-containing alternatives).
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APPENDIXJ
PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL QUIZ - EXPERIMENTAL
Body Language

1. Indicate whetbe:r these statements are true or false based on the infonnation you
just studied by ending the best ilDSWel".

It is recommended that you:
Sit upright or leaning fmward

True

False

b. Maintain coosbnt eye contact

True

False

c. Avoid moving around

True

False

d. Nod to show you are listening

True

False

3..

2. Give two examples of inappropriate facial expressions.
3..

b.

Verbal Sk:i11s
3. Indicate whether these statements are true or false based on the infonnation you
just studied by circling the best answer.

It is recommended. that you:
Only ask questions that require «yes~ or "no"
responses

True

False

b. Avoid saying things like <'hmmm" and "uh-hub."

True

False

c. Try to look at the situation from your friend's

True

False

True

False

3..

perspective
d. Change topics if your mend seems upset

4. Give two examples ofbow you might state, name, OJ reflect back emotions your
friend desaibes.
3..

b.
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Support
5. Indicate whether these statements are true or false based on the infomution you
just studied b)' circling the best answer.
It is recommended that you:
a. Talk: about your O\\t"n experiences if they
are similar

True

False

b. Give advice in a supportive tone

True

False

c. Avoid reaSSl.lfing your mend in a way that
might minimize their situation

True

False

d. Say things like, "Try not to wany about if'

True

False

e. Avoid makingjudgments like, "1 think it
would be better for you to
'

True

False

6. Give one example ofa way to point out your friend' s strengths :mel two e.'!\.3mples
ofvalidating your friend's emotions.
a. Pointing out strengths:

_

b. Validating:

c. Validating

_
_
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APPENDIXK
PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL QUIZ - CONTROL

Sleep Hygiene

1. Indicate whether these statements are true or false based on the infonnation you
just studied by circling the best answer.
It iii recommended that you:

Eat a small amount before sleeping if you are
hungry

Tme

False

True

False

c. Keep a regular sleep schedule

True

False

d. Exercise 1-2 hours before bed to

True

False

3.

b. Try to go to sleep at night even if )'ou are

not tired

induce sleepiness
')

What are two examples of recommended bedtime routines?
3.

b.

Exercise

3. Indicate whether these statements are troe or false based on the inf01lll3tion you
just studied by circling the best answer.
It is reconnnended that you:

Exercise for 20-30 minutes on 3-5 days per week
depending on intensity level

True

False

b. Drink \\'3ter before~ dluing, and after exercise

True

False

c. Eat 15-30 ntinures before exercise for energy

True

False

d. Skip warm upicool down if doing strength
or flexibility training

True

False

3.
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4. Give one example of~trength or flexibility training and one example ofa wannup or cool-down activity.
d.

Strength/Fle:tibility:

_

b. Wann-up/Cool-oown:

_

Balanced Eating

5. Indicate whether these statements are tme or false based on the infOImation you
just studied by circling the best answer.

Try to eat fruits and vegetables dark in color

True

False

b. Conlpletely eliminate foods high in salt. fut,

True

False

A void foods with large amounts ofprotein

True

False

d. Eat at least 3 servings of dairy and 3 seJvings
ofwhole grain products per day

True

False

e. Eat at least:; cups offruits and 2 C1lpS of
vegetables per day

True

False

3.

chol~1e:rol,
C.

or sugar

6. Give one example of a recommended whole grain and two examples of
recoounended fats and oils
3.

Whole grain:

b. F3t10i1:

c. FaUOil:

_
_

---------------------
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APPENDIXL
FINAL CODER DOCUMENT - STUDY 2
NA..'IE:

_

DATE:

_

PARTKIPA.'U ID NVMERS

_

TOlE RECORDL"iG BEGINS:
a.·UED:

FlRST

_

SECOl'!J)

GE..'lERAL TOPIC BEING DISCLOSED:

_

1) Instructions: Listed below are a number of responses the discloser mayor may not have received
from their friend (the liste'lle.r) about the experience helshe discussed For each statement, please circle
the one number corresponding to ho.... much of lhat type of response you think the discloser received
from the listener during the interaction (,ememlJer to consider both FREOUENO' aM Il'tlTENSITY of

the response).
A
Lot

None
1. The listener thought the discloser was over-reacting

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

3. The listener made "should or shouldn't have" COlU1l1ents about the
discloser's role in the exp('rienc(', such as. "You should/shouldn't haw
_ _ _" (referring to the discloser's emotions OR actions)

1

2

3

4

5

4. The listener didn't seem to know what to say, or seemed afraid of
saying/doing the "wrong" thing (ex: lacked confidence. seemed
awkward, did or said something aWl'Vi'lUd or inappropliate, shifted in
chair, stuttered. was hesitant to speak)

1

.,

3

4

5

5. The listener refused to provide the type of help or support the discloser
was looking for

I

.)

3

4

5

6. The listener said the discloser should look on the bright side

I

.)

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

1

.)

3

2. The listen('r did not give himJher enough of his or her time, or made the
discloser feel like be/she should bmry (ex: changed topic. showed lack of
interest, was silent in a way that indicated discloser should hurry)

..

7. The listener said, "l told yOll so, or made some similar comment
(literal or figurative blaming. any comment with 1I blaminE sentillX'Dt,
write comment here to reflect upon Iliter
8. The listener seemed to be telling the discloser ~1lat he or she thougbt
the listener wante.d to hear (ex: cliche response. lack of genuineness,
superficial commentldiscussion, general platitudes)
9. The listener seemed disappointed in the discloser (ex: disappointment
in regards to the topic the discloser chose to discuss or the discloser's
response to the event, if the listener seems bored/inconvenienced)

)

I

3

5

4

5
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A
Lot

None
:!

3

4

5

11. The listener felt that the discloser should stop worrying about the
event and just forget about it.

~

3

4

5

12. The listener asked the discloser "why" questions about his.ller role
in the experience. such as, "Why did/didn't you
1"

2

3

4

5

13. The listener felt th3t the discloser should focus on the present or the
future (ex: that he/she should forget about wh<lt has happened and get
on with biSlbel' life)

'J

3

4

5

14. The listener tried to cbeer up the listener when helshe was not ready to
cheer up

2

3

4

5

15. The listener refused to take the discloser seriously

2

3

4

5

16. The listener told the discloser to be strong,. to keep hislher chin up. or
said th:lt the discloser shouldn 'I leI il bother him/her (literal or
figurative sentiment of "don't let it get to you". can be minimizing or
patronizing,)

2

3

4

5

.,

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

.,

3

4

5

20. The listener felt that it could have been worse or that it was not as bad
as the discloser thought

2

3

4

5

21. From the listener's tone of voice. expression. or body language. I got
the feeling that he or she was uncomfortable talking with the discloser
about hisJher experience

:!

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

10. The listener changed the subject before the disdoserwanted to.

1

.

17. The listener did not seem to want to btar about it
18. The listener told the discloser that beishe had gotten h:imlherself into
the situation in the first place. and that the discloser now must deal
with the consequences
19. The listener discouraged the discloser from expressing feelings such as
anger, hurt or sadness

22. The listener made comments that blamed the discloser. or tried to
make the discloser feel responsible

1

.
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2) Please rate the posture of both listener and discloser below; PlEASE SEllCf O~Y O~!! ~
When the discloser started t~llking,
a) The listener was
b) The discloser was

Sitting

Leaning to the

uaning

Leaning

Upright

Bacl..vard
Leaning

Forward

Sittin!!

Side
Leaning to the

Leaning

Upright

Side

BackwiUd

Forward

Three minutes into the conversation,
a) The listener was
b) The discloser was

Sittillg

Leaning to the

Leaning

Leaning

Upright

Side

Bacl."v;'Md

Forward

Sitting

Leaning to !be

Le.lning

Leaning

Upright

Side

Backward

Fo{\1;'ard

Sittillg

Leaning to the

Leaning

Leaning

Upright
Sitting

Side
Leaning to the

Backward
Le.lning

ForwMd
uaning

Upright

Side

Bacb'ard

FO{\1;'ard

Six minutes into the conversation,
a) The listener was
b) The discloser was

31 In the spare belolT please

taU~'

each of the foUowing and refer to the instructions bt'lolT.

ll\lERRUPTlONS
- Nonvl"rbal behaviors need to distractidnail the discloser for them to be considered mtl"rruptlons,
Examples: nodding, or saring SOIllething like. "mrnhrnm." "reallr?'" and other utter.mces indicating the
person mar be paying attention
I«hal behaviors are considered mtl"rruptions ,,'en It rh.ty do nor disrracriderail the disdora, Exarnple~:
asking a question \lI'ilhout a sufficient pau:;e on the part of the dis<'J05er. talking at the same time of the dis.cJo5e1

TOPIC SWITCING - the I of times the topic is S\l'itehed from the initial topic
- Do not consider different details of the same overall event as "S'I\-itches"
- It the liste,ner shares details l100Ut his or her life. this would be 11 topic switch only if it distracts the
discloser in some way (e.g.• if it seems like relAting more than a "take over." probably not a switch)
ROLE SWITCHING - the fi of times the listener becomes the discloser
Consider listener disclosures as role s~itches ONLY if the listener Sfems to "take over" the conversation
(e.g.. if the listener shares one or two personal details as a way of relAting. this most likely would not be a
"role s,,'itch", but possibl}' .a topic s9:iteh)

Interruptions

I of topic s'>'oitches - D

I of topic S\\'itches - L

f! of role switches
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4) Piease read the follov.ing statements and carefully check oft the circle that best describes how much
you agree \lith each statement in tenus of global impressions.
How mueh do you agree?
DOl

at an.

The Ustener:
1) explicitly aodIor implicitly promoted disclosure.

000000000

2) conveye.d support (e.g.. wannth. validation. respect, openness).

000000000

3) seemed to really listen to the other person (e.g. body posture. eye contact).
4) asked questions and/or made comments that seemed to derail/distract
discloser from talking about e-3ch chosen topic.
5) aske.d questions and/or made comments that seemed to help discloser
contume talkiIig about each chosen topic.
6) was moving/moved in a way that seemed distracting to Ihe discloser (e.g.
fidgeting. tapping. playing with phone) OR exhibited distrad;ne
nonverbal belu\iors (e.g.• nodding, laughing. iIJappropnate facial

000000000

12345t\7119
1234567119
123456189

000000000
123456189

000000000
1234567119

000000000
1!3456711s)

expressions, listener's silence)

The Discloser's:

1) willingness to disclose (in general) decreased as time went on
(e.g. discloser !teemed more hesitant).
2) willingness to disclose (in general) seemed deniledldistnlCted by the
listener's movements or nonverbal behaviors (e.g. noddiIig. laughing,
inappropriate facial expressions)

000000000
1234567119

000000000
123456789

5) Dming tile disclosure interaction. when the lliWw: responded to the discloser. how much did hislher
tone have each of the followinp characteristics taking into account FREQUENCY AND rNTE~Sm'?
Moderate
Amount

~one

A Lot

1) Varied or vivid changes in inflection

1

~

3

4

5

2) Weak and hesitant

1

2

3

.4

5

3) Neutral with little feeling

1

~

3

4

5

4) Faltering or broken

1

2

3

4

5

5) Strong and confident

1

::!

3

4

5
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6) During the disclosmt interaction, when the disdo5er was tilling, how much did hislber tone have
each of the following characteristics t.1kinginto account fREQUENCY :\ND 11'JINSm·?
Moderate
Amount

~one

A Lot

I) Varied or vivid changes in inflection

1

1

3

4

5

2) Weak and hesitant

1

2

3

4

5

3) ~eutral with little fe-eling

1

2

3

4

5

4) Faltering or broken

1

2

3

4

5

5) Strong and confident

I

1

3

4

5

7) During the disclosure interaction, how much did the listener's facial expressions reflect each of the
following characteristics taking into account fREQVENCY AND Jl'''TENSm-?

Moderate
Amount

~one

A Lot

I) Smile

I

2

3

4

5

2) ~eutra1

1

2

3

4

5

3) RejeetionIDisgust

1

2

3

4

5

4) Acceptance

1

2

3

4

5

5) Sad face or frown

1

2

3

4

5

6) Anger

1

2

3

4

5

7) AlertnesstEngagement

1

')

3

4

5

8) Wrinkled forehead

1

2

3

4

5

9) Disapproval

I

2

3

4

5
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8) During the discloSlU"e interaction. how much did tk discloser's facial expressions reflect each of the
following characteristics taking into account FREOVENCY .~'ID ThjENSITY?
Moderate
A Lot
~one
AmoUDt
1) Smile

I

2

3

4

5

2) ~eutral

I

2

3

4

5

3) Rejection

I

'"}

3

4

5

4) Acceptance

I

2

3

4

5

5) Sad face or frown

I

2

3

4

5

6) Anger

I

,"}

'-

3

4

5

7) Alertness/Engagement

I

'-

3

4

5

8) Wrinkled forehead, biting lip

I

-"

3

4

5

9) Disapproval

I

2

3

4

5

."}

9) Please use the space below to ..,. rite dO\\ll your impressions of this interaction in p3lticular and your
expt"rience with coding it (i.e_, What did yon notice in this tape? What are we missing/not getting at with
this coding system'?)
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